






Happy Chinese New Year! 
I am still finding it hard to believe that we are already into the second 

month of the year. It looks like 2016 is going to whizz us by rather 

quickly as well.

The first few months of the year is indeed filled with an array of 

festivities. 

From ushering in the New Year to celebrating Thaipusam in January, 

we now look forward to celebrating Chinese New Year. I have been 

told that this year, bidding farewell to the year of the Sheep, is the 

year of the Red Monkey. The Year of the Monkey is the 9th animal in 12 

zodiac signs and is said to be a smart, naughty, wily and vigilant animal.

The year of the Sheep was a good year for us at the iProperty Group 

and I am sure that the year of the Monkey will be just as good or even 

better.

As such, from all of us at the iProperty Group, Gong Xi Fai Cai! Have a 

prosperous and exciting year of the Red Monkey!
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EDITOR’S NOTE

HAPPENINGS

Agile Mont Kiara, a joint venture residential 
development by Agile Real Estate Development 
Sdn Bhd and PJ Development Holdings Bhd was 
officially launched on January 9, 2016 by Datuk Mhd 
Amin Nordin Abd Aziz, Mayor of Kuala Lumpur.

“We are happy to have Agile’s Real Estate 
Development Sdn Bhd as a new player in the city’s 
property development initiatives and I am sure we will 
see the best of their expertise demonstrated in Mont 
Kiara,” said Datuk Haji Mohd Najib, Dewan Bandaraya 
Kuala Lumpur’s Executive Director of Planning.

Valued at RM1.4 billion in gross development value 
(GDV), Agile Mont Kiara will comprise of 11 towers 
with a total of 813 units, ranging from 1,162 to 5,037 
sq ft with an average price of RM800 per sq ft.

“We are dedicating 6 of the 10 acres as an 
environmental deck, with pools, parks and 
recreational area,” said Wilson Ren, Agile Real 
Estate Development’s CEO.

RM1.4 billion Agile Mont Kiara launched
The China-based developer cited it chose Malaysia 
as the first international development destination 
due Malaysia’s good weather, multicultural 
uniqueness as well as the international appeal of 
Mont Kiara. The project has secured about 70% 
take-up rate. Agile Mont Kiara is expected to be 
completed by the end of 2019. “As we enter into 
these current challenging times, you will be hearing 
about property prices heading towards a fall or 
collapse. However in Kuala Lumpur, the property 
market here is far from a bubble,” opined Tan Sri 
Ong Leong Huat, Chairman of PJ Development 
Holdings.

Chinese New Year is just around the corner. Time for 

new directions and goals.

One of the most frequently asked questions to me 

is, “Is it a good time to buy property this year? My 

respond is always YES. Real estate is one of the most 

leading sectors in terms of revenue generation and 

returns from investment. It is a buyer’s market now. 

Take advantage of it because property prices are 

unlikely to drop in the near future.

We have a new section for property entrepreneur 

and ID King, Adrian Wee called ‘Let me help you’ 

whereby he has pulled together some invaluable 

advice about renovation quotes. A must read!

Also this month, we meet 25-year old See Wei Jie, 

featured in the investor’s profile section Young Gun, 

who went on to build an enviable property portfolio. 

The Home & Property Investment Fair 2016 was an 

amazing success with more than 20,000 visitors. 

Read about it on page 10.

Fraud can happen to anyone and anytime. I think 

it is time for the authorities to implement stern 

actions against illegal brokers. During its 6 month 

campaign, BOVAEA has discovered that individuals 

and companies are using new age media to market 

properties illegally. More on page 12.

In addition to insightful articles and commentary 

about Puchong and Rawang, you will also find a 

wide range of property statistics from brickz.my 

about these two townships. Brickz.my offers details 

on transacted prices within minutes across Malaysia. 

I would like to wish Gong Xi Fa Cai to everyone 

and may the Year of the Monkey bring us infinite 

opportunities and luck!

Roshan Kaur Sandhu
Editor, iProperty.com 

Malaysia
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EVENT  |  Home & Property Investment Fair 2016: A blazing success!

iProperty.com Malaysia hosted the Home & Property 
Investment Fair at the Mid Valley Exhibition Centre 
from 22nd – 24th January, which drew more than 
20,000 visitors  promised a fabulous affair with flashy 
developer showcases, property and financial expert 
seminars, lavish giveaways as well as lucrative lucky 
draws. Envisioned as an ideal venue for developers 
to showcase their latest projects and a place for 
home buyers and property investors to view the 
newest offerings in the market, this year’s property 
fair featured more than 40 property exhibitors and 
amazing contests for visitors. Top industry players 
such as Mah Sing Group Bhd, Tropicana Development 
Sdn Bhd, Agile Real Estate Development Sdn Bhd, 
PKNS Holdings Bhd as well as Land & General Bhd 
occupied three halls in the exhibition centre with 
grand booths in theme with the coming Chinese New 
Year celebrations.

GRAND PRIZE: NISSAN ALMERA 
Property buyers also stood the chance to drive home 
a brand new Nissan Almera worth over RM 70,000, 
courtesy  of Tan Chong Motor Holdings (subject 
to terms and conditions). (The lucky winner will be 
announced soon).

LAUNCHES: MEGA OUD PLANTATION 
PROGRAMME & MALAYSIAN PROPENOMY 
(BOOK)
The fair also witnessed OUD Plantation Technology 
Sdn Bhd’s Mega Oud Plantation Programme launch 
which offers individuals a low-risk yet highly profitable 
platform to become successful Agarwood plantation 
owners without being land-owners.

“We are living in times of economic and environment 
uncertainty where it is now more essential than ever 
to identify innovative business models that will secure 
a greener future for us, as a society and nation,” 
said YAM Dato’ Seri Shahabuddin, Chairman of OUD 
Plantation. Dr Daniele Gambero launched his first 
book entitled ‘Malaysian Propenomy’ at the event. Dr 
Daniele said, “This book is easy to use and it is the 
key that opens the door to the future of profitable 
property purchasing. Malaysian Propenomy will be an 
education hub about the country’s property economy 
where readers can find information, advice and 
resources as well as my previous seminar reviews”.

EXPERTS
Prospective property buyers and investors were also 
indulged with FREE property insights and seminars by 
renowned property experts, namely Gary Chua, CEO 
of Smart Financing; Khairudin Ya’cob, Senior Manager 
of Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd; Maxshangkar, 
Founder & CEO of Max Capital Management Holding 
Ltd; Chris Tan, Managing Partner of Chur Associates; 
Miichael Yeoh, CEO of GM Training Academy PLT; 
Richard Oon, National Tax Director of TY Teoh 
International Penang and Dr Daniele Gambero, CEO 
of REI Group of Companies, among many others.

iProperty.com Malaysia’s Home & Investment Fair 2016 
maintains its momentum with more than 20,000 visitors.

HOME & PROPERTY INVESTMENT 
FAIR 2016: A BLAZING SUCCESS!
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Newer threats have emerged in the property market with individuals, investors, 
business entities and companies becoming illegal property brokers to cash in on 

new development opportunities.

BOVAEA CRACKING DOWN 
ON BOGUS AGENTS

“Such misinformation by these illegal property agents 
has undermined the legal authority that encompasses 
the practise through the Valuers, Appraisers and 
Estate Agents Act 1981. Their actions had cause 
both trust and legal problems to the landlords who 
used their services as neither the law nor the web-
based company can protect them,” said Eric Lim Chin 
Heng, Chairman of BOVAEA Estate Agency Practice 
Committee (EPAC).

CAMP was designed to educate and protect the 
public, prior to the numerous complaints BOVAEA had 
received over the years as property buyers and sellers 
had been losing a lot of their hard earned money. 

With technological advancements such as mobile 
phone applications, website portals and social media, 
unregistered real estate negotiators (RENs) have been 
running rampant against the law to make a fast buck. 
The Board of Valuers, Appraisers and Estate Agents 
Malaysia (BOVAEA), the governing body for all 
registered estate agents and real estate transactions 
in the country said that they are concerned at the 
apathy of these groups that disregard the law.

CAMPAIGN AWARENESS
From BOVAEA’s six-month campaign called CAMP, 
which encapsulates the four main methods illegal 
brokers use to con suspecting property sellers, 
buyers, landlords and tenants - Cheating, Absconding, 
Misinterpretation and Profiteering. The campaign is 
aimed at educating the public on the unscrupulous 
illegal agents.

The campaign discovered individuals as well as 
companies using the new age media to market 
properties illegally and a few even urged the public 
not to use the services of registered RENs for a 
cheaper price as well as faster and immediate service.

Article continued on page 14

1 From left: Eric Lim Chin Heng, Chairman of BOVAEA 
EPAC, Tuan Haji Faizan Abdul Rahman, President of 
BOVAEA, and Soma Sundram, member of BOVAEA 
EPAC.

2 Tuan Haji Faizan shows the Valuers, Appraisers and 
Estate Agents Act 1981 while Eric Lim and Soma 
Sundram show an example of a REN tag.

1 2
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“We urged the public to 
be prudent when they 
appoint an agent and 
check their legality as the 
Board can only take action 
against the REN should 
there be a dispute. Dealing 
with registered agents 
provides a certain standard 
of service and there are 
options for recourse should 
negotiations or deals turn 
sour,” he stressed.

Soma said that all 
registered real estate 
agents or negotiators will 
have a red tag issued by 
the Board and advised the 

public to ask for the tag from agents or negotiators to 
check for their legality.

“REN tags are red and will have a BOVAEA lanyard 
attached to it. To check for the REN’s legality, the 
public can use their smart phones and identify the 
REN’s legal status via the QR code on the tag,” Soma 
advised.

He also added that all RENs must wear the tag when 
engaging property negotiations with their customers 
and they will be liable to the law should they be caught 
to have infringed the Act.

“Those found guilty under Section 30 of the Act 
is liable to a fine not exceeding RM300,000 or 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 years or 
both,” Eric warned, adding that the Board committee 
is currently actively monitoring and identifying such 
illegal activities.

WORKING TOGETHER
Faizan added that there will be cooperation with the 
Real Estate Housing and Developers’ Association 
(REHDA) to ensure that RENs appointed by the 
developers are registered agents with BOVAEA as 
well as Police Diraja Malaysia (PRRM) to assist in 
upholding the Act.

Registered real estate agents and negotiators are 
reminded to act within the code of conduct set by the 
Board that helps protect public interests and against 
fraud, misinterpretation and unethical practices in 
respect to all real estate transactions.

Agents and the public can also report any abuse to the Board 

immediately at 603-2287 6666 or login to www.lppeh.gove.my 

or www.propertyagent.gov.my for further action.

“Numerous unregistered 
agents are not aware of 
the law that prohibits 
them from approaching 
property developers and 
owners to help them sell 
their properties,” said 
Soma Sundram, member 
of BOVAEA EPAC.

Tuan Haji Faizan Abdul 
Rahman, President of 
BOVAEA, commented 
that such incidences 
have increased in view 
of the rising demand for 
properties in the current 
challenging market as 
many illegal agents do not 
know that property trade is governed by the Act.

“It is time for these illegal agents to stop as the law 
only permits trained and competent real estate agents 
to market and sell properties,” he said.

The CAMP campaign had since investigated and found 
an IT-based public listed company responsible for 
creating an illegal real estate trading website portal.

“We also want to reiterate from the Act that those who 
appoint these illegal brokers may be contravening 
with the law as abetment also falls under the Act’s 
infringement,” he added.

TO SERVE AND PROTECT
“BOAVEA’s prime objective is to protect the public 
against illegal brokers and as such the public must be 
aware that when selling, purchasing, letting or renting 
they should seek the representation and advice of 
registered agents or negotiators.”

Faizan urged the public against using illegal brokers 
or firms not registered with BOVAEA, as when there is 
a dispute, there is nothing much the Board can do to 
help the parties concerned.
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Under the scheme, purchasers just need to pay a 
surprisingly low downpayment from RM3,000* with 
the balance unfinanced portion of the purchase price 
deferrable up to 2 years*, or upon vacant possession, 
whichever is earlier.

Whether you are a first-time house buyer with no 
immediate funds available, or you have some savings 
currently tied up in fixed deposits or perhaps you are 
thinking about selling your old property, the “Buy Now 
Pay Later” scheme will allow you to plan and manage 
your finances without missing out on great property 
deals available now from IOI Properties.

This is an incredibly easy scheme for purchasers to 
own their dream property in more than one way.
Purchasers who are also IOI Privilege Card holders will 
receive up to 2%* rebate or an introducer fee of 1.5%* 
on IOI properties.

The scheme, valid 
till March 31, 2016, 
is available to all 
Malaysians and 
is applicable to 
any residential 
and commercial 
property within IOI 
townships, namely 
Bandar Puteri 
Puchong, Bandar 
Puchong Jaya, 16 
Sierra in Puchong 
South, IOI Resort 
City in Putrajaya, 
Bandar Puteri 
Warisan in Sepang 
and Bandar Puteri 
Bangi.

Interested purchasers can obtain more information at www.
ioiproperties.com.my, or by calling 03-8060 8833 (Puchong 
townships), 03-8944 9999 (16 Sierra), 03-8947 8899 (IOI 
Resort City / Bandar Puteri Warisan) and 03-8912 3333 
(Bandar Puteri Bangi).

IOI PROPERTIES:
BUY NOW AND PAY LATER!

With the steep depreciation for the ringgit compounded by the current gloomy 
economic sentiment, should you just suffer in silence or act now

to protect the value of your money?

Doing nothing will not help to elevate the value of your 
money, but if you invest wisely and take advantage of 
the great deals on offer now, you may not just restore 
the value of your wealth, but may also increase it by 
choosing the right investment.

Investing in properties in a choice location is definitely 
an assured way of not only stamping the fall of the 
Ringgit but also multiplying your wealth when the 
property value picks up. In the worst case scenario, 
you would still have a good asset to hold on to even if 
the property value does not appreciate to the level to 
match your expectations.

With the Year of the Monkey prancing around the 
corner, you may just find the light at the end of the 
tunnel. IOI Properties Group Bhd’s “Buy Now Pay 
Later” scheme may just be the scheme you have been 
waiting for!
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Located in the heart of the southern economic 
corridor of Iskandar Malaysia, Forest City 
presents a city of dreams, enveloped by lush 

vertical greenery covering buildings, pristine seafront 
settings, vehicle-free boulevards and a tropical 
paradise-inspired ambience. The development is 
located on a cluster of four islands on the Straits of 
Johor, surrounded by 130 acres of sea grass reserve. 
Adjacent to Singapore, the development offers the 
prosperity of Singapore and the affordability of 
Malaysia – the best of both worlds. Forest City is set to 
present an urban complex spread across 3,425 acres 
of freehold land. 

 COUNTRY GARDEN PACIFICVIEW 
FOREST CITY -

DELIVERING A PROMISE OF
A SMART TOMORROW

Offering a glimpse into the future – a blend of modern architecture and luxury 
living infused with natural elements to create a well-balanced eco-system for 

mankind and nature.

FREEHOLD PROPERTIES AT A FRACTION OF 
SINGAPORE’S PRICE
This island development promises luxurious freehold 
residential properties comprising exclusive high-
rise apartments and hotel apartments. The high-rise 
apartments have built-up sizes ranging from 753 sq ft 
to 1,862 sq ft with unique green vertical facade forming 
a natural barrier from the elements, and exuding a 
sense of unparalleled green living in an urban setting. 
Covering the entire facade of the building, the 
greenery beautifully converge into a sailboat shape, 
creating an incredible illusion of a cruise ship. 

1
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The units are strategically laid out to offer a scenic 
view of the deep blue seafront, complemented by 
glass panelled floor-to-ceiling windows, glass fences 
and sliding doors that provide an uninterrupted view 
of this tropical paradise. The homes are fitted with 
electrical appliances, fixtures and furnishings from 
top international brands, giving the development an 
unmatched sense of luxury and grandiose. 

The apartments offer the ultimate pleasure of marina 
commercial streets, infinity pools and a fully-equipped 
clubhouse, among other fascinating facilities and 
conveniences. 

2

The hotel apartments overlook the exotic seafront, 
offering elegant residential units with built-up sizes 
ranging from 373 sq ft to 838 sq ft, complete with 
exclusive facilities and services of a premium hotel. 

1 Rendering of the 1st Phase
2 Rendering of the City
*All illustrations and pictures are artist’s impressions only
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The breath-taking 30-kilometer coastline and water-
ways stretching across the island offer a sense of 
perpetual seaside living. Aside from fresh seafront 
air and the pristine ocean view, the development is 
surrounded by majestic red mangroves and beautiful 
wetlands. 

WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES 
Forest City offers comprehensive facilities fit for 
global elite communities. The developer has signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Shattuck-
St. Mary’s School, a renowned high-school in the US. In 
addition to that, elite internationals schools from the 
UK, and other countries will be brought in to create a 
multicultural and well-blended learning environment.  
Forest City is also collaborating with Iskandar Malaysia 
Regional Development Authority to draw research 
centres, technical training institutions and other 
educational facilities to create a knowledge-economy 
and spur an intellectually sophisticated eco-system. 

3

Forest City is a city that integrates premium 
residences, commercial facilities, an exhibition 
and convention hub, entertainment, leisure, and 
transportation, creating a wholesome Live, Work and 
Play environment.

Plans are in the pipeline to transform Forest City into 
a duty-free island with duty-free shopping malls. 
Moreover, Forest City has already signed a contract 
with the 4th largest medical group of the US to provide 
world-class healthcare solutions.

The transportation hub, international club, Marina 
Commercial Street and beach park are completed 
and can be utilised. Whereas the hotel is now under 
construction. The Phase 1 development is located 
close to Port of Tanjung Pelepas (PTP) that fully 
supports the international logistic. 

4 5
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Additionally, the development has adopted BIM’s 
digital technology to enhance the quality of life and 
business as well as to promote eco-friendly lifestyles 
in harmony with nature.

AN INTERNATIONAL JOINT-VENTURE 
Forest City is a signature development by Country 
Garden Pacificview (CGPV), a joint venture between 
Country Garden Group and Esplanade Danga 88, 
with various top multinational corporations, such as 
SASAKI, Deloitte, Huawei.

The Country Garden Group is a listed company with 
an annual turnover of more than US$20 billion. The 
Group is ranked among the top 30 companies by 
Forbes Asia. The Group is synonymous for impeccable 
designs, high quality standards and an eco-friendly 
emphasis. With a presence in over 300 cities globally, 
the Group has delivered 300 prestigious projects 
across the world. 

Esplanade Danga 88 Sdn Bhd is the investment arm of 
Iskandar Malaysia and is a state-controlled company 
committed towards the betterment of people’s lives. 
The Group is committed to providing affordable 
public housing as well as developing townships and 
cities that offer sustainable living. 

To experience the magic of Forest City, contact
1 300 800 888 or visit www.forestcitycgpv.com.

CREATING A SMART CITY
Creating a viable island with residential, commercial, 
retail and entertainment infrastructure is no easy 
task. In creating Forest City, the developer has 
enlisted the expertise of several of the world’s most 
prestigious consulting firms to formulate a thriving 
industrial and business framework for the island. The 
eight major industries identified include tourism & 
MICE, healthcare, education, regional headquarters, 
nearshore finance, E-commerce, emerging technology, 
and green & smart industry.

Forest City is partnering with international technology 
providers, Celcom and Huawei to create one of the 
world’s most advanced smart city. The development 
offers cutting-edge security systems which include 
comprehensive property management services 
and 24-hour security surveillance, among others. 

3 & 4 Marina Commercial Street
5 Transportation Hub
6 Seafront Living Lifestyle
7 Regional Connectivity
*All illustrations and pictures are artist’s impressions only

PROJECT NAME:

Forest City 
CITY:

Iskandar Malaysia, Johor 
PROPERTY TYPE:

High-rise apartments, hotel apartments and villas 
LAND TITLE:

Residential 
TENURE:

Freehold 

EXPECTED DATE OF COMPLETION:

2019 (Phase 1) 

DEVELOPER:

Country Garden Pacificview Sdn. Bhd.
WEBSITE:

www.forestcitycgpv.com
CALL NOW:

1300-800-888 

6

7
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PKNS ON A LEGACY OF 
BUILDING COMMUNITIES AND 
TRANSFORMING LIFESTYLES
With a track record spanning half a century, PKNS invokes its tried and tested 
winning formula for successfully developments in Shah Alam and Rawang.

1
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design options, spread across 3,442 acres of land. The 
homes come in elegant design options which include 
standard units for Type A and B, corner units for Type 
C, semi-detached units and duplexes, with built-up 
sizes ranging from 1,227 sq ft to 2,486 sq ft. 

Targeted at urbanites, young professionals and 
families, the development presents comfortable 
and modern living spaces with top quality fittings 
and fixtures. Residents will enjoy easy access to the 
brightly lit stairwell, sufficient lift facilities, beautifully 
landscaped grounds and covered parking bays.

Opal Residensi also features fascinating in-house 
facilities that include a swimming pool, changing 
rooms, a gymnasium and sauna, a multi-purpose 
hall, laundry room, a multi-purpose court and a 
kindergarten space. Enjoy peace of mind with the 
development’s 24-hour security surveillance and 
card access systems that provide a secure living 
environment. 

Experience the refreshing outdoors at Opal Residensi 
conceptualised with Green Living at heart, to amplify 
comfort, convenience and peace of mind. Bask in 
the glory of natural sunlight, fresh country air and 
refreshing garden spaces making it a suburban 
paradise with urban conveniences. 

Shah Alam’s bustling neighbourhood commercial 
centres and retail hubs provide a wide array of 
amenities which include restaurants, sundry shops, 
convenience stores, clinics, banks and other retail 
outlets. In the vicinity are reputable educational 
institutions which include University Teknologi MARA 
(UiTM) and University Selangor (UNISEL), as well 
as national primary and secondary schools. Medical 
centres within several minutes’ distance include KPJ 
Selangor Specialist Hospital, Darul Ehsan Medical 
Centre, and the Shah Alam Hospital. 

The development is conveniently located several 
minutes away from major highways and access roads 
which include the LKSA Expressway, the Federal 
Highway and the Shah Alam Highway. 

Launched in June 2015, the development is scheduled 
for completion in March 2016. The developer has 
attractive perks for eligible buyers which include a 7% 
Bumiputera discount, free legal fees for SPA, a lucky 
draw with a car at stake and much more. 

Opal Residensi is priced from RM601,500 to 
RM1,236,500. 

1 Actual picture of Cassia@Antara Gapi’s flat unit

With the rapid urbanisation of many parts of Selangor, 
the borders of urban Klang Valley are beginning to 
expand. Capitalising on the promising potential of 
the property market and rising affluence of urban 
dwellers, Perbadanan Kemajuan Negeri Selangor 
has launched two new projects – one in Shah Alam 
and another in Rawang. Having delivered numerous 
residential projects and township, PKNS has a sterling 
track record of quality developments that have stood 
the test of time. 

OPAL RESIDENSI @ SHAH ALAM
Nestled in the residential enclave of Section 7 in Shah 
Alam, PKNS presents the elegant Opal Residensi, 
comprising 138 units of high-end apartments with 4 
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CASSIA @ ANTARA GAPI, RAWANG
Enveloped amidst unspoiled natural settings in the 
suburban township of Rawang is Cassia @ Antara 
Gapi – an exclusive boutique development comprising 
54 double-storey semi-detached homes in Seksyen 
2C, Antara Gapi. 

Cassia presents two elegant design options – flat 
units and step-up or split level units measuring 40ft x 
80ft with built-up sizes of 2,375 sq ft and 2,615 sq ft. 
The homes offer elegant and tasteful designs with top 
quality fixtures, branded sanitary ware and modern 
home appliances. Cassia homes come with double-
frontage and wider spaces with floor-to-ceiling glass 
panelled windows for a steady flow of natural sunlight 
and excellent cross-ventilation. 

Surrounded by beautiful lawns with the potential 
for landscaping, the homes are a breath of fresh air 
away from hustle and bustle of the city, yet within a 
convenient distance from urban amenities.

Cassia is nestled within a well-established and 
mature neighbourhood with excellent infrastructure, 
nearby retail outlets, and the upcoming Gapi Avenue 
commercial centre. The development is within several 
minutes’ drive from popular recreational hotspots 
which include the Serendah Golf Resort (7 km), Eagle 
Nest Outbound Adventure Eco Resort (13 km) and 
Templars Park Country Club (27 km). Mydin Rawang 
is 15 kilometers away whilst Batu Caves is a 30-minute 
drive from Cassia. 

Several reputable schools are within a stone’s throw 
from the development which include SK Antara Gapi, 
Maktab Sains Mara Hulu Selangor, SMK Serendah and 
Sekolah Agama Serendah. 

Cassia enjoys excellent connectivity via the North 
South Expressway (PLUS), and other access roads. 
The Serendah commuter station is approximately 5 
minutes away from the Cassia. 

Launched in June 2015, the homes are priced at 
RM731,000 for flat units and RM820,000 for step-
up units. A 7% bumiputera discount is available for 
eligible buyers. The developer is offering free legal 
fees for SPA, attractive lucky draw gifts and other 
fascinating perks. 

3 4

2

2 Artist’s impression of the kitchen and dining area
3 Artist’s impression of the master bedroom
4 Artist’s impression of the living room area
5 Artist impression - Overall view of Opal Residensi
 @ Shah Alam
6 Artist impression - Opal Residensi aerial view
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PROJECT NAME:

Opal
CITY:

Shah Alam, Selangor
PROPERTY TYPE:

High-end Apartment
LAND TITLE:

Residential
TENURE:

Leasehold
BUILT UP:

1227 - 2486 sq.ft.
LAND AREA:

3.442 acres
EXPECTED DATE OF COMPLETION:

March 2016 (expected)
DEVELOPER:

PKNS

PROJECT NAME:

Cassia
CITY:

Antara Gapi, Selangor
PROPERTY TYPE:

Semi-detached House
LAND TITLE:

Residential
TENURE:

Leasehold
LAND AREA:

40’ x 80’
EXPECTED DATE OF COMPLETION:

Completed with CF
DEVELOPER:

PKNS

ABOUT THE DEVELOPER
Opal Residensi and Cassia @ Antara Gapi are 
distinguished projects by PKNS, one of Malaysia’s 
leading township developers. PKNS’ track record 
over the last 51 years reveals a series of successful 
townships which include Petaling Jaya, Kelana Jaya, 
Kota Damansara, Bangi and Shah Alam, among others.

For more information, contact 016-251 0113 / 019-344 
3109 / 019-939 0310 / 013-342 1098 / 013-393 8183 / 
019-303 4342 / 013-323 2158 or visit
www.pkns-property.com.

5
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Olives Residence comprises 314 residential units with 
built-up sizes ranging from 1,469 sq ft to an expansive 
5,535 sq ft. The 17-storey development offers 7 elegant 
layout designs. 

Sporting exclusive, contemporary and elegant 
facades, Subang Olives Residence adds character to 
the landscape of Subang Jaya with its imposing and 
resplendent silhouette. 

The stylish living spaces are fitted with top quality 
home appliances, sanitary ware, fittings and fixtures 
to cater to the demands of the modern generation. 
Targeted at high-income earners and expatriates, 
Subang Olives Residence is priced from RM890,500 to 
RM2,795,507. The development has been completed 
and offers eligible buyers attractive perks such as 3 
months free maintenance charges, among others. 

Once a rustic residential enclave, Subang Jaya joins 
the ranks of urban centres with its mature township 
status comprising a good blend of residential 
precincts and commercial hubs. Today, Subang Jaya 
boasts exclusive neighbourhoods, premier healthcare 
centres, corporate skyscrapers, lifestyle and retail 
hubs as well as commercial business centres. Amidst 
its roaring growth, the township is set to welcome 
yet another sterling development – Subang Olives 
Residence. Spread across 15,941 sq meters of freehold 
land.

REDEFINING LIFESTYLES AT SUBANG OLIVES 
RESIDENCE
Subang Olives Residence is set to redefine lifestyles 
with its sleek and vibrant living concept promising an 
exquisite selection of living spaces that ooze modern 
charm combined with functional features. Subang 

SUBANG OLIVES – LIVING IT UP
Rapidly rising in the township of Subang Jaya, Subang Olives is 
a revolutionary project that promises a unique representation of 
success and modern living standards.

1
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CONVENIENT AND ACCESSIBLE
Subang Olives Residence promises excellent 
accessibility and convenience. The development is 
within a stone’s throw from some of the most sought-
after shopping centres which include Empire Shopping 
Centre, Subang Parade and Sunway Pyramid. 
Hypermarkets in the vicinity include Carrefour, Giant 
and Tesco. 

1 Subang Olives Residence
2 Living Area View 1
3 Dining Area
4 Living Area View 2

SOPHISTICATED FACILITIES GALORE
Designed for convenience, luxury and modern living, 
Subang Olives Residence features an attractive range 
of in-house facilities. Ideal for the pleasure of the entire 
family, the development boasts full condominium 
facilities incorporated into the facilities deck dubbed 
the Park On the Deck.

Surrounded by lush greenery, scenic pocket gardens 
and manicured lawns, Subang Olives Residence offers 
peace, serenity and a strong appeal for nature. Spend 
relaxing weekends in the luxury of the Park On the 
Deck or bask in this tropical paradise within the 
comforts of home. 

Subang Olives Residence offers swimming and wading 
pools, a tennis court, squash court, badminton court, 
a playground, sauna, exercise zones, a gymnasium, 
automated central waste disposal systems and 
covered parking lots, among others. The 24-hour 
security surveillance provides peace of mind and a 
secure abode. 

2

4

3
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Premier healthcare centres such as Sime Darby 
Medical Centre and Sunway Medical Centre are within 
several minutes’ drive from the development, whilst 
Malaysia’s “Ivy-league” educational institutions are 
within a stone’s throw away, such as Taylor’s College, 
INTI College, Metropolitan College, Sunway University, 
SEGi University and Monash University. 

Premier private and international schools are 
also located nearby, including Sri Kuala Lumpur 
Private School, Fairview International School, UCSI 
International School, Sri Emas International School 
and Sunway International School. 

Strategically situated within easy access to several 
major highways and access roads, Subang Olives is 
highly accessible and convenient. The development 
is served by the New Pantai Expressway, the Federal 
Highway, the KESAS highway, the Damansara-
Puchong highway, the New Klang Valley Expressway 5

6
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5 Kids Pool
6 Main Pool
7 Aqua Pool
8 Playground

The Amanahraya Group has projects across Malaysia 
in Selangor, Perak, Johor, Malacca and Kuala Lumpur.

For more information, contact 603-2026 1911 or email 
khairemi@arb.com.my.

(NKVE), the North South Expressway Central Link and 
the Subang Jaya – Kelana Link. The development is 
within a 25-minute distance from the Kuala Lumpur 
International Airport via the ELITE highway. Kuala 
Lumpur’s city centre is within a 30-minute distance 
from Subang Olives. 

The development is surrounded by other mature 
townships such as Petaling Jaya, Bandar Sunway, 
Klang, Shah Alam and Puchong. 

ABOUT THE DEVELOPER
Subang Olives Residence is a signature integrated 
development by Everest Point Sdn Bhd and 
Amanahraya Hartanah – Malaysia’s upcoming 
developers with a track record for quality and style. 

PROJECT NAME:

Subang Olives Residence
CITY:

Subang Jaya, Selangor
PROPERTY TYPE:

Serviced Apartment
LAND TITLE:

Commercial
TENURE:

Freehold
EXPECTED DATE OF COMPLETION:

Completed with CCC
DEVELOPER:

Everest Point Sdn Bhd
CALL NOW:

03-2026 1911

7
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Experts in their respective fields; Miichael Yeoh, Chris Tan and Richard Oon 
shared why BLT is the way to go in property investment. - BY REENA KAUR BHATT

BLT’S TRIPLE WHAMMY: MARKET 
OUTLOOK, FORUM AND BOOK LAUNCH 

GET THE BALL ROLLING IN 2016

The Property Outlook 2016: The BLT Perspective 
event was held at the Everly Hotel in Putrajaya with 
about 500 attendees on 9th January 2016. A forum 
on the 2016 market, a networking session and a book 
launch rounded up the exciting event.

The event kicked off with a short presentation on how 
the BLT trio coined the Bank_Law _Tax (BLT) concept 
in property investment - it was actually brainstormed 
over BLT sandwiches during dinner. This concept 
serves as the optimal structure that mitigates a 
property investor’s tax exposure yet enabling enough 
financing leveraging within the permitted legal 
framework.

The B in BLT, mortgage expert, Miichael Yeoh, CEO & 
Founder of GM Training Academy PLT shared sobering 
facts about where out of 10 home loan applications, 
only 2 gets approved. Imploring the audience to 
not subject themselves to chance, he said that  the 
keyword for aspiring property buyers is to ‘take 
charge’ of your financing needs, begin your mortgage 
planning before you even go to the bank. He further 
added that just as how banks carry out a Know Your 
Customer (KYC) test in evaluating applications, we 
must carry out our own Know Yourself (KYS) test to 
ensure that our loan gets approved.

Next up was Chris Tan, Founder & Managing Partner 
of Chur Associates who shared how the law will be 
shaping the real estate industry for the next 10 years in 
Malaysia.  Chris commented that, “Reckless investment 
driven by returns is referred to as ‘gambling’, property 
investors must carry out a background check on 
the property they are interested in by conducting 
sufficient due diligence. Treat your investment as a 
business, planning is imperative in ensuring positive 
returns”. 
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Management Group and Exsim Group of Companies 
as well as media partners iProperty.com Malaysia and 
KopiandProperty.com.

BOOK LAUNCH 
The highlight of the day was the launch of the BLT 
book – ‘Size Up Your Return With Bank Law & Tax’. 
A few autographed copies were given out during the 
lucky draw sessions.

Anticipation was high during the much awaited post-
event networking session which was graced by 20 
‘BLT Superfriends’.The Superfriends, which included 
Dr Daniele Gambero, Khalil Adis and Ishmael Ho, 
Peter Yee, Rozalina Rahim, Faizul Ridzuan took turns 
to share their investment strategies in 2016. 

A SUCCESS
The event was well-received by those who attended 
it and the strong crowd proved that despite the 
projected slowdown in the real estate market, people 
are still interested in buying properties in Malaysia.

The tax whiz of the group, Richard Oon, Managing 
Director of ConsulNet Tax Services Sdn Bhd rounded 
up the talks by expounding on how to navigate the 
tax minefield in property investment. One point he 
highlighted was the method of evaluating property 
investments. He said, “Most people use the Return on 
Investment (ROI) formula to evaluate their investment 
potentials. However, many are not aware that interest is 
not tax-deductible and that ‘Net returns after taxation’ 
actually provides a more accurate figure”.

Jonathan Adams, General Manager of Marketing for 
iProperty Group also took the opportunity to share 
the property market’s facts and figures derived from 
iProperty’s latest Asian Sentiment Survey.

There was also a property market outlook forum 
where the BLT trio together with Dennis Tan, Managing 
Director of Everly Group shared their insights on 
their outlook for 2016. The forum was moderated by 
Jonathan Adams.

Lending support to the event were sponsors, Hatten 
Group Sdn Bhd, IQI Group Holdings, Andaman Property 
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Mortgage expert, Miichael Yeoh shared his views on the borrowing scene in 2016 
and highlighted on mortgage planning for aspiring property buyers.

BANK - BORROWING IN 2016
Sharing the latest report by 
Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM), 
Miichael said that out of a total 
of RM 763.8 billion in home loan 
applications, only RM359.1 billion 
worth was approved in the 
period of January to November 
2015. “That translates to less 
than half, or an approval rate of 
47%”, he added.

Gone are the days where 
submitting your financial 
documents to the bank means 

that half the battle is won. With this year said to 
be a buyers’ market, Miichael described this year’s 
borrowing scene as the survival of the fittest. Urging 
everyone to not leave their approvals to chance, he 
urged potential home buyers to take charge of their 
financing needs in 2016 and shared his guide on 
getting your home loan approved. 

MORTGAGE PLANNING - KNOW YOURSELF 
(KYS) TEST 
Miichael explained just as how banks carry out a Know 
Your Customer (KYC) test in evaluating applications, 
we must carry out our own Know Yourself (KYS) test 
to ensure that our loan gets approved. His 3-step 
guide is as follows:
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 1. Check your Credit Tip Of System (CTOS) report 
CTOS collates information for summons and 
bankruptcy  on individuals and companies from 
various sources found in the public domain. Banks will 
examine the information provided by CTOS and decide 
if it is material to your application. It is important to 
keep track of your CTOS report to ensure there is no 
incriminating information that would negate your 
chances of getting a home loan.

 2. Check your Central Credit Reference Information 
System (CCRIS) report

Your CCRIS report displays all of your total credits, 
interest charges and other outstanding charges for 
all loans that you have with any banks in Malaysia – 
everything from a personal loan and credit card to hire 
purchase and overdrafts. Delay in repayments for any 
obligation will show up in your report, for instance, 
payments in arrears for a month will show a record 
of 1. Different banks have different lending guidelines. 
However, they will require mostly zeroes as it shows 
that you are a good paymaster. One plus point is that 
the CCRIS only shows information from the latest 12 
months. Hence, if you have a less than stellar report at 
the moment, you could strive to improve and ‘correct’ 
it in the coming 12 months in order to increase your 
chances in obtaining a home loan.

Loan applicants are in luck as they now can check 
their credit status online for free instead of having to 
go to a BNM branch.  A new system initiated by Rating 
Agency Malaysia (RAM) allows you to check your 
CCRIS and CTOS report at www.creditinfo.com.my.

Besides that, you will be able to see the likelihood 
of you defaulting bank loan repayments based on 
their scoring system, i-Score. Most banks would only 
approve applicants who have a minimum risk grade of 
4 (as can be seen in table below).

Source: MYCREDITINFO by Rating Agency Malaysia(RAM)2015

Hence, an aspiring property buyer who is planning 
to take up a new bank facility will have to get his/
her CCRIS and CTOS report ‘clean’ before applying to 
save time, energy and money.

 3. Check  your current credit standing using Debt 
Service Ratio (DSR)

Calculating your DSR before submitting your financial 
documents is imperative as it shows where you stand 
in the eyes of the bank.

Banks have a maximum DSR cap that they impose on a 
borrower in order to approve his/her loan application. 
The formula used is as follows:
DSR =  Debt/Net Income X 100

Most banks have a DSR cap of 65%. It is advised to 
consult a trusted banker to enquire the DSR ratio of 
various banks so that you will know which bank to 
apply to. However, a case to case basis applies to 
certain banks if the applicant is able to prove that his/
her risk of default is low. Miichael shared that he had 
one client who got his loan approved even though his 
DSR was 150%. 

MOVING FORWARD IN 2016
“2016 might see rising interest rates as more bank 
mergers are coming up,” Miichael envisioned. If 
interest rates were to increase, this would either 
mean an increase in monthly instalments or a longer 
tenure.  For those who do not have a satisfactory RAM 
report or the minimum DSR ratio, do not despair as 
Miichael shared that there are a few other ways to 
obtain financing. Besides individual/joint borrowing, 
financing vehicles such as Sdn Bhd and Limited 
Liability Partnership (LLP) could be used. 

Miichael concluded by reiterating that planning is 
imperative and it is important to know what the 
bank wants from a borrower. As he said,” Always put 
yourself in the bank’s shoes and ask yourself – will I 
lend money to this borrower?”
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Chris Tan, tells us why now is the best time to buy properties and shared what is 
the best way to get about doing it in order to get the most bang out of your buck.

LAW - UNLOCK VALUES FROM 
YOUR PROPERTY INVESTMENT

Foreseeing that law will be 
shaping the real estate trend 
in Malaysia for the next 10 
years, Chris touched on the 
5 latest legal trends covering 
the local real estate scene. 
Among them include the 
amendment of the Housing 
Development (Control 
and Licensing) Act 1966 
(HDA) which includes new 
provisions that further solidify 
home buyers’ protection 
from possible risks including 
abandonment by developers.

“With 2016 being a buyers market and based on 
the fact that house prices will not fall, especially as 
Malaysia is marching towards a developed income 
status, there is no better time to buy properties than 
now,” opined Chris.  Besides that, owners of strata 
properties now have their rights taken care of with 
the implementation of Strata Act 2013 on 1 June, 2015.
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PROPERTY INVESTMENT – A TEAM SPORT?
Elaborating on Miichael’s point of the emerging of 
new financing vehicles such as Sdn Bhd and Limited 
Liability Partnership (LLP), Chris shared that 2016 
onwards will see the trend of property investment as 
a team sport gaining traction. As it is getting harder 
for most aspiring property investors to come up with 
sufficient funds themselves, LLPs would be the next 
viable choice.

 What is an LLP?
An LLP is an alternative business vehicle offering 
a hybrid of characteristics between conventional 
partnership and a company. It is regulated under the 
Limited Partnerships Liability Act 2012.

 Characteristics
• At least 2 members (No limitation for a maximum 

number of members).
• Limited liability where any debts and obligations of 

the LLP will be borne by its assets.
• An LLP may hold and own a property on its own 

name.
• Start-up costs are rather minimal.

To establish an LLP, there must be a written agreement 
between the partners to ensure that all their rights 
and obligations are formalised. One advice Chris had 
for individuals looking to form an LLP is to conduct 
a CTOS search on their co-investors to find out their 
legal status and to ensure that there will be no financial 
hiccups along the way.

Chris explained that there are three models in property 
investment, the classic one being property trading 
where you buy a piece of property to sell it off at a 
profit. The second one is buying properties to collect 
rental income and lastly, the sale and leaseback option, 
where the owner of a property sells his property, and 
then leases it back from the buyer.

He shared that both institutional and retail investors 
are finding it harder to obtain or maintain their 
business premises especially in the current slow 
economy. That is why the third option is fast becoming 

popular among big companies as it enables for the 
facilitation of competitive market expansion. Besides 
that, companies are also turning to polling of capitals 
such as crowd-funding and Real Estate Investment 
Trusts (REITs) to acquire property.

ADDING VALUE TO YOUR PROPERTY
“The property market in Malaysia is now entering 
an era of low yield but high capital appreciation,” 
enthused Chris. He explained that this is due to 
inflation and rising costs of living.

Elaborating on how  to unlock value from a piece of 
property, he shared the following tips:

1. Buy a piece of property that is in a good location 
even though its condition is less than satisfactory. 
Carry out the necessary renovations yourself, 
making sure to not overdo it(use bank valuations 
of similar properties in the area) and then sell it off 
at a profit.

2. Buy a piece of property and renovate it, only to rent 
it out in parts. Here, the investor’s management or 
‘land lording’ skills will determine a good rental 
return.

3. Rent a piece of property and carry out renovations 
to increase its market value. Then, rent it out at a 
higher price to obtain a profit. This option is more 
feasible for those who do not have sufficient capital 
to buy said property in the first place.

4. Rent out a piece of property in parts, where each 
room is let out separately. Also, you could rent out 
over shorter spans of time, where rent is charged 
hourly, daily or weekly. 

Chris stressed that property investors should learn to 
generate more options to get the most out of their 
property investment, besides striving to add value to 
their property. Moving forward, he said that property 
management is key to unlocking better returns in the 
long run. He concluded by saying,” Do invest more 
time and effort in managing your property investment 
– it is a business after all!”.
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Richard Oon sheds light on how to 
minimize the largest and surest cost of 
any real estate investment – Taxation.

TAX - NAVIGATING 
THE TAX MINEFIELD 
OF PROPERTY 
INVESTMENTS

the Returns on Investment 
(ROI) rule as a yardstick for 
evaluating their investment 
yields. Encouraging property 
investors to look at ‘net 
returns after tax instead, 
Richard shared that this 
figure is actually more 
accurate as it does not 
mislead (potential) property 
investors by painting an 
“attractive” picture.

For instance, unlike stamp 
duty and legal fees, interest is not a tax deductible 
item. Hence, when it comes to calculating the 
chargeable tax rates on the sale of a property, interest 
expense is not allowed to be deducted from the total 
chargeable gain. 

TAX MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Elaborating on a few facts that property investors 
have to face this year, Richard also shared his tips on 
how to minimize the consequent tax exposure.

 1. Keep track of the change in taxation Laws
Property investors have to be alert of any amendments 
or introduction of new laws as it will affect the amount 
of tax they have to pay for their property investment 
activities. Not all changes would be in favour of 
property investors.

Many property investors in Malaysia actually pay 
unnecessary taxes as their  understanding of the 
taxation fundamentals in property investing is 
severely lacking. As revealed by Richard, one grave 
mistake many property investors make is to use 
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For those who with short–term investments who 
dispose of their properties within four years should  
consider putting such properties in a Sdn Bhd or a 
Limited Liability partnership (LLP) where the tax is 
lower when assessed as a trading activity under IT. 
By setting up a separate entity such as the Sdn Bhd 
or LLP, they will also be able to shield any properties 
legitimately held for long-term investments from 
being exposed to income tax implications.

 3. GST and commercial property
With the introduction of the Goods and Services Tax 
(GST) on 1 April, 2015, property investors now will 
have an additional matter to consider in their property 
investment decision making.

GST is especially important for those who are looking 
to invest in commercial properties as the 6% GST 
has to be incorporated into the selling price of the 
property. This includes shop lots, shop offices, small 
office virtual offices (SoVos), factories, hotels, and 
warehouses. The guide below provides some clarity 
for commercial property owners:

As highlighted by Richard, property investors must 
execute tax planning even before they buy any 
property and not only when they decide to sell it 
off. He concluded by reminding investors that they 
stand to gain considerable savings in tax charges if 
they develop a tax plan that best suit their investment 
strategies.

For example, business entities/individuals that own 
buildings such as warehouses, hotels, and schools 
and leases them out for steady income can no longer 
claim Industrial Building Allowance (IBA) as from 
the assessment year of 2016. Hence, those looking 
to renovate buildings with the purpose of renting or 
leasing them out will have to re-evaluate their cash 
flow as they will not be able to claim tax breaks for 
maintaining their asset.

 2. Know your taxes 
One common misconception among property 
investors is that the disposal of properties can only 
be subject to RPGT. RPGT applies for the gains on the 
sale of a long-term investment, which is treated as a 
capital gain.

However, if the gain on sale is perceived as an income, 
for example where the transaction is one-off and 
has the semblance of trade, then Income Tax (IT) 
will apply. Also known as ‘adventure in the nature 
of trade’, an example of this ‘profit-motive’ activity 
would be the holding of properties as stock with the 
intention of resale.

In order to determine whether their sales proceeds 
will be subjected to RPGT or IT, property investors are 
advised to carry out the ‘badges of trade’ test. It is an 
internationally accepted guide to determine whether 
the disposal of a property is an ‘adventure in trade’ or 
not. A few key badges that pin a transaction under IT 
(income) or RPGT (capital) are as below:

Property investors must take stock of what tax rate 
is applied to them, as one way to minimise property 
taxes is to know which transactions can be classified 
under IT. With the changes in the RPGT rates, IT  rates 
are now actually lower than RPGT rates for properties 
disposed of within a certain time period.

RPGT would be favourable only for longer-term 
investments, particularly for an asset held for more 
than 5 years. The table below shows the changes in 
RPGT rates over the years:
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EVOLUTION OF
PUCHONG & 
RAWANG
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From small mining and plantation towns, Puchong and 
Rawang have since seen rapid growth in properties 
since 1990. What used to be a single two-lane road 
running through estate and villages filled with rubber 
estates and oil palm plantations are now experiencing 
the spillover effect of urbanisation from Kuala Lumpur 
city centre. 

LIVEABLE PUCHONG
Puchong, once a haven for rubber and tin in the 1960s 
is no longer the same and has transformed into one 
of the fastest growing commercial and residential 
districts in Selangor, thanks to the pioneer developer 
in the township – IOI Properties Bhd, which was 
followed by other developers soon after.

The Puchong township appears to have successfully 
balanced out between development and nature with 
the Ayer Hitam forest reserve providing Puchong’s 
estimated population of more than 400,000 some 
relief from the concrete jungle – perhaps the near 
perfect place to start and raise a family for today’s 
modern Malaysians.

The property market in Puchong has been going 
strong since its major developments in the 1990s and 

Conveniently located around the boundaries of Selangor and within 
close proximities of other progressive districts, Puchong and Rawang 
have since experienced rapid development in the past years.

A PROMISING FUTURE HOLDS 
FOR PUCHONG AND RAWANG

the price of properties in the township has never seen 
a negative trend, not even during the 1997 economic 
turmoil.

With the light transit rail (LRT) making its presence 
in Puchong, the populace can expect easier and 
smoother traffic. The full extension system from LRT 
Ampang Line is expected to be opened and fully 
operational by March 2016. 

According to James Tan, Associate Director of Raine 
& Horne International, this LRT extension will make 
Puchong part of the  ‘Golden Ring’ encompassing 
Puchong, USJ, Subang Jaya and the areas around 
Sungai Besi bypass.  

Currently, the main highways  serving the Puchong 
area are the Damansara – Puchong Expressway 
(LDP) and Shah Alam Expressway (KESAS) other 
than Jalan Puchong. The proposed Serdang-Kinrara-
Putrajaya (SKIP) Expressway  will help alleviate 
traffic congestions along the  LDP during rush hours. 
The new highway stretching 17.5 km, will enhance 
the accessibility and connectivity of Serdang, Sri 
Kembangan and Kinrara.
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PUCHONG’S MARKET SHARE  BY BUILDING TYPE

Puchong: Non-landed properties average price from Oct 2014 - Sept 2015

Source: brickz.my

Source: brickz.my

Source: brickz.my

Puchong: Landed properties average price from Oct 2014 - Sept 2015
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TERRACE HOUSE: 36.7%
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RAWANG ON THE RISE
Founded in the early 19th century, Rawang was one of 
the earliest satellite towns of Kuala Lumpur pioneering 
in tin mining and rubber. Since the North-South 
Highway (PLUS) started its operations in the 1990s, the 
area of Rawang has experienced tremendous growth 
in both development and population.  The township is 
home to various new and old housing areas, namely 
the Rawang Putra, Taman Bukit Rawang, Taman 
Pelangi, Rawang Perdana, Bandar Country Homes, 
Taman Tun Teja, and Bandar Tasik Puteri. Few of the 
first modern housing estates, such as Rawang Garden 
and Green Park were mostly developed by Lim Tan & 
Sons Management Sdn Bhd. 

Newer upscale neighbourhoods that emerged in the 
recent years such as Hong Leong Emerald, Hong Bee 
Anggun, Lake Club Parkhomes and M Residences 
added greater infrastructure into the township with 
the introduction of gated and guarded development 
for private living.

According to Daniel Yap How Bin, Senior Sales 
Manager of GS Realty Sdn Bhd, Rawang is one of 
the hottest developments in Northern KL and it will 
transform into a thriving township like PJ due to the 
incoming projects by prominent developers. Areas to 
look out for in the future developments in Rawang are 
Ijok, Batang Berjuntai and Kuala Selangor.

Source: brickz.my

 Rawang is one of the hottest 
developments in Northern KL 
and it will transform into a thriving 
township like PJ due to the incoming 
projects by prominent developers.

“
” 

Properties in Puchong consist mainly of apartments, 
flats, terrace houses, condominiums, and semi-
detached houses with a large number of reasonably 
priced residences. Based on brickz.my data analysis 
of Puchong from 2014 - 2015, the average transacted 
price as of September 2015 for landed properties 
is at RM671,800 with a decline in annual growth of 
5.89% in average price per sq ft; while non-landed 
properties’ average transacted price is at RM316,564 
with an annual growth of 0.34%. 

The performance of the Puchong property market has 
been quite a consistent as illustrated in the graphs 
attached. The whole Puchong area has grown in and 
around the LDP; as confirmed by the rise in property 
prices.

Landed

Non-Landed

RM671,800.00 

RM316,564.71

RM384 

RM328

RM361

RM329

PUCHONG’S SNAPSHOT

-5.89%

0.34%

Source: brickz.my

RAWANG’S MARKET SHARE  BY BUILDING TYPE

Average 
prices as 
of Sept 
2015

Average 
price per 
sq ft Sept 
2014

Average 
price per 
sq ft Sept 
2015

Annual 
growth

TERRACE HOUSE: 55.5%

APARTMENT/FLAT: 22.6%

BUNGALOW: 4.5%

TOWN HOUSE: 9.4%

SEMI-D: 8.0%
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Residential properties in Rawang mainly consist of 
terrace houses, apartments and flats with a large 
number of houses within the affordable range. Based 
on brickz.my data analysis of transactions from 2014 
- 2015, the average transacted price as of September 
2015 for landed properties in Rawang is at RM411,192 
with an annual growth of 25.16% in average price per 
sq ft while non-landed properties’ average transacted 
price is at RM84,769 with an annual growth of 3.18%.

This positive growth for both type of properties in 
Rawang appear to be a good platform for investors to 
capitalize in the township.Source: brickz.my

Source: brickz.my

Source: brickz.my
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Things are bound to get more exciting for Puchong 
in 2016. This year will see the completion of six 
additional LRT stations running through the major 
town, bringing the total to eight. The existing Alam 
Sutera and BK5 LRT station will soon see their sister 
stations; Puchong Jaya, Pusat Bandar Puchong, Taman 
Perindustrian Puchong, Bandar Puteri, Puchong 
Perdana and Puchong Prima – all which would cater 
to Puchong’s population of 400,000.

Echoing the excitement in Puchong, Stanley Toh, 
Executive Director of LaurelCap Sdn Bhd says that 
the township has seen tremendous developments 
over the past 10 years. In 2005, Puchong was still 
mainly a suburban residential enclave and was limited 
from Puchong Jaya, up to the Bandar Bukit Puchong 
toll plaza (Puchong South Toll). It has now extended 
beyond that as  Puchong South reaches areas like 
Cyberjaya and Putrajaya. These new areas include 
Taman Lestari Perdana, LamanGranview, Taman 
Saujana Puchong, Bandar Bukit Puchong, Taman 
Lestari Putra, Bandar Putra Permai, Taman Equine, D’ 
Alpinia, Taman Mutiara Indah, The Atmosphere and 
O2 City Puchong.

Sarkunan Subramaniam, 
Managing Director of Knight 
Frank Malaysia describes 
Puchong as one of the 
fastest growing areas in the 
Klang Valley and it is home 
to established townships 
such as Pusat Bandar 
Puchong, Bandar Puchong 
Jaya, Bandar Puteri Jaya and 
Bandar Bukit Puchong.

Puchong has seen rapid developments since it’s heyday as a tin-mining town in 
the 1980s, thanks to its central location and good road network.

- BY REENA KAUR BHATT

PUCHONG: THRIVING 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

“It was voted as the top property hotspot for H1 2013 
in the property industry survey conducted by the Real 
Estate and Housing Developers’ Association (REHDA) 
in H2 2012,” he adds.

CURRENT SCENE
According to Ahmad Nazree Omar, a town planning 
and property development consultant and Director of 
Jururancang NazreeOmar Sdn Bhd, most of the land 
in Puchong is leasehold as it was a mining area and 
government-owned.

However, he affirms that properties in Puchong have 
been gaining high demand due to its prime location 
and sustainable surroundings.

He added, “A small majority 
of Puchong residents are 
workers from Cyberjaya and 
Putrajaya because it is very 
much cheaper than renting 
a property in Southern KL. 
Depending on the location, 
the rental for an average 
landed property of about 
1,000 sqft  is about RM1,000 
per month – as opposed to an 
average 700 sq ft apartment 

in Cyberjaya where the rental fetches more than 
RM1,200”.

Puchong is a township that gives the same experience 
to city living, where it is alive during the day and 
livelier at night. Residents would not want for more in 
terms of conveniences with the abundance of existing 
malls and hypermarkets.
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In terms of facilities and amenities, Sarkunan says that 
Puchong has it all – shopping centres and hypermarkets 
such as Tesco Extra Puchong, Giant Bandar Puteri Mall 
and Aeon Big Puchong Utama; educational institutions 
comprising 24 primary schools, 13 secondary schools, 
3 colleges/university colleges and 1 international 
school as well as commercial centres including IOI 
Boulevard, IOI Business Park and Setia Walk.

“Puchong also has various affordable housing 
products, both landed and stratified that caters to 
the low, low-medium and medium-upper income 
population,” he says.

Chin Poh Yoke
Office Manager at Messrs.Teh, Kiu & Partners
It was mentioned in the master plan that Puchong 
would be the next Petaling Jaya and that was 
what drove me and my husband to purchase a 
double-storey home in Puchong Jaya when our 
kids were still young. This was about 25 years ago 
– we bought the property for RM109,000 and its 
current value is in the RM800,000 range.

Putting up with the hassle of massive jam 
tendencies aside; living here is really convenient. I 
love the fact that there are many ways to head out 
to surrounding areas as the LebuhrayaDamansara-
Puchong (LDP) and Kuala Lumpur-Shah Alam 
Expressway (KESAS) highways provide easy 
access.  When in need of retail therapy, I could 
just drop by Sunway Pyramid or IOI Mall which 
are roughly a 10-minute drive away. Another boon 
is that the Tesco Hypermart is nearby making 
grocery shopping a breeze. 

Food hunting is hardly a problem with numerous 
dining options, especially in Bandar Puteri. 
Besides that, Setiawalk with its many bars and 
food joints  is perfect as a hang out spot to rewind 
with friends and family.

AR. P. Ravi
Director of Architecture & Design Management at 
HMSK Associates Sdn Bhd
Puchong’s strategic location was the main factor 
that drew me to purchase a property there.Being 
within 25km from the main city centre and having 
fantastic connectivity through major highways 
including the South-Klang Valley Expressway 
(SKVE) and Lebuhraya Bukit Jalil is an advantage. 
As I travel frequently, Puchong’s close proximity 
to the KLIA Airport is another plus point for me.

Amenities in the area such as the Columbia 
Asia Hospital and Giant Hypermarket provide 
convenience. Dining options are aplenty and 
families with both young and teenage children 
will benefit from the abundant schools in the area. 
Among them include SJK (C) Kheng Chee,  SJK 
(C) Ladang Harcroft, Sunway International 
School, Taylor’s International School and Rafflesia 
International School.

In terms of capital appreciation, I feel that prices 
of landed properties have seen a steady growth. 
My home in Bandar Kinrara was purchased in 2012 
at RM2 million. Its market value is roughly RM 
2.6 million, translating to an increase in 30% over 
three years.

        Puchong also has various 
affordable housing products, 
both landed and stratified 
that caters to the low, low-
medium and medium-upper 
income population

“
” 

PUCHONG’S FINER POINTS - RESIDENTS’ SNAPSHOT
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DOUBLE-STOREY TERRACE HOUSES

LOCATION
LAND AREA 

(SQ.M.)

TRANSACTED PRICES AVERAGE PRICE CHANGES (%)

2013 2014 2015 2014 2015

Perumahan Kinrara 130
RM 565,000 -
RM 645,000

RM 625,000 -
RM 755,000

RM 638,000 -
RM 670,000

12.2% 2.0%

Puchong Hartamas 146
RM 638,000 -
RM 768,000

RM 750,000 -
RM 808,000

RM 780,000 -
RM 950,000

10.5% 3.8%

Pusat Bandar Puchong (PBP) 130
RM 450,000 -
RM 700,000

RM 635,000 - 
RM 820,000

RM 670,000 -
RM 830,000

14.9% 5.2%

Bandar Puteri Puchong (BPP) 153
RM 680,000 -
RM 930,000

RM 760,000 -
RM 933,000

RM 820,000 –
RM 1,100,000

7.9% 7.3%

Source: Property Market Report 2014/JPPH Data

He commented that the prices of landed properties especially double-storey terraced houses have been on an 
uptrend, albeit at a lower curve was observed from 2014-2015.

APARTMENTS

LOCATION
LAND AREA

(SQ.M.)

TRANSACTED PRICES AVERAGE PRICE CHANGES (%)

2013 2014 2015 2014 2015

Pusat Bandar Puchong 
(PBP)

78 
RM 82,000 -
RM 390,000

RM 101,000 -
RM 410,000

RM 110,000 -
RM 420,000

12.7% 8.1%

Bandar Puchong Jaya 
(BPJ)

78 
RM 230,000 -
RM 350,000

RM 240,000 - 
RM 350,000

RM 245,000 -
RM 360,000

4.1% 2.0%

Bandar Puteri 
Puchong (BPP)

80 
RM 220,000 -
RM 330,000

RM 220,000 -
RM 360,000

RM 230,000 -
RM 375,000

8.3% 4%

Source: Property Market Report 2014/JPPH Data

The same pattern was observed for apartments where even though prices continue to increase, the past year 
showed lower growth as compared to the 2013-2014 period.

RISING CAPITAL APPRECIATION
Toh says over the past 10 years, Puchong has seen 
the entry of serviced condominiums, SoHos and 
hotels. “The scarcity of developable land as well as 
the burgeoning population, have led to significant 
increases in land value. Developers are now moving 
towards higher density projects and commercial 
developments”.

As an example, he cited the Four Points Hotel by 
Sheraton was recently opened while MTree Hotel will 
begin operations end of this year and Hilton Garden 
Inn is currently under construction.

Stanley Toh,
Executive Director of 
LaurelCap Sdn Bhd
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For shop-offices, the capital growth was strong 
between 2013 to 2014 for PBP and BPJ, while a 
slowdown was observed between 2014 to 2015.

Toh explains that this is mainly because the rental rates 
can no longer sustain a yield which is economically 
viable for an investor. Therefore, average transacted 
prices did not rise much year-on-year as vendors were 
more realistic over the market scenario. Nevertheless, 
shop-offices with good access, visibility and exposure 
are still in demand.

        Nevertheless, shop-
offices with good access, 
visibility and exposure 
are still in demand.

“
” 

SHOP-OFFICES

LOCATION
LAND AREA

(SQ.M.)

TRANSACTED PRICES AVERAGE PRICE CHANGES (%)

2013 2014 2015 2014 2015

Pusat Bandar Puchong 
(PBP)

181.16 
RM 2.4 mil -
RM 2.5 mil

RM 2.7 mil -
RM 2.9 mil

RM 2.8 mil -
RM 3.0 mil

11.1% 3.6%

Bandar Puchong Jaya 
(BPJ)

167 
RM 2.5 mil -
RM 2.6 mil

RM 3 mil -
RM 3.4 mil

RM 2.7 mil -
RM 3.5 mil

16.1% 2.8%

Bandar Puteri 
Puchong (BPP)

185.8
RM 2.74 mil -
RM 3.68 mil

RM 2.9 mil -
RM 3.7 mil

RM 3.5 mil - 
M 3.8 mil

5.5% 17%

Source: Property Market Report 2014/JPPH Data
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James Tan, Associate Director 
of Raine & Horne clarifies that 
the current LDP interchange 
will be upgraded to free flow 
interchange without traffic 
light to make way to seamless 
flow to and from LDP. The 
access roads in Bandar Puteri 
Puchong will be widened to 
a 3-lane carriageway both 
ways.

Besides that, upcoming developments in Puchong 
include the Serdang-Kinrara-Putrajaya (SKIP) Expressway. 
The proposed expressway is about 17.5km and it is 
demarcated into  2 sections, where the first section will 
pass through selected townships and housing areas 
including Taman Kinrara 5, Kinrara Golf Course, Taman 
Damai Utama,  Kinrara Residence, Taman Puncak 
Jalil, Taman Desminium and Taman Lestari Perdana. 
The second section,  on the other hand, will pass by  
areas such as Taman Lestari Perdana, Taman Puncak 
Jalil, Taman Universiti Indah, Pusat Perdaganan Seri 
Kembangan and Taman Serdang Jaya.

Sarkunan notes that with the improved accessibility, 
Puchong is expected to attract more investors 
and homebuyers with its well-occupied townships 

BPP recorded higher percentages of transacted 
prices in the 2014-2015 period for double store-
houses and shop-offices as well as a steady growth 
in apartment prices. This area is considerably newer 
than its surrounding neighbours, hence, demand 
remains strong for properties in BPP.

Toh cites that buyers tend to gravitate there as the 
newer projects not only have better designs but 
they also require very little if none maintenance 
and renovation. Also, BPP’s connectivity is slightly 
superior to that of the other localities(PBP and BPJ) 
as BPP is nearer to the access roads heading out to 
the city centre.

Commenting on the downside of Puchong, 
NazreeOmar says that the only problem with Puchong 
is the lack of connectivity to ease the traffic, as seen in 
the current situation where there is always congestion 
along the LDP during rush hour.

Once all the LRT stations are up and running, the 
traffic congestion may ease slightly but not without an 
impact. Once up and running, four of LRT stations in 
Puchong are positioned along the LDP and like other 
transit stations in Kuala Lumpur and other townships, 
the LRT system may or may not cause more bottleneck 
situations along the presently congested expressway.

CONTINUOUS GROWTH
Raine & Horne International Sdn Bhd’s 2016 property 
market outlook report highlights Puchong as one 
of the nine areas to watch out for this year. New 
residential projects include D’Island Residences by 
LBS Bina Group Bhd and IOI Rio City by IOI Properties 
Sdn Bhd.

        Raine & Horne International 
Sdn Bhd’s 2016 property 
market outlook report highlights 
Puchong as one of the nine 
areas to watch out for this year. 
New residential projects include 
D’Island Residences by LBS Bina 
Group Bhd and IOI Rio City by 
IOI Properties Sdn Bhd.

“

” 
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DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of the contributors (Stanley Toh, Sarkunan Subramaniam, James 

Tan, Ahmad Nazree Omar, AR. P. Ravi and Chin Poh Yoke) and is not in any form an endorsement or recommendation by  

iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any investments.

and industrial parks as well as vibrant commercial 
precincts; all which caters to a wide market catchment.

In regards to Puchong’s future development, 
Sarkunan believes that the entry of leading and 
reputable developers into the Puchong – Puchong 
South locality, with their well-planned townships and 
integrated developments, augurs well for its future 
growth. “These developers bring with them innovative 
product offerings that cater to a wide target market 
comprising first-time home buyers, upgraders and 
investors; building confidence in terms of the potential 
for capital appreciation,” he says.

Adding to this is Nazree Omar, who opines that 
although Puchong is a mature neighbourhood, high-
rise properties there are still more affordable than 
those in Subang Jaya and Petaling Jaya.

On another note, Tan says that even though Puchong 
ticks all the boxes in terms of connectivity, leisure 
facilities, hospital amenities, and schooling options, 

potential home buyers should take into account 
the finer details when purchasing properties. For 
instance, look out for areas that are prone to flooding 
as certain areas in Puchong are known to suffer from 
flash floods.

Toh’s advice to potential investors is to look out for 
commercial properties such as shop-offices and shop-
houses. The population in Puchong South is on the 
rise and commercial lands pretty sparse in the area. 
He also highlights one important note; most of these 
shop-lots actually have fantastic positioning in terms 
of good frontages and exposure to human traffic 
brought on by existing and up and coming highways. 

Overall, the outlook for Puchong’s property market is 
optimistic as the demand for housing and commercial 
products remains strong. Also, as noted by Sarkunan, 
there is the potential upside in prices supported by 
the on-going and upcoming infrastructure projects 
which would further enhance Puchong’s connectivity 
and accessibility in the short to medium term.
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The Malaysian judiciary has announced the launching of 
an online platform for auction properties come this July.

PROPERTY E – BIDDING:
WILL IT WORK?

implementation timeline. Now that this plan will be 
coming to fruition, it is highly commendable and I am 
optimistic about the whole idea.

Being online would mean that the speed of transaction 
can now  be faster as it eliminates the dreaded process 
and paperwork that is part of the current manual 
system. This will then work in favour of the banks 
which could look forward to better days in recovering 
non-performing loans.

However, the same may not be applied to the 
auctioneers. It would be a concern when it comes 
to whether the role of auctioneers is still relevant 

iProperty.com sat down with Alan Poon, Founder and 
Chief trainer of Superior Wealth Mastery to seek his 
insight on how will this affect the auction industry. 

It was recently announced that property at auctions 
could be bid online starting from July this year. What 
is your opinion on this and is this move workable?
The recent online bidding for auctioned properties 
announcement to replace the manual Public Auction 
in High Courts is definitely a bold move and one step 
forward initiative by the Judiciary. Our auction laws in 
Malaysia are quite out-dated. Hence, when I first heard 
of the idea that was mooted in September 2014, I was 
quite delighted at the same time cautious about its 

Alan Poon
Founder and Chief Trainer
of Superior Wealth Mastery
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to operate in the current manual system will then no 
longer pose a threat to disrupt genuine buyers from 
bidding.

Will online property 
auction have an 
impact on the 
property market?
Property auction 
being an untapped 
market has already 
huge potential to 
grow.  With the 
a t t r a c t i v e n e s s 
of a seamless 
integration through 

online bidding, the property auction market may 
see a shift in popularity once the confusion dust has 
settled. Coupled with the rising property prices and 
affordability issue plaguing the Gen-Y market, more 
property auction transactions can be expected in this 
category as investors come in to look for their ‘prized’ 
asset. For once, the auction property market can be 
seen as a source to meet the housing needs of the 
population with the Midas touch of technology!

As 2016 is said to be a buyer’s market, what is your 
projection for the property auction market this year?
Firstly, I beg to differ. I am of the opinion that a buyers’ 
market can happen at all stages of the property cycle 
subject to criteria and the demand of the people in 
certain geographical areas. In fact, I would rather lean 
towards 2016 being a renters’ market as I foresee the 
continued 2015 wait-and-see-first attitude of buyers 
as they tighten their spending when it comes to the 
choices of the properties being offered in the new 
development segment. That being said, the ready 
ones are those who will take up the opportunity to 
offer to purchase especially when the secondary 
market present deals that are tempting and too good 
not to be taken immediately.

As for the auction property market, it has been known 
already that certain banks are quick to foreclose a 
property when the owner has ‘defaulted’ in payment 
for as quick as two months of their mortgage payment. 
Previously the duration before an action is taken to 
effect the Power of Attorney is six (6) months of non-
payment. The speed of foreclosure definitely would 
add more supply to the distressed property market 
readily for any takers to net in a steal!

For 2016, besides those who cannot fulfil their loan 
obligations, we should see interest into property 
auction market increasing as sellers with lesser 
holding power will consider auctioning some of their 
properties instead of waiting for the right buyer to 
come along.

in transiting towards an online platform (for titled 
properties at the moment). For this particular change 
in the auction industry to work  effectively, all areas of 
weaknesses need to be identified and enough support 
must be garnered 
from the stakeholders  
including the market 
as well. For a start, 
it would be a viable 
option to test out 
this e - bidding 
system from within a 
particular state first 
so that it can be a role 
model for nationwide 
implementation.

How will the e-bidding benefit aspiring property 
buyers/investors?
As long as there is internet access, e-bidding allows 
for a prospective buyer/investor to bid from the 
comfort of their own home/office. Especially for those 
who are challenged by distance, this proposal is very 
much lauded for its convenience and time-saving 
perspective.

Being online also means that the auctioned properties 
will be able to be assessed by more potential bidders 
without being limited by the size constraint of the 
bidding hall. Therefore, the new format can reach 
a wider scope of the targeted market. This will 
subsequently reduce the inconvenience of having the 
actual owner to attend the auction process personally 
in High Court while maintaining a form of control 
when it comes to the actual value to place their bid.

More importantly, we could see a reduction in collusion 
or total elimination of syndicates as their presence 
do intimidate potential bidders, disrupting the fair 
chance of healthy competition between bidders. 
These cartels which have been the usual norm seen 

        In fact, I would rather lean 
towards 2016 being a renters’ 
market as I foresee the continued 
2015 wait-and-see-first attitude 
of buyers as they tighten their 
spending when it comes to the 
choices of the properties being 
offered in the new development 
segment.

“

” 
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DISPELLING THE MYTHS
OF THE PROPERTY MARKET

Home ownership has become a distant dream for a growing number 
of Malaysian especially Gen-Ys. Isn’t it time to bust some misconceptions 

about the property market?

Michael Chow, Managing Director of CMT Holdings 
Sdn Bhd, with a history of more than 40 years in the 
property investment industry shares with iProperty.
com about the myths and rumors about the Malaysian 
property market.

MYTH #1: THE AFFORDABILITY ISSUE CAN BE 
CURBED WITH MORE SUPPLY IN THE MARKET.
The public believes that continuous new supply of 
properties is the preferred affordable housing strategy. 
However, this strategy is not so effective as the 
developers in Kuala Lumpur have increased the supply 
of properties over the past few years but the prices 
keep going up.

In the case of Ireland, they have increased its housing 
production three-fold from 30,000 dwellings a year in 

the mid-1990s to a peak of almost 90,000 houses in 
2006 but nevertheless house prices have increased by 
350% across the country.

Most markets obey the rule of supply and demand, such 
as when the prices go up, demand decreases. However 
the property market is usually an external shock and 
it tends to be affected by unemployment as well as 
mortgage interest rates.

One of the key economic driving forces for this uncanny 
mechanism is that as property price rises, more people 
are encouraged to purchase a property now before the 
price escalates any further while investors are running 
towards capital gains.

MYTH #2: IT IS DIFFICULT TO GET A BANK LOAN 
FOR PROPERTIES
One of the most common excuses heard by Michael as 
to why can’t the young adults own a property today is 
because of stringent requirements by the local banks 
and that a modern home loan requires a hefty down 
payment.

There are truths and kernels in this matter. Most lenders 
will view certain applicants as a less dependable 
investment if their credit score is below average while 
applicants with higher credit scores are entitled to 
attractive interest rates. 
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However as most property investors and homeowners 
have testified, having below average credit score does 
that mean applicants are automatically disqualified 
from applying for a mortgage. A professional mortgage 
banker can help them through any mortgage process to 
ensure they are doing what’s best for themselves.

MYTH #3: PROPERTY WILL BE MUCH CHEAPER 
IF FOREIGN INVESTORS ARE RESTRICTED IN 
THE HOUSING MARKET.
The local property market is looking at a lot of foreign 
property buyers as well as investors from neighbouring 
countries such as China, Singapore and Indonesia. 
Most newly launched properties in the recent years 
saw almost 20% to 30% property buyers are overseas 
investors.

It is a popular belief among Malaysians that with an 
influx of foreign investments into our property market, 
more property developers are building luxury properties 
to attract overseas investors, hence fewer properties 
within the affordable range of less than RM500,000.

However economically, there is a need to allow the 
impact of international investments on new supply. 
International investors are generating new supplies, 
so the upward pressure they place on prices will be 
limited. Therefore, this is  particularly helpful in keeping 
dwelling completions up when the property market is 
not experiencing an upward boom.

MYTH #4: MALAYSIAN HOUSING IS A STATE 
AND LOCAL ISSUE.
The current tax settings in Malaysia that allow the 
combination of negative gearing and capital gains 

discount have pushed the top of housing booms higher 
and increased pressure on real estate prices. The state 
and local governments are pushing the blame to one 
another.

These settings have often been questioned by a range 
of property experts as well as developers as they could 
lead to a ‘boom or bust’ cycle. Boom pushes home 
ownership further beyond the reach of the younger 
generation while busts will jeopardise the entire 
economy.

This is wholly a federal government issue and national 
leadership in particular which is long overdue to curb 
further speculation and sharp increase in property 
prices.

MYTH #5: YOU ONLY MAKE A PROFIT WHEN 
YOU SELL.
It is often heard that you only make a profit from 
properties when you sell, often from real estate 
agents who are keen to list your property for sale. This 
statement is false on two fronts.

Firstly, buyers can make a great deal out of properties if 
they can catch on a good price – the lower you pay for a 
property, the quicker the capital gain. Hence, this brings 
to the second falsehood where you do not have to sell 
your property to realise a profit.

Equity becomes more important when you own a 
property because banks will allow you to increase your 
loan credit via equity leverage to buy more properties. 
Selling for profit can become a taxing mistake as you 
may be liable for capital gains tax.  
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THE GOLDILOCKS EFFECT
Our country’s current ‘weak’ economy does not detract from the fact
that property purchasing/investing is a quest - it requires planning,

research and dedication. - BY REENA KAUR BHATT 

We are all familiar with Goldilocks’ story – a little 
girl chanced upon a house in the woods, where she 
discovers three bowls of porridge. Being greedy, 
she selected to go for the biggest bowl first. Upon 
sampling it, she found it too hot and moved to the 
second largest one; which was too cold, and finally, 
she tried the third one, which was perfect, hence she 
gobbled it all up. The moral gleaned from this fairy 
tale (casting aside the trespassing issue, of course) is 
the search or persistence for the ‘just right’ outcome.

Doom and gloom aside, the 2016 property market is 
said to be a buyers’ market and it might just be the 
right time for you to apply the Goldilocks concept. 
Not only do aspiring homebuyers have more options 
now but they also are at the disposal of emerging 
good deals in the market.

One of the reasons being is that some developers 
are now more than ever willing to offer discounts 
to entice purchasers. This is because just the other 
day my colleague attended the launching of a 
developer’s reward campaign where buyers will enjoy 
cash rebates on selective projects. Even in the recent 
weekly property market update that I received from 
Knight Frank Malaysia included an excerpt on another 
developer’s programme which was offering various 
inducements (from cash rebates to complimentary 
fixtures) in various projects with unsold stocks.

It goes without saying that slashed prices do not 
necessarily mean it is the best option. However, 
many people are very much influenced by emotion 
when making purchasing decisions. Case in point, 
Goldilocks was lured by the ‘bigger is best’ doctrine 
when deciding which porridge to eat – and she burnt 
her tongue!

It matters not if a product is at a bargain if it fails 
to deliver any economic value in return. A ‘bargain’ 
property in the wrong location or of the wrong type 
will cause you headaches in terms of commute and 
amenities outreach; or if bought for investment 
purposes, it would fail to attract a renter or buyer.

I had the chance to attend a market outlook event 
this month, where one of the speakers opined that 
when the market drops, that is when millionaires (and 
billionaires) are made, as these select few go against 
the conventional wisdom of ‘staying low’. The key 
word being a select few as scoring the best property/ 
(investment) takes considerable dedication and 
willingness to research.

Gone were the days of making a quick buck, where 
you can never go wrong as long as you buy a piece of 
property thinking that it will definitely appreciate in 
value anyway.

It is up to you really – are you going to lament on how 
challenging it is or are will you be venturing out on 
your property investment journey this year?

DISCLAIMER: The views expressed here are solely of Reena Kaur Bhatt, writer at iProperty.com Malaysia and do not represent 

that of iProperty.com Malaysia and should not be construed as professional advice. Readers are encouraged to seek independent 

advice prior to making any investments.
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LIVING SMALL 
WITH STUDIO 
APARTMENTS
Going by the increasing supply 
and popularity of bachelor pads or 
more commonly known as studio 
apartments, it is evident that good 
things do come in small packages.

A relatively new concept for the Malaysian property 
market, a studio apartment is defined as a compact 
and self-sufficient single room property with areas 
designated for work, leisure, study and rest. The only 
separate door with the door in a studio apartment will 
only be the bathroom.

A studio apartment is a lucrative investment option 
with easy entry and exit points as well as cost effective 
for young professionals. A number of aspiring property 
buyers who are unable to invest in a landed property or 
3-bedroom apartments due to high price points, tend 
to seek out studio apartments as it is the next perfect 
alternative.

A CASTLE FOR ALL
For fresh graduates like Calvin Nanthan, a professional 
photographer, looking to own a property with a fresh 

graduate pay is almost impossible – but doable upon 
months of research.

“Studio apartments are especially trending among 
singletons and couples because most people who start 
working or those who recently got married cannot 
afford big apartments or landed properties, especially 
in Kuala Lumpur or Iskandar Malaysia as studio 
apartments provide comfort and security at minimal 
investment,” Calvin commented.

Studio apartments have smaller living space, hence 
keeping the apartment cool with air conditioning units 
will take less energy, providing bachelors the benefit of 
low maintenance.

“For such people particularly who spends most of their 
time at their workplace, it’s even better for those who 
can buy a studio apartment nearer to their workplace 
as it will help them save aplenty on transportation and 
commuting cost,” Calvin said.

THE INCH DIFFERENCE
Other than the cheaper price tag and the inexpensive 
recurring costs such as water and electricity bill, there 
is not much difference between a bachelor pad and 
landed properties or apartments.

“The most important aspect to consider in any property 
purchase is location. If I were to buy a residence of 
any kind, it must be close to all kinds of facilities and 
amenities, if not for a decent address,” Calvin opined.

Most studio apartments in Kuala Lumpur such as 
Maytower Apartments in Dang Wangi and Epic Suites 
in Puchong are in close proximity to various office 
towers, schools, colleges, hospitals, shopping malls, 
hypermarkets, movie theatres and various al fresco 
cafés. Being nearer to commercial and industrial hubs 
will also be an added value as they will be a prime 
demand in and around business districts and IT centres.

CREATING MASS APPEAL
To make these units liveable, developers and designers 
must be mindful of the space design concept as there is 
no room for wasted space and standard-sized furniture 
and appliances. Most studio apartments now come with 
custom made built-in furniture systems, such as built-in 
seating or beds with under-unit storage.

“Most studio apartment showrooms that I have seen 
offer high ceilings to create a much more spacious 
feeling for a compact apartment while large window 
expanses provide enough natural lighting to make the 
unit feel more open,” Calvin said

“Small spaced apartments will also create affordable 
housing in the open market as a government’s mandated 
affordable quotas as well as incentives,” he added.

Living small with studio apartments  |  iTHINK
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SOHO IS THE NEW 
MALAYSIAN BOHEMIAN 
HEART
With the development of small office home offices 
(SoHo) and the likes such as SoFo and SoVo in Malaysia, 
a growing number of start-up businesses are trending 
against the conventional office.

With the Generation Y taking over as the primary 
workforce in Malaysia, they are moving away from 
corporate mind-sets and mundane office lifestyle with 
a reason that conventional offices stand in the way of 
a truly progressive lifestyle.

Kuala Lumpur is not just known for its creative 
industries but its creative abilities to make the best out 
of small spaces. Advancement in technologies such 
as high-speed broadband has enabled enterprising 
individuals to work from their comfort units.

Today’s entrepreneurs, such as Mubashar Aftab, 
Urbanify Sdn Bhd’s Business Strategist, and CEO will 

not stand for reactionary ways. Tired of uninspiring 
work spaces, he started his own business from a SoHo. 
He shares with iProperty.com on why SoHo is the new 
way of doing business.

THAT’S NO OFFICE
SoHo-based businesses appear to be growing in 
attractiveness as it favours flexible working hours as 
opposed to the restricted nine-to-five conventional 
office. Being a home office, it enables employees to 
work, live and play at the same time. 

Gen-Ys prefer less structured working hours and 
SoHo’s allow the convenience of working and living 
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at the same place while preserving discretion to a 
certain degree. 

For start-up companies which are more leisure 
based than corporate businesses, dress codes such 
as uniforms, corporate clothing or suits do not really 
apply.

Mubashar allows his employees to work and rest at any 
given time, only priority given is to get assignments 
done before the deadline.

“Sometimes my employees and I will work past 
midnight, but I always allow my employees to have 
enough rest before coming to work the next day. Most 
of the time, my employees will just sleep in the office,” 
Mubashar said.

FAREWELL TO HEFTY CAPITALS
Unlike traditional office space, SoHo’s are not bound 
to the 70% loan-to-value ratio as specified by Bank 
Negara. SoHo’s are technically termed as a residential 
property hence - it is entitled to up 90% financing, 
which in turn can generate more capital for businesses. 
Mubashar’s office which is based in Avenue Crest at 

Shah Alam was priced at approximately RM380,000 
for a 614 sq ft space.

The security features provided by the developer, such 
as CCTV, security personnel, access card system as 
well as its comprehensive concierge services is an 
added value to minimise business risks and costs 
as compared to having to install your own security 
systems.

“Recurring costs such as electricity and electric bill 
are also reduced as they are billed under residential 
tariffs and businesses can enjoy abridged operating 
costs,” Mubashar commented.

“As SoHo units have a smaller built-up area of 
between 400 sq ft to 800 sq ft, the question arises 
as to how much electricity does a unit need?  Even 
with the maintenance cost of RM0.30 per sq ft, it is 
still affordable.”

Perhaps this is why SoHo units are trending among 
young entrepreneurs and fresh graduates who are 
looking for a place to stay and work at the same time.
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Quotation price comparison can be 
quite tricky at times by your contractors 
as occasionally they may intentionally 
or unintentionally omit out some 
underlying renovation costs to disguise 
their quotations to look cheap.

TOP TIPS TO SAFE 
RENOVATION
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covering each details. It then boils down to how they 
are managing the client’s expectations.

Homeowners must also be realistic and set aside 
a budget for variation orders and other unforeseen 
renovation costs due to site conditions. Here are some 
IMPORTANT questions to pose during cost quotation:-
A) Does the quotation include an extension of 

brickworks including site protection during 
the renovation period such as plastic sheets to 
prevent dust from entering the living area as well 
as cleaning of the renovation site?

B) Will the owner be charged for the labor fees of the 
installation of other accessories?

C) Are transportation fees of materials to the work 
site included in the quotation?

Timeframe – How long will it take to complete the 
works?
It is important to know that you are not the only client. 
Hence we should be more understanding and realistic 
on the renovation completion timeframe by asking 
the contractor what are his existing projects.

Always remember to ask and do not assume that 
they are free from other projects and that they are 
only dedicated to you. There is not point forcing the 
contractors for a quicker completion date if they 
cannot commit on the stipulated time-frame.

Follow up and courtesy calls are also important if you 
do not desire last minute job rushes just because the 
contractor need to meet deadlines. Planning for buffer 
time will provide extra time for planning and remember 
do not plan everything close to the due date.

Payment terms – When will you be expected to pay?
It is vital not to pay the full amount as contractors will 
only take you for granted due to the job completion 
reward is no longer there. Should it be a company 
policy for you to pay full, it is advisable to buy a 
bank draft or perhaps a legal advisor to release the 
payment. It is better to be safe than sorry.

For kitchen extension or custom furniture installation, 
a good rule of thumb will be to keep a retention 
sum of between 5% - 10%. This is to ensure that the 
contractors will carry out any rectification works 
in a timely manner so as to manage both parties’ 
expectations and quality delivery.

As expectations are not met, countless homeowners 
and contractors have quarrels and disputes when the 
omitted underlying costs surfaced and homeowners 
are charged for the omission.

Adrian Wee, founder of www.idkingacademy.my 
shares some brilliant ideas on what to look out for in 
respect of renovation choices and its costs.

The job specification – What is and what isn’t 
included?
It is important to homeowners to be careful of the 
term ‘supply and install’ such as supplying and 
installing tiles in a bathroom. Note that it only includes 
supplying and installation. However, there are some 
underlying messages in this term, such as:-
a. What about removal cost of existing tiles?
b. What about disposal costs after hacking away the 

existing tiles?
c. Who is the disposal provider?

At times, some homeowners do not consider the 
details as important when they execute the deal with 
a contractor due to the cheaper comparison price.

Materials to be used – What will they be using and is 
anything excluded?
Design images may be a good visual aid for 
homeowners. However, they are unreliable as they 
may not provide the same feeling as advertised. 
Materials produced today are made to look expensive 
but the quality can be deceiving as there are many 
imitations in the market now.

Some materials are not what they seem to be. For 
example, Adrian recounted a story about a homeowner 
who wanted to install a designer white marble top 
including a front body for the bar counter. However 
upon delivery, while the counter top is made of natural 
white marble, the homeowner was disappointed to 
find out the front body was just laminated to resemble 
the look of white marbles.

Different expectations and assumptions can create 
a tension between homeowners and contractors as 
when expectations are not met, disappointments will 
ensue.

It is good to ask designers to provide and attach 
elevation drawings of any renovation design as the 
drawings will clearly specify the materials to be used 
– hence reducing any misunderstanding between 
homeowners and contractors.

The cost – Does the quote represent the full cost 
including GST?
To be fair to the contractors, not everything will be 
written down black and white as contractors will be 
spending too much time preparing the quotation 
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A combination of tenacity and drive has helped 
See Wei Jie accumulate an admirable property 
investment portfolio – all by the age of 25.
- BY REENA KAUR BHATT

FROM POKER TO 
PROPERTY – 
SEE WEI JIE’S STORY

luck alone and allowed emotion to sway my rationale,” 
said Wei Jie.

To pay off his debts, he took on a job as a poker dealer, 
where he picked up Texas HoldEm poker. Wei Jie 
began learning the game seriously - by observing the 
patrons, watching youtube videos, reading articles/
blogs and by practising regularly. 

“I am telling you all this because there is a lesson in 
here somewhere,” Wei Jie quipped.

“Only when I felt I was prepared – knowledge-wise 
and mentally, did I start to play the game seriously.
Within 6 months, I managed to win GBP11,786 (over 
360 hours of game-time) - slightly more than double 
the amount I had lost before,” he said.

Wei Jie’s interest in property was piqued when he 
attended a ‘FREEMEN’ seminar in May 2014. The talk 
enlightened him on becoming financially free through 
building asset–based wealth and creating passive 
income. 

“It opened up my eyes on how the property game 
could be played on a completely different level if you 
are creative enough.That is why I determined that I 
will focus on property investing as my wealth creation 
strategy,” he explained.

Proving that it is possible for young professionals to 
get on the property ladder, See Wei Jie, an associate 
analyst at Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) is the owner 
of two strata units of which he is currently renting out. 

HOW DID IT ALL BEGIN?
When asked - when and how did you first earn your 
first RM1,000, most Malaysian youths’ will say that it 
was part of their first paycheck in their early twenties. 
See Wei Jie, on the other hand, made his first RM1,000 
at the tender age of 13, profits earned from trading 
Yu-gioh cards, a collectible trading card game.

At a time where Wei Jie’s peers were busy navigating 
the trials of secondary school, this enterprising lad was 
already employing the classic ‘buy low, sell high’ gambit.

Wei Jie said, “I was the go-to guy for ‘exclusive’ cards 
until I got caught by the discipline teacher, that is!”
 
Fast-forward six years, Wei Jie had the chance to 
explore his trading skills through casino games while 
studying in the UK. Proving that even the mighty can 
fall, he revealed that he actually went into debt after 
losing GBP10,000 in blackjack.

“I went too hard, too fast and with not much 
experience and knowledge of the game to back me 
up. Having no money to eat for a few months jerked 
me back to reality. I realised that I was depending on 
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Monthly 
Cash Flow = 

Rental – [Fixed (Home Loan Installment 
+ Maintenance Charge) – Aggregate 
(Sewage Charge + Assessment Tax +  Quit 
Rent + Insurance)]

“I started small, with a cheap apartment unit in 
Puchong I purchased in October 2014.  The clean 
profits from the rent received were then used to 
purchase a bigger unit in KL the following year,” he 
shared.

PROPERTY 
DESCRIPTION

PURCHASE 
PRICE 
(RM)

HOW 
DID YOU 

RAISE THE 
DEPOSIT?

CURRENT 
MONTHLY 

RENT 
(RM)

PERCENTAGE 
OF 

PURCHASE 
PRICE (MIN 

7%)

CURRENT 
MARKET 
VALUE 
(RM)

Apartment, 
Puchong
800 sqft - 3 
bedrooms & 2 
bathroom

88,000
Savings 
& poker 

winnings
700 9.54%

100,000 
- 

120,000

Condominium, 
KL
1200 sq ft - 3 
bedrooms & 2 
bathrooms

365,000

Savings 
(inclusive 
of rental 

income) & 
borrowings

2,530 8.32%
450,000 

- 
500,000

VENTURING INTO PROPERTY
On how he gleaned his know-how on property 
investment, Wei Jie said that he attended numerous 
seminars and workshops, which exposed him to 
not only a wealth of knowledge and teachings from 
property experts and fellow investors but invaluable 
networking opportunities as well. 
One of the recent seminar’s he attended was the 
“Interior Design Principles for Real Property Success” 
by Adrian Wee, Founder of ID King Academy. 

“It gave me a whole new angle on how to play the 
property game from the ID perspective. As per 
the words of Benjamin Franklin, “An investment in 
knowledge will always pay the best interest,” he 
added.

When it comes to investing in property, Wei Jie 
explained that one has to understand how to “play 
the odds” and try to take as much risk out of their 
‘play’(property investment) as possible. It is all about 
minimizing losses if you lose and maximizing winnings 
when you do win. 

STRATEGIES
Wei Jie believes that rental properties are a great start 
for investment, as you are able to enjoy positive cash 
flows, while leveraging on the potential capital gain 
from property appreciation.

His mantra when purchasing property is to always 
buy one that is below market value and to ensure that 
the rental income received would cover the monthly 
expense comprising of monthly and lumpsum 
expense, thus guaranteeing a positive cash flow 
(formula below ).

This means that your tenants will be the ones paying 
your mortgage for you. Also, the additional profit 
made from the property can then be used to purchase 
your next piece of (bigger) property.

        “I started small, with 
a cheap apartment unit 
in Puchong I purchased in 
October 2014. The clean 
profits from the rent received 
were then used to purchase a 
bigger unit in KL the following 
year,” he shared.

“

” 
On determining what a good monthly rental rate is, 
Wei Jie shared that it should be at more than 6% of 
the property’s purchase price. He said, “At 6% you 
would be breaking even, hence to make profits, you 
would want a figure of at least 7%”.

Wei Jie’s advice to potential (beginner) investors is 
to always maintain a positive cash flow so that you 
will have the ability to continue to grow your portfolio 
without cornering yourself in a tight corner and not 
being able to service your loans.

Another tip is to avoid borrowing for unnecessary 
expenses, such as purchasing an expensive car, as you 
would not want to affect your capability (debtservice 
ratio) to continue to borrow and invest in more 
properties.
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Besides that, try to create additional streams of 
income, preferably a passive one. A penny pincher 
himself, Wei Jie parks his secondhand car outside and 
rents out his own parking slot in his condominium 
unit. “I don’t’ mind the slight inconvenience for an 
additional RM130 a month,” he said.

His card-counting days also taught Wei Jie certain 
skill sets – well-developed analytical skills and a sense 
of tactic and strategy. 

“I leverage on the inefficient nature of gaps in the 
property market - what I look for is not a particular 
type of property, but the person who is willing to, 
for whatever reason, sell his/her property to me at a 
price below the market value,” he explained. Wei Jie’s 
search for the favorable rental properties is facilitated 
by his very own 6-step property-sourcing guide, which 
incorporates strategy, probability and psychology. 

6 STEP PROPERTY-SOURCING GUIDE

1. Scanning
 Start with an area you are familiar with, preferably a 

location nearby as this facilitates maintenance of 
property and management of tenants. Find out all the 
properties within the area and keep it under your radar 
for research and constant monitoring.

2. Researching
 Quantitative
 a) Value of similar transactions in the area
 b) Banks’ valuation on property’s current value
 c) Rental rates of similar units
 d) Monthly and lumpsum expenses
 Then, with these information, calculate and determine:
 the highest price you are willing to invest the lowest  
 amount of rent you are willing to charge
 Qualitative
 a) Location, accessibility, availability of amenities &  
  facilities
 b) Occupancy rate in the building
 c) Maintenance quality of building
 d) Future development around the area
 Fundamentals
 a) Land title(strata vs master, bumi lot vs nonbumi lot)
 b) Land type (freehold vs leasehold)
 c) Availability of Certificate of Fitness
 d) Developer’s strength and reputation
 Paymaster(tenant)’s profile
 a) Demographic
 b) Employment
 c) Financial profile & credibility
 d) Third party reference

3. Searching
 a) Online (website listing)
 b) Onsite (banners, tenants, neighbours, security guards)
 c) Networks (property agents, investors, investor group)

4. Viewing (Confirmation of research facts)
 a) Status (owner occupied vs tenanted vs vacant),
 b) Condition - water leakage, sewage, electricity,  
  flooring, wall, fitting fixture & furniture
 c) When & how much it was bought for (Is it RPGT  
  bound?)
 d) Reason for selling (what is the catch?)

5. Negotiating (price Vs terms)
 a) Figure out the owner’s lowest wilingtoaccept PRICE  
  (ask for asking price, complain & critics, offer  
  rockbottom price with the aim of arriving at  
  willingtoinvest price)
 b) Find out as much as possible from the agents –  
  such as whether the owner is looking for a quick  
  sale and how long the property has been on the  
  market
 c) Negotiate on TERMS (subject to early vacant  
  possession, loan approval, legal due diligence,  
  rebates, fitting & furniture, repair and renovation etc)
 d) Create urgency by signing booking form and offer  
  a postdated check

6. Closing
 a) Loan application (apply to at least 3 banks to  
  ensure loan approval within timeline)
 b) Legal processes (appoint trusted lawyer to ensure  
  due diligence and preparation of Sales and  
  Purchase Agreement within timeline)
 c) Change name for utilities (TNB, SYABAS,  
  IndahWater, Gas Malaysia, Wifi)
 d) Source for tenants

SETBACKS
Wei Jie’s journey has not been all bed and roses, 
though. Elaborating on a setback he experienced 
recently, he said, “I lost an opportunity to secure an 
unrealised profit of RM 150,000 from a 20% below 
market price property deal. I was badgering the owner 
to lower his selling price further and ended up losing 
out the property to another buyer. Sometimes you 
have to accept what is best and not have unrealistic 
expectations”.

FUTURE PLANS TO FINANCIAL FREEDOM
Taking it all in his stride, Wei Jie revealed that he would 
continue to expand his rental property portfolio. “I 
plan to acquire at least one property every year,” he 
said. Wei Jie is also planning to explore a leasetolease 
strategy for rental properties and vacation rental 
apartments on AirBnB, as well as his applying his 
newly acquired knowledge on ID renovation.

Touching on how it is tougher for Gen-Ys these days 
to get on the property ladder, the future motivational 
trainer shared his Cockroach Theory wisdom – 90% 
of results comes not from an event, but from your 
response to the event. 

As Wei Jie puts it, “When faced with a flying cockroach, 
it is up to you to react out of fear and scream or to 
compose yourself and get rid of it!”. Ultimately he 
says, hard work is the key to success. “If I can do it, 
anyone can”.
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Your checklist to a healthy bedroom  |  CONSUMER AWARENESS

THE HEALTHY BEDROOM CHECKLIST

Pillows & mattresses
Pillows could be breeding grounds for excessive 
amounts of allergens such as bacteria, mold spores, 
and bed mites, leading to allergy symptoms such as 
a sore throat, headache, nasal congestion and skin 
irritation. You should replace pillows at least once per 
year if they are not washable. Also, use an anti-allergy 
cover to protect your pillow, and change the pillowcase 
every few days. As for mattresses, it requires regular 
cleaning just like the rest of your bedroom -roughly a 
third of your life is spent on your mattress, and it has 
the skin flakes, bodily fluids, dust mites, bacteria, dust 
and grime to prove it. One way you could protect your 
mattress is by lining it with a protective cover that’s 
impermeable to dust mites, fluids, and small particles.

Houseplants
Houseplants add a bright splash to your bedroom, 
besides helping to purify the air. However,  if you tend 
to overwater them, not only will your plants eventually 
succumb to root rot, but it is quite likely that their 
soil will become home to mold spores that can trigger 
allergic symptoms in those susceptible to asthma or 
airborne allergies. The solution to this is to only water 
houseplants when the top of the soil is dry and to 
never leave them sitting in a tray of water.

Pets
Pets are family members, but when it comes to 
bedtime, they are better off in their own cozy beds, 
not sharing yours. Not only are pets likely to disrupt 
your sleep, but their fur is full of allergens such as 
mold spores, bacteria, dust, and pollen. If you prefer 
to keep them close, then get your pet its own bed next 
to yours and you will be most likely to sleep better. 

Candles
Scented paraffin candles could be another problem as 
when burnt, they release harmful chemicals such as 
benzene and toluene while the scent itself is actually 
an irritant to those with chemical sensitivities. You can 
minimize the risk by burning beeswax or soy candles, 
staying away from candles with metal center wicks 
and keeping a window cracked open while the candle 
is burning.

Cleaning products
Who would not want their bedroom to be clean and 
sparkling, but do you know that your regular cleaning 
products could cause eye irritation, respiratory 
problems, and headaches? Many commercial cleaning 
products contain aggravating fragrances, volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) and other irritating 
ingredients. It is advised to use natural cleaning 
products that are free of harmful chemicals instead. 
An even better option is to use effective, simple DIY 
cleaners like vinegar to keep your bedroom clean.

Do you wake up to the sniffles, a sore throat or even a headache?
If yes, the culprit might just be your bedroom.

YOUR CHECKLIST TO A HEALTHY BEDROOM
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CONSUMER AWARENESS  |  10 Creative uses for tension rods

The humble tension rod is one versatile tool, solving 
storing headaches and making use of awkward areas. 
Here are some of its uses for you to consider: 

1. Hang one under the sink for cleaning supplies. It 
adds another layer of storage and keeps all your 
spray bottles neatly in a line.

2. If your cutting boards, cookie sheets, and pot lids 
don’t fit in your cupboard while laying down, or 
you want to free up more space, separate them 
with tension rods so they sit vertically. 

 
3. Use them to hang curtains from for open storage 

solutions, such as bookshelf shades or  sink skirts 
to conceal clutter. Paired with fun fabric, they are 
also a quick and easy decorating statement.

4. Another way to systemize your closet is to  use 
a series of tension rods to organize your 
(formidable) shoe collection. The same could be 
done for storing jewelry.

5. For craft supply addicts, these adjustable bars are 
perfect for hanging ribbon, washi tape, wrapping 
paper and other knick knacks.

6. Tension rods could also be useful in the laundry 
room as they make great impromptu drying racks 
or storage for extra hangers. 

7. Use them to display photos on a desk, instead of 
on a wall or in a photo frame. This is a fantastic way 
to eke out more functionality of existing furniture, 
and corral items in a more visually appealing way.

8. Many people love having pretty tables as desks, 
but often the whole look is spoiled with the 
need for electrical cords or storage for files.  The 
solution to this problem is to add curtains to the 
table and hang them between the table legs using 
tension rods.

9. Tension rods are also perfect as inexpensive pet 
gates! It would not be able to stop a tiny dog or a 
sneaky cat, but it is brilliant for bigger dogs.

10. For herbs that love lots of light, an outdoor view 
is essential. Create a pretty hanging garden by 
installing tension rods in your kitchen window to 
act as a ledge for your potted plants.

Inexpensive, easy to install and 
perfect for both spacious and tight 
spaces – tension rods might just be 
your new best friend!

10 CREATIVE 
USES FOR 
TENSION RODS
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Guide to window manner  |  CONSUMER AWARENESS

With any renovation decisions, it is best to understand 
and comprehend what are your requirements so you 
can focus on what you want and need, as opposed to 
what someone wants to sell to you.

Different window types offer different experience and 
ventilation and they are important in your resident’s 
aesthetic appearance. Different styles may also 
come with different pricing, considering the design, 
functionality and performance. 

TYPES OF WINDOWS

Double hung / single hung
A traditional style where two sashes installed in a 
common frame slide vertically up or down. A single 
hung style where only the lower panel slides up while 
the top panel is fixed into position and does not move. 
The double hung style allows either top or bottom 
panel to slide up or down.

Casement
The window panel is hinged to open outward from 
the side like a door, usually with a crank handle and 
secured by locks mounted on the side post.

Awning
The awning is similar to the casement but hinged to 
open out from the bottom.

Sliding
The sliding window is similar to a hung window, but 
the panels can slide horizontally left or right.

Picture
A picture window is stationary and does not open. 
They are usually larger than operating windows and 
may or may not include a sash. Picture windows 
without a sash are often called “direct-set” as the 
glass is set directly into the frame.

TYPES OF GLASS

Insulating glass
Consists of two panes of glass separated by a spacer 
material and sealed together at the edge, insulating 
glass units or IGUs are designed to keep homes 
warmer in colder environments and cooler in warmer 
weather. 

Tempered glass
Heat strengthened safety glass for applications where 
potential glass breakage of regular glass could cause 
personal injury. Tempered glass is stronger than 
regular annealed glass, but it can still break. However 
unlike annealed glass, tempered glass will shatter 
into smaller less harmful pebble size pieces should it 
collapse.

Laminated glass
Two layers of glass with an interlayer of PVB (polyvinyl 
butyral) fit in between. If laminated glass breaks, the 
vinyl interlayer remains intact and the glass fragments 
adhere to it. The interlayer prevents objects from 
passing through just like typical windshield glass in 
an automobile. Laminated glass has the added benefit 
of providing excellent sound dampening in high noise 
areas.

Installing new windows and doors can breathe new life and improve appearance, 
functionality as well as ultimately raising the value of your home.

GUIDE TO WINDOW MANNER
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CONSUMER AWARENESS  |  Lighting up your life

The lighting in a home can change the mood of the 
room just as it does the perceived size of the room. 
The use of lighting can add or subtract from overall 
colours of a room or from only those surfaces the 
light is meant to enhance. Here are some DIY ideas of 
how to enhance the mood in your home via recyclable 
products!

Lighting up bottles
Rather than throwing away 
empty bottles, reuse them 
to create this wonder of 
antique-ish lighting. This 
project involves working 
with glass and electricity, 
and it is very dangerous, 
hence extra caution is 
advised.

Dreaming on Cloud 9
This design works great as a night light. Combining 
miniature LED’s and reused pillow cotton, this lighting 
design looks as if there are clouds in your own room.

Mason Chandeliers
Do you have one too many 
used mason jars lying 
around in your store with 
no use for them? Convert 
them into this minimalistic 
but wonderful kitchen-
style chandelier with its 
light-hearted charm that 
warms up any space.

Branching out the 
rustic lights
While rustic is defined 
as simple, artless or 
even unsophisticated 
in dictionaries, if rustic 
styles are incorporated 
into the interior design, 
the results could be 
extraordinary. It’s so 
rustic, it’s chic and 
artistic. Reuse broken 
branches from your 
garden, cure them and 
set it hanging from your 
ceiling with the lighting 
of your choice!

Sieving on a shade
Bored with conventional lamps in your house? Go for 
a more vintage look! Reuse a sieve, colander, or even a 
strainer to produce a lampshade to hang over tables, 
counters or hallways.

Lighting plays an important element in any home design.

LIGHTING UP YOUR LIFE
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AFFORDABILITY
As a rule of thumb, traditional mortgage lending 
principles allows borrowing up to three times your 
gross annual income. Couples can generally borrow 
up to three times their joint salary, and this can allow 
you to borrow more, but there is no point buying a 
house of your dreams if the mortgage is going to turn 
into a financial nightmare.

Your repayments should not be more than 35% - 40% 
of your net monthly income. By using free mortgage 
affordability calculator available online, it can work 
out the monthly cost of your home loan and tell you if 
you are in danger of borrowing too much.

AVAILABILITY
After working out your affordability level as well as 
the gross costs for renovations, you need to find out 
whether the type of property you want is available in 
the area that you want it. It’s likely that you have to 
reconcile on some of your wants and dislikes, so be 
prepared to compromise.

The best way to conduct your search is to go on all 
fronts using means such as real estate agents, property 
classifieds as well as online searches. Online property 
portals, which indexes and lists most properties for 
sale oftentimes include local details and a map plot.

SUITABILITY
When you have satisfied both the affordability and 
the availability components of the property you want, 
there are still several factors you must also consider 
balancing between feasibility and your wants.

• Accessibility: Are your friends and family nearby, 
and is the location convenient for you to travel to 
work?

• Facilities: Are there any nearby amenities and 
do you have enough parking facilities for your 
vehicles?

• Noise: Will you have juggernauts wrestling past 
your bedroom at wee hours?

• Space: Will the property you are eyeing for have 
enough space for the family to grow?

• Crime: Is it gated and guarded? What is the crime 
rate within the neighbourhood?

A PIN ON THE MAP
There are various factors that can affect your choice 
of a residential property but a good address should 
be the top of your consideration list because while 
you can improve a property, you cannot move it.

Think not about the attractiveness of the 
neighbourhood, but how it may also change in the 
future, such as social and economic value.

Property prices could easily be affected by:
• New developments: If developers are building 

a project in the area, it is probably a good sign 
the location is becoming more popular. However 
common sense applies, where a chicken farm 
does not have the same appeal as a fine dining 
restaurant.

• Transport links: A new rail station, as well as roads, 
may mean easier access to the city centre and they 
can have a huge effect on the value of a property.

• Amenities: New restaurants and luxury leisure 
centres can be a good indicator of the direction in 
which an area is heading. Trendy shops add appeal 
to the area while shabby shops detract from it.

Whether you’re a first-time house 
buyer taking your first tentative step 
to the property ladder or an old hand 
seeking the perfect home for your 
retirement home, the same golden rule 
applies where you need to achieve the 
right balance between affordability, 
suitability and suitability.

IS THIS THE 
RIGHT HOME?
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CONSUMER AWARENESS  |  The path to gardens

Adding paths and walkways are a way to add structure 
to your garden, besides being easy on the eyes. They 
also allow you to lead visitors through the garden 
while providing it with a smart framework and a good 
foundation.

Flagstone walkway
A flagstone walkway is an eye-catching enhancement 
to any outdoor space or garden. Because of 
flagstone’s natural look in terms of both colour and 
texture, flagstone is often chosen as an accent to 
existing patio areas where walkways and paths abut 
other types of surface materials.

One of the most important design elements in a garden is the structure.

THE PATH TO GARDENS

Brick path
Consider a classical approach of using bricks to lay 
a good pathway out and about your garden. Their 
uniform thickness and sizes mean that one can come 
up with various types of layouts and designs for a 
walkway.
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Slate walkway
Slate walkway provides a wider and open pathway in 
the garden without its rigidness and can be laid out to 
look more formal or informal according to your need. 
It requires little or no digging into the earthwork with 
the use of thinner stone slabs.

Paver sidewalk
If you want a sidewalk with greater curb appeal than 
the typical narrow, straight-sided walkway, concrete 
pavers give you the versatility to form walkways with 
gently curved configurations and make them any 
width you desire. They also allow you to replicate the 
traditional look of a natural stone or brick walkway 
but come in a wider array of colors and shapes. 

Gravel path
Sure, you could spend several days and many Ringgit 
putting in a walkway made of cobbles or bluestone, 
but a simple gravel trail won’t break your back or your 
budget. Gravel is a traditional path material found 
in formal gardens throughout Europe and Asia and 
takes little skill to install.
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Barclays expect the vacancy rate of Singapore’s 
housing market to peak at 10%  in 2016. The rising 
vacancy rate, together with interest rate hikes that will 
likely push prices down by a further 5-8% in the next 
year, might lead to cooling measures being eased.

Vacancy rates have risen 2.6% to 7.8% since 2013 
while rentals have fallen 6.7%. Considering the current 
market’s mild take-up rate, the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore (MAS) estimates unsold supply taking 
approximately 3.1 years to be cleared.

According to an OCBC report, primary residential 
sales in 2016 is expected to stay in the range of 
6,000 to 9,000 units, with buyer numbers increasing 
significantly when prices are lower. 

According to Credit Suisse, the 8 rounds of cooling 
measures implemented by Singapore’s government 
have been effective in controlling speculative property 
purchases. As a result, there are less than 50 sub-sales 
per month currently, accounting for 2 to 4% of total 
sales volumes, as compared to the peak of over 300 
sub-sales each month in 2010, or 10% of total sales.

Credit Suisse expects that this reduction in speculative 
activity, together with the dip in foreign demand, will 

Vacancy rates and housing prices in 2016

Increase of US Federal Reserve rates and its impact on Singapore

Cooling measures in 2016

The US Federal Reserve has increased benchmark 
interest rates by 25 basis points, the first increase 
in 7 years. According to analysts, subsequent higher 
borrowing costs will have a negative impact on 
Singapore’s slowing economy. Effects of the adjusted 
interest rates include reduced domestic consumption 
and lower employment as households and businesses 
deal with higher costs of borrowing.

According to BMI Research, high household debt 
is the biggest issue which can potentially soften 
Singapore’s domestic consumption. Household debt 
is now approximately 150% of household income. The 
higher borrowing costs might have repercussions 
on lower income households and those who have 
over-extended themselves to be part of Singapore’s 
housing boom.

Nonetheless, Singapore is well-positioned to deal 
with problems arising from higher rates, with the 
Singapore Interbank Offer Rate (SIBOR) and Swap 
Offer Rate (SOR) rising in advance behind chatter of 
federal rate rise and a stronger US dollar. These rates 
are likely to rise higher, though at a modest pace. 
With the indication that federal rates will be increased 
gradually, financing costs from increased rates are 
unlikely to be drastic.

Between 2016 and 2017, Singapore home prices will 
probably be influenced by sustained oversupply, 
rising floating mortgage rates, and a possible easing 
of cooling measures.

push Singapore’s government into easing cooling 
measures in 2016.

On the other hand, BMI Research believes that the 
government is hoping for a further property market 
correction before easing up on the cooling measures 
while RHB analysts raised concerns of excessive 
supply in the market, as well as rising vacancies.
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More HDB homeowners upgrading, with weaker private property market

In 3Q 2015, private residential units saw more buyers 
with HDB addresses. According to DTZ, there was 
a 20.5% year-on-year increase in buyers with HDB 
addresses, with approximately half of them purchasing 
units similar to the size of 3-room HDB flat, at smaller 
than 69 square meters. Historically speaking, the 
number of buyers with HDB addresses tends to 
increase when the private property market is weaker. 
An increase in the number of HDB upgraders is 
expected in subsequent quarters, as HDB homeowners 
who purchased their flats in 2010 to satisfy their 5-year 
minimum occupation period (MOP) can still enjoy 
capital gains if they sell their HDB flats.

According to Singapore Residential Price Index 
(SRPI) estimates compiled by the National University 
of Singapore’s Institute of Real Estate Studies, overall 
resale prices of private homes dipped 0.6% month-
on-month in November. This is a slide from October’s 
0.1% growth. Outside of small units, prices of homes in 
the central region and non-central region dipped 0.8 
per cent and 0.4% respectively in November. Prices 
of small units with floor area smaller than 506 sq ft 
registered the biggest dip of 1.2%.

Singapore’s property market is expected to continue 
its lacklustre performance into 2016. With the United 

November’s slide in property prices to continue into 2016
States Federal Reserve normalising interest rates, 
prospective buyers will likely be sidelined while they 
adapt to the new conditions. Compounded with 
property cooling measures still in place, analysts 
expect property prices to slide by as much as 8% in 
the next twelve months.

Ong Teck Hui, National Director for Research and 
Consultancy of JLL, expect the higher interest rates 
and cooling measures to dampen demand as well as 
soften prices. 2016 might see property prices fall at 
a quicker pace should economic conditions worsen.
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The Housing Industry Authority (HIA) of Australia 
expects a good year ahead for Australia’s property 
market. According to HIA’s New Home Sales Report, 
seasonally adjusted new home sales dipped 3%. 
However, indicators such as new home sales and 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) building approvals 
point to 2016 being the fourth healthy year. 

Taking into consideration wider economic conditions 
in Australia, 2016’s outlook for the housing industry 
is impressive. However, the risk is in 2016/17, when 
delayed effects of stagnating population growth and 
uncertainty surrounding high-rise construction are 
made worse by higher variable mortgage costs, as 
well as credit rationing that is more stringent than 
necessary. 

Despite expecting a healthy property market in 2016, 
Chinese demand, which has helped drive Sydney’s 
surge in property prices, has softened, a result of China’s 
slowing economy and volatile stock market. According 
to real estate agent McGrath, Chinese demand dipped 
by approximately 15% compared to 2014.  

In Melbourne, increasing numbers of homeowners 
preferring to forgo rental income and leaving 
their houses vacant is fast becoming a concern. 
Approximately 82,724 properties appear unused. This 
is a problem, as empty accommodation conceals a 
hidden glut of supply with the potential of worsening 
housing slumps. One of the problems now is that the 
unused property creates a façade of scarcity and a 
housing supply crisis.

Loans to homebuyers rose by a significant 22% in from 
January 2015 to August 2015 - a shift in Vietnam’s 
financial habit. It was common to find home buyers 
engaging in all-cash transactions for residential 
property. However, real estate loans now make up 
8% of total bank lending and fuelled a property 
rebound that saw home sales double in 2015. The 
shift in financial habit largely stems from changing 
demographics - Vietnamese under 35 years old now 
make up 60% of the population, and migration into 
cities is becoming increasingly commonplace.

A change in legislation, which opened Vietnam’s 
market to foreign buyers has also helped stimulate 
Vietnam’s property market.

Outlook of Australia’s housing market

Vietnam: Strong interest in property market and credit risks 
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Property cooling measures to continue 
in Hong Kong

Opportunities lie beyond Central London

new capital flows into US real estate. The new law also 
permits foreign pensions to purchase up to 10% of a 
US publicly traded real estate investment trust, without 
having the liability of FIRPTA – an increase from 5% 
prior to the change.

According to Real Capital Analytics Inc., cross-border 
investment in US real estate in 2015 amounts to 16% 
(USD78.4 billion) of the total US$483 billion in US 
property investments; an increase from merely US$4.7 
billion in 2009.

The Chief Executive of Hong Kong, Leung Chun-Ying, 
indicated property cooling measures will be kept 
in place in spite of recent property price falls. He 
reaffirmed the government’s determination in solving 
the problem of housing shortage by increasing land 
supply. 

Since 2009, property prices in Hong Kong have more 
than doubled and have consistently been among the 
world’s most expensive. For the past couple of years, 
punitive measures such as a doubling of stamp duty, 
and a property transaction tax, primarily on non-
permanent residents have been implemented to cool 
the market.

London has experienced the strongest growth in house 
prices compared to other cities. However, the market 
is increasingly restricted to buyers who are affluent. As 
a result, less expensive locations outside the country’s 
capital are gaining more attention from buyers who 
have been priced out of London, with property prices 
in Central London expected to stagnate in 2016.

Compared to expensive locations in London, attractive 
commuter towns have the potential for good medium-
term price growth. Quality second-hand homes 
centrally located in regional cities, traditionally 
preferred by graduates who need not rely on welfare 
payments for their rentals, can expect higher yields 
compared to London. Furthermore, improving 
employment rates in the region should also increase 
tenant demand.

The US has recently eased a 35-year-old tax on foreign 
investments in the country, which potentially opens 
the US to greater property investments by overseas 
investors – a major source of capital for the country 
since the financial crisis.

The US has waived tax imposed on foreign investors 
under the 1980 Foreign Investment in Real Property 
Tax Act (FIRPTA) for foreign pension funds, treating 
it the same as domestic pension funds for real estate 
investments. This modification could result in billions of 

America’s easing of foreign property investment tax expected to be a game changer

Foreign investors looking to invest in Australian 
residential property can expect greater hurdles. New 
legislation in effect since 1st December 2015 states that 
foreigners wanting to purchase a residential property 
that is worth AUD1million or under will have to pay 
a fee of AUD5,000. For property worth more than 
AUS$1million, investors have to pay AUD10,000 for 
each additional AUS$1million.

Foreign property investors who break current 
legislation governing foreign investment in Australia 
can be jailed up to three years, or face a fine not 
exceeding AUD135,000. Agents who knowingly aid 
foreign investors to contravene the rules will also face 
criminal penalties and fines if convicted.

Tougher laws in place for Australia’s 
foreign investors
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The property landscape hasn’t seen such action for a 
while already. This was, of course, contributed of by 
the Fed’s unprecedented announcement in interest 
rates hike followed by the apparent and obvious 
repercussion on the SIBOR here. Property owners are 
scurrying to see if they are able to achieve interest 
savings by exploring refinancing options for existing 
mortgage loan(s).  

Flash estimates released recently by the Urban 
Redevelopment Authority (URA) saw private 
residential property prices fell 3.7% for the whole of 
2015. Prices declined by 4% in 2014 for this segment.   
Prices fell 0.5% in the fourth quarter of 2015, following 
a 1.3% drop in the previous quarter, based on the 
private residential property index, which declined 0.7 
points to 141.6 points in the fourth quarter.

Against this noise, the debate on whether to sustain 
or curb the cooling measures implemented in June 
2013 has taken a backseat. Not until just a few days 
ago when National Development Minister, Lawrence 
Wong said that although the property market is “on 
track for a soft landing”, it is still ‘too early” to remove 
them. The government will still continue to monitor 
interest rate movements and economic growth, which 
performed at an unexpected +2.1% for 2015.

So, if this is the indication from the authority, let 
us reopen our textbooks and make sense of these 
cooling measures and what do they mean to new and 
existing property owners in the market.

MSR & TDSR REVISITED

Briefs  |  INTERNATIONAL FEATURES

- BY JASPER ENG, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, REDBRICK MORTGAGE ADVISORY

The 2 main components of the cooling measures are:
• TDSR – Total Debt Servicing Ratio
• MSR – Mortgage Servicing Ratio

TDSR and MSR are deemed as milestones for the 
cooling measures that have been implemented. It 
changed the norm in the mortgage credit facility 
arena. Most significantly, they have highly impacted 
market sentiments in the property market, resulting in:
• Stabilizing property prices
• Controlling the cash over valuation for HDB flats
• Restricting the borrowing capacity

TDSR (TOTAL DEBT SERVICING RATIO)
It is not easy to understand the working of the TDSR 
first time around, especially for first-time applicants of 
mortgage loans. However, the objective of the TDSR 
is to prevent an individual from being overextended 
because of a property purchase. Whether the property 
is for investment purposes or for owner occupation, it 
is to safeguard you from purchasing a property that is 
above your means.  

Translating this measure into facts and figures, we just 
have to remember this magic formula:
Total commitment / Total income <= 60%

This is the main approving criteria that all lenders 
have to adhere to before approving a property loan.  
It is applicable to both new purchase for owner 
occupation or investment. With the implementation 
of the TDSR for property purchased on or after 29 
June 2013, banks will not be able to extend a loan to 
you if you do not fulfill the approving criteria.

Let us break it down.
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Other commitments = $4000
Income = $10,000
TDSR = 80%

In this scenario, the refinancing facility will not be 
approved. However, you can repay $30,000 (which is 
3% of the loan outstanding) to qualify for the loan.

It is important to note that the monthly debt repayment 
covers loans from HDB, financial institutions in the 
borrower’s name or jointly with another borrower.

A popular question from property owners is; will I be 
able to borrow from the banks if I have 5 fully paid 
properties without any form of income? The answer 
is “No”. It was only possible before 29 Jun 2013 when 
bank’s will provides you asset-backed lending with 
your fully paid properties as a form of collateral.

The spirit of the TDSR is to ensure financial prudence 
for all Singaporeans.

MSR (MORTGAGE SERVICING RATIO)
MSR caps the amount an individual can spend on 
mortgage repayments to 30% of a borrower’s gross 
monthly income (excluding other commitments) and 
it comes into effect on 12 Jan 2013. Unlike the TDSR, 
which is applicable to all housing loans, MSR applies 
to HDB flats and ECs (Executive Condominiums) 
including the refinancing of these loans.  

After which, they also have to fulfill the TDSR 
assessment of 60% where all commitments will be 
included.

Example:
Monthly installment for new loan =  $1000
Income = $10,000
MSR = 10%
Other commitments =  $5000
TDSR =  60%

In this example, the borrower fulfills both the MSR and 
TDSR requirements.

Is the MSR applicable for refinancing?  Yes, it is if your 
property is purchased after 12 January 2013 (for HDB) 
and 10 December 2013 (for EC bought directly from 
developer).

Concluding with another quote from Lawrence Wong, 
he noted that ‘resale prices have softened gradually to 
2011 levels, and more than half of resale flats are now 
transacting close to their market value.” Although 
this remains the official stance, it is definite that the 
subject matter of cooling measures will see more 
debate and discussion in the months to come as we 
enter 2016.

Commitment includes the monthly installment for the 
following:
- New loan @ 3.50%
- Car Loan
- Study loan
- Personal loan
- Renovation loan
- Mortgage loan (for residential and commercial)
- Revolving loans
- Minimum payment for credit card/unsecured 

overdraft

Income comprises of the following:
- Base salary
- Notice of assessment
- Shares
- Bond/ Unit Trust
- Deposits

Example For A New Purchase:
Monthly installment for new loan = $3000
Other commitments = $3000
Income = $10,000
TDSR = 60%

If the commitment goes above $6000 or the income 
falls below $10,000 in this example, your mortgage 
loan will not be approved.

Is the TDSR applicable for property refinancing?
Yes, it is applicable to refinancing. Here are some 
milestone dates:

If your property is purchased before 29 June 2013 and 
it is for owner occupation, most banks will allow TDSR 
to be as high as 80% to 100%.

For investment property, TDSR strictly remains at 
60%. In the event that you are able to pay down 3% 
of the loan outstanding, some banks can allow TDSR 
to be within 80% to 100%. However, this arrangement 
will cease on 30 June 2017.

Example For Refinancing:
Loan outstanding =  $1,000,000
Monthly installment for loan: = $4000
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With a relatively small population of just 225,000, 
Hobart offers the conveniences of a city without the 
noise, traffic and crowds of bigger metropolises. Its 
location on an island and its physical separation from 
mainland Australia means that it is a capital city with a 
very strong character of its own. As the second oldest 
capital city of Australia after Sydney, it is renowned 
for its restored colonial architecture. Here is where 
a beguiling mix of old and new can be seen, with 
ancient warehouses and colonial cottages sharing 
space with high rise apartments and modern homes. 
The city enjoys a thriving art and music scene, strong 
food culture and proximity to some of Australia’s 
most beautiful natural landscapes. All in all, it offers 

Things are slowly looking up in Tasmania’s capital city, Hobart.
- BY HO YUN KUAN

ISLAND PARADISE

great diversity for anyone from young professionals, 
who make up about 35.1% of the population, to older 
residents. 

Despite all that it has to offer, Tasmania’s capital city 
is failing to attract investors. Buyer activity is weak 
and Hobart’s property market is currently facing 
a slowdown. The median home price in the city 
dropped by 1.9% in September last year, with that for 
houses falling by 2.3%. This downturn is all the more 
unexpected considering the strong start to 2015 the city 
had enjoyed, even though the city is still faring worse 
than the other capital cities in the post-GFC recovery. 
In 2010, the state’s large forestry industry (Tasmania is 
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AUD 350,000, which is approximately 45% lower than 
that of the nation’s. Waterfront living here is definitely 
less expensive than in bigger cities like Sydney and 
Melbourne. Properties also enjoy relatively low 
vacancy rates and high yields. 

No matter the economic situation, one of the constant, 
unchanging strengths of Hobart’s housing market 
is rental returns. Over the whole of last year, house 
rents rose by 1.2% while unit rents saw a much more 
impressive 4.2% increase. As a result, Hobart’s rental 
yields are the second highest of all Australian capital 
cities at 5.3% for houses and 5.2% for units. 

22% forest) came to a halt as the government gave in 
to pressure from environmentalists concerned about 
land use. The death of one of the city’s main sources 
of income added to the woes of its economy. Dwelling 
values are 3.9% lower than they were in 2009. Industry 
insiders point out that Hobart is a small market with 
weak to negative population growth. As such, it is 
often volatile. 

It’s not all doom and gloom for investors, however. 
Despite – or because of – its weaker economy, 
Hobart remains one of the most affordable markets 
in Australia with a median property price of about 
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One up-and-coming suburb worthy of notice is 
Bellerive, a seaside town located just 4km from the 
CBD and connected to it by the Tasman Highway. 
The suburb offers an appealing lifestyle, with its 
main commercial belt being Cambridge Road, where 
banks, supermarkets, restaurants, community centres 
and the Bellerive Yacht Club are located. Eastland 
Shopping Centre located just outside the suburb 
provides further entertainment and retail options. 
Median unit price there has surged by an impressive 
8% over last year, and has been growing since 2013. 
With a low stock of just 0.33%, demand is relatively 
high and the rental market strong with a vacancy rate 
of 0.2%. Particularly in demand are the properties at 
Victoria Esplanade and Dillon Street, prized for their 
unblocked views of Hobart and the harbour. 

There remain pockets of areas that are defying the 
downturn. The inner city suburbs, in particular, have 
been achieving new peaks in median house prices 
since 2010, with some properties transacting even 
before their release in the marketplace, commanding 
prices above expectations, and seeing shorter selling 
periods overall. There are even fears of a shortage 
of stock in these areas. The same cannot be said of 
the outer and regional suburbs, where longer selling 
periods of more than six months are common and 
the successful sale of a property hinges very much 
on its pricing. Properties in the northern suburbs, 
for example, are about 10 to 15% below peak median 
prices.  
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The thriving food manufacturing sector is also helping 
to reduce unemployment rates in Tasmania. At 6%, it 
now has an unemployment rate that is on par with the 
rest of the nation, a first for the state. With its fertile 
land, clean air and unpolluted waters, Tasmania’s 
dairy, beers, wines, meats and seafood are finding 
international fans beyond the borders of Australia.

In the near future, Tasmania’s property market may 
look forward to a possible boost from the thriving 
tourism sector. The government appears to have 
grand plans for the island, beginning with the recent 
refurbishment of Spirit of Tasmania, the super-fast 
ferry service that plies the sea between Melbourne 
and Tasmania. Qantas has recently added more 
flights to the state, and accommodation projects are 
popping up all over Hobart’s CBD. 
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DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH

Myanmar is rapidly climbing the popularity polls with 
foreign investors. All the signs are here: foreign direct 
investment (FDI) in the country grew rapidly from 
USD 1.9 billion between 2011 and 2012 financial year to 
USD 2.7 billion between 2012 and 2013. This upward 
trend looks set to stay with the recent establishment 
of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), which 
has put forward boosting untapped markets in the 
region as one of its objectives. 

At the moment, the bulk of FDI in Myanmar is in the 
energy, garment, information technology, and food 
and beverage sectors. Real estate has yet to catch up. 
This is in part due to the heavy restrictions that are 
imposed on non-citizen property buyers. Currently, 
foreign investors are only allowed to lease land for a 
50-year period and cannot own properties without 
the help of a Myanmar citizen. Under the 2012 Foreign 
Investment Law, foreigners are finally allowed to own 
properties in the country – but only by entering into 
joint ventures with local businesses and citizens to 
buy, sell or lease. For those interested in residential 
properties there is the Build Operate Transfer (BOT) 

agreement, where the foreign investor provides a 
Myanmar citizen with financial support to purchase 
or lease a property. Talks are underway to introduce 
a new condominium law that will enable developers 
to sell a certain percentage of developments from 
the sixth floor and above to foreign buyers, but it has 
been three years in the making without any success. 
From the point of view of many estate agents in 
Myanmar, the opening up of the country to foreign 
investors is the only way the property market can 
grow, as the purchasing power of the average 
Myanmar citizen is still rather low.

The country’s thriving and rapidly growing tourism 
sector is expected to benefit the development of 
the property market. Myanmar’s Ministry of Hotels 
and Tourism has set the ambitious target of pushing 
international arrivals from 3.01 million last year to 7.48 
million in 2026.

Indeed, Myanmar has been gradually opening itself 
up to foreigners in recent years. 2013 saw a record 
influx of foreign companies, which led to an increased 

Myanmar is the new jewel in Southeast Asia’s 
crown and will be the country to watch for the 
next five years. - BY HO YUN KUAN

Diamond in the rough  |  INTERNATIONAL FEATURES
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demand for rental homes, in particular, detached 
houses. The luxury office and apartment segments 
took a little while to respond and supply in these 
segments are only seeing a spike now. This has, in turn, 
led to a decrease in demand for detached houses, as 
expat workers make their preference for purpose-
built offices and high-rise spaces felt. 

As a result, rental price for detached houses costing 
USD 5000 and more have fallen by 10 to 25%. The 
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about 20,000 per annum, yet only satisfies one-third 
of demand. Well-to-do locals are starting to invest in 
real estate, not least because the country’s banking 
sector is still immature and financial investments 
remain unviable. This surge in local demand, combined 
with demand from international investors, mean that 
speculative activity is high and Myanmar’s real estate 
market could well be heading into a bubble. One acre 
of land that cost USD 1000 five years ago now costs 
USD 100,000 – a sure indication of the seriousness of 
the situation. 

Myanmar is powering on, no matter what. Several 
large-scale projects have been planned, such as 
Junction City, situated in a 6.5-acre plot in downtown 
Yangon. This ambitious mixed-use development will 
have a built-up area of about 260,000 sqm housing a 
25-storey 348-room hotel, a 23-storey office tower, a 
5-storey shopping mall, a 28-storey residential tower 
and Yangon’s largest carpark with 1400 lots. The 
project is slated for completion in 2017.

situation is compounded by the strengthening of the 
US dollar from about MMK 800 to MMK 1300. Even 
rental properties charged in Kyat are seeing lower 
demand. Property owners have resorted to furnishing 
the homes and spending on interior decoration in 
order to attract tenants when before, even unfurnished 
homes would see eager customers. 

However, the rental market for smaller detached 
houses priced between MMK 2 million (about USD 
1500) to MMK 3 million (about USD 2900) is still going 
strong. This price range is comparable to the rental 
price of condos, and industry observers believe that 
many foreigners find detached bungalows a much 
better and more appealing deal for the same price.

With the opening up of Myanmar’s economy, follows 
a construction boom. Rapid urbanisation means that 
Yangon has extended beyond its boundaries and is 
now home to 10% of the country’s population. The 
number of residential units in Yangon has increased by 
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The selected recorded property transaction within Banting are analysed as follows:-

LANDED
TYPES STOREY SCHEMES LAND AREAS YEAR MIN (RM) MAX (RM) COUNT 

Semi-Detached 
Houses 2

Taman Cempaka 3,300 - 5,700 sf

2011 340,000 500,000 7

2012 400,000 595,000 4

2013 540,000 640,000 4

2014 630,000 630,000 1

Taman Muhibbah 2,800 - 3,500 sf

2012 360,000 430,000 2

2013 460,000 460,000 1

2014 570,000 630,000 4

2015 400,000 400,000 1

Terraced Houses 1

Bandar Mahkota 
Banting (Brooklands) 1,100 - 1,400 sf

2010 53,000 125,000 15

2011 78,000 110,000 6

2012 70,000 135,000 28

2013 75,000 160,000 41

2014 80,000 165,000 44

2015 90,000 165,000 9

Bandar Seri Ehsan 1,400 - 1,500 sf

2010 90,000 160,000 10

2011 96,000 130,000 11

2012 80,000 170,000 14

2013 100,000 150,000 15

2014 95,000 155,000 14

2015 140,000 180,000 5

Taman Banting Baru 1,100 - 1,300 sf

2010 65,000 170,000 11

2011 75,000 140,000 20

2012 72,000 143,000 14

2013 80,000 180,000 24

2014 85,000 185,000 29

2015 120,000 170,000 8

Taman Delima 1,400 - 1,650 sf

2010 100,000 160,000 5

2011 125,000 160,000 5

2012 150,000 200,000 6

2013 150,000 185,000 6

2014 150,000 210,000 4

2015 150,000 150,000 1

Located to the South-West of Putrajaya and North-
West of Negeri Sembilan, Banting is part of Selangor 
where it is governed under Majlis Daerah Kuala 
Langat. With a mixture of residential, commercial 
and industrial, developments, Banting is equipped 
with basic amenities such as a hospital, shopping 
malls (Tesco, Giant, Econsave etc.), police station, 
greeneries, schools, and colleges. Nearer to the coast, 
surrounded by oil palm estates, Banting is developed 
with a majority of conventional and modern type of 
landed dwellings. Pantai Morib plays an important 
role as an attraction point i.e. those travelling from 
the North will possibly pass-by the township. Located 
about 30km away from the South-East is the KLIA 
(Kuala Lumpur International Airport) and KLIA 2 
whilst Jenjarum, Telok Panglima Garang and Pulau 
Carey are located 30km to the North and North-East 
of the township.

BANTING
Banting is connected via Lebuhraya Lembah Klang 
Selatan or Jalan Putrajaya-Dengkil from the North, 
and Tanjong Sepat from the South. Travelling between 
districts is rather convenient due to the lesser amount 
of vehicles on the road and with the convenience of 
the major roads available. However, no comprehensive 
train services are available within the township at the 
moment as travelling by train requires the commuters 
to commence their journey from the nearest rail 
station available i.e within Klang, Putrajaya, Bandar 
Baru Salak Tinggi, or KLIA. Eventhough, it is a rather 
small township with a relatively smaller population, 
traffic congestion has started to take place with the 
growth of population and amount of vehicles owned.
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Terraced Houses

1

Taman Kemuning 1,300 sf

2010 57,000 97,000 10

2011 58,000 108,000 7

2012 65,000 110,000 5

2013 85,000 130,000 5

2014 83,000 150,000 3

2015 180,000 180,000 1

Taman Muhibbah 1,200 - 1,500 sf

2010 100,000 135,000 7

2011 130,000 180,000 6

2012 128,000 138,000 2

2013 155,000 178,000 4

2014 195,000 230,000 2

2015 200,000 200,000 2

Taman Sari 1,500 - 1,600 sf

2010 90,000 145,000 5

2011 100,000 160,000 11

2012 115,000 150,000 5

2013 100,000 240,000 5

2014 130,000 178,000 5

2015 180,000 200,000 3

Taman Sri Putra 1,400 sf

2010 70,000 160,000 10

2011 80,000 166,000 17

2012 82,000 150,000 19

2013 100,000 150,000 9

2014 108,000 180,000 14

2015 115,000 260,000 12

2

Bandar Mahkota 
Banting (Brooklands) 1,100 sf

2010 125,000 125,000 1

2011 110,000 176,900 17

2012 125,000 132,000 3

2013 130,000 188,000 3

2014 168,000 250,000 7

2015 180,000 230,000 4

Bandar Seri Ehsan 1,400 sf

2010 120,000 160,000 11

2011 120,000 160,000 11

2012 125,000 180,000 13

2013 130,000 190,000 15

2014 150,000 280,000 9

2015 200,000 250,000 7

Taman Baiduri 1,400 sf

2011 180,000 238,800 6

2012 220,000 250,000 2

2013 188,000 188,000 1

2014 265,000 265,000 1

2015 160,000 190,000 2

Taman Banting Baru 1,100 sf

2010 90,000 115,000 4

2011 93,000 140,000 5

2012 90,000 140,000 10

2013 100,000 173,000 9

2014 118,000 180,000 8

2015 150,000 190,000 4

Taman Budiman 
(Permai) 800 sf

2010 70,000 96,000 3

2011 65,000 85,000 5

2012 70,000 90,000 5

2013 75,000 99,000 2

2014 130,000 130,000 1

2015 147,000 147,000 1

Taman Cempaka 1,400 sf

2010 157,000 157,000 1

2011 220,000 260,000 5

2012 218,000 265,000 2

2013 220,000 290,000 10

2014 220,000 310,000 5

2015 380,000 380,000 1
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Terraced Houses 2

Taman Delima 1,200 - 1,600 sf

2010 115,000 240,000 11

2011 120,000 282,500 20

2012 120,000 288,000 14

2013 130,000 300,000 15

2014 190,000 300,000 7

2015 230,000 250,000 2

Taman Manggis Jaya 1,400 sf

2010 170,000 200,000 7

2011 190,000 190,000 1

2012 220,000 240,000 5

2013 210,000 240,000 2

2014 270,000 295,000 3

2015 320,000 320,000 1

Taman Sri Putra 1,400 sf

2010 81,800 210,000 14

2011 90,000 170,000 14

2012 95,000 200,000 15

2013 100,000 270,000 20

2014 130,000 270,000 21

2015 170,000 270,000 7

Taman Sungai  Nangka

1,300 sf

2010 170,000 170,000 1

2011 155,000 155,000 2

2012 180,000 380,000 4

2013 183,000 220,000 4

2014 210,000 210,000 2

2015 350,000 360,000 2

1,500 sf
2014 340,000 388,800 7

2015 380,800 418,800 6

Source: Oregeon Property Consultancy Research Team

The majority of the dwellings within Banting are 
landed properties. From the table above, it can 
be seen that the price level of landed properties 
within Banting is at an affordable level where most 
of the transacted prices of terraced houses were 
below RM400,000 for a size of 1,100 sq ft to 1,650 
sq ft. This could be one of the reasons why people 
live in the township and travel to places like Klang, 
Putrajaya, Cyberjaya, Dengkil, and Sepang for work. 
Transaction activity has been consistent throughout 
the past several years; nevertheless, a decrease of 
approximately 59% is recorded from 2014 to 2015 and 
only 79 transactions were recorded from the selected 
schemes. Transaction prices were generally in an 
increasing trend with some inconsistency as landed 
properties have a wider range of price due to the 
flexibility of renovation.
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Some of the noted recent, on-going and future developments in Banting are as follows:-

Project Developer Location Type

Pusat Perdagangan Banting 18 Tegas Baiduri Sdn Bhd Seksyen 3 18 units of 3-storey shop-office

Taman Bayu Indah Excel Trillion Sdn Bhd Putra Morib 12 units of semi-detached house and 14 units 
of terraced house

Taman Banting Baru
(Skim Rumah Selangorku)

MZEC Development 
Sdn Bhd Jalan Kelanang 73 units of 1 to 2-storey terraced house 

(Selangorku Houses)

Taman Merbah Mesra Kini Development 
Sdn Bhd

Jalan Olak 
Lempit 14 units of 1 to 2-storey semi-detached house

Taman Bajuri Raya Baiduri Sdn Bhd Jalan Olak 
Lempit 22 units of 2-storey bungalow

Source: Oregeon Property Consultancy Research Team

From the table, it is notable that the development 
trend in Banting is still tilted towards landed 
properties, i.e terraced houses, semi-detached houses 
and bungalows. Different from other schemes within 
Klang Valley, Banting has not much issue on limited 
land supply, thus, no urge on high-rise properties and 
most of the new projects are of smaller scale. Besides 
the listed projects, there are also several projects in 
the process of application and those with not much 
information available, such as landed developments 
by Ace Dynamite Sdn Bhd, Noveltage Development 
Sdn Bhd, Home Star Harmony Sdn Bhd, Zenith Aim 
Sdn Bhd, TS Development Sdn Bhd and Prosperous 
Development Sdn Bhd which are all involved in the 
development of terraced houses, semi-detached 
houses or bungalows. It is also notable that some of 
the projects appears to be on hold for various reasons.

Spillover effects always do contribute in the increase 
of population and vibrancy of the suburb area, 
as low entry cost to own a home or a property is 
one of the major concern among the purchasers. 
Looking into areas further away from the city with 
acceptable level of convenience and amenities, this 
has eventually caused Banting to be shortlisted by 
home buyers and investors. Living in the city comes 
with a waste of hours trapped in traffic and high costs 
for accommodation and this has become a burden 
especially to the younger generation. Come to think 
about it, travelling further with less traffic jam versus 
travelling short with hours of jam everyday will be 
right for us to say that suburb with peaceful living 
environment and low entry prices will possibly bring 
another ‘hoo-ha’ within a decade or two.

SR WONG WEN CHET 
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 EVERYONE IS ENTITLED TO SUCH ‘FREEBIES  
 AND REBATES’ INCLUDING SPECULATORS
It may be true that first-time house buyers who lack 
the cash to pay for the necessary payments (such as 
the 10% down payment, legal fees, and stamp duty) 
will find such ‘freebies and rebates’ very attractive 
when they buy their dream home. However, such 
‘freebies and rebates’ are offered to all potential 
buyers including speculators who are out to make a 
quick gain by flipping the property upon completion 
or sometimes those even still under construction.

Speculators will always want to accumulate as many 
properties as possible with the lowest cash outflow. 
Projects which offer high ‘freebies and rebates’ will 
attract speculators and thus depriving genuine 
buyers of the opportunity to own such homes.  
Upon completion, such speculators will then flip the 
property and record a handsome gain, their only cost 
being the progressive interest during the construction 
period. However, the next house buyer ends up paying 
a much higher price in order to buy the property from 
these speculators.

 THERE IS NO ‘FREE LUNCH’
House buyers must remember that developers are 
not charitable organisations. Developers are profit-
orientated companies and hence, any ‘freebies and 
rebates’ given to house buyers are ultimately factored 
into the house price.

This means that if the original property price was 
supposed to be RM700,000 and the developer offers 

The biggest ‘open secret’ when buying properties 
from developers is that they give various ‘freebies and 
rebates’. The rebate given by the developer comes 
in the form of a ‘deduction’ against the 10% down 
payment that the house buyer is required to make.  
This ‘rebate’ fluctuates between say 3% and up to a 
full 10%. By a 10% rebate, this means that the house 
buyer does not need to pay any down payment and 
just needs to qualify for the balance 90% housing 
loan. ‘Freebies’ normally come in the form of ‘free 
legal fees’ and/or ‘free stamp duty’ which means that 
the developer will absorb the legal fees and stamp 
duty that is required when purchasing a property. 
Some developers even give ‘freebies’ in the form 
of household items such as kitchen cabinets, air-
conditioners, automatic gates system, etc.

Although Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) has instructed 
that financing by banks is to be based on the net 
amount after deducting for such ‘freebies and 
rebates’, most banks will just turn a ‘blind eye’ and 
give maximum 90% financing based on the sale and 
purchase agreement price without deducting for any 
‘freebies and rebates’.

Many aspiring buyers think that such ‘freebies and 
rebates’ make it easier for them to buy their dream 
home especially first-time house buyers may lack 
the cash to pay for the necessary expenses that the 
‘freebies and rebates’ cover. However, the National 
House Buyers Association (HBA), is of the opinion 
that such ‘freebies and rebates’ do more harm and the 
Government must put a stop to it.

REBATES AND 
FREEBIES – 
TIME TO STOP 
THIS NONSENSE
This article examines the issue of 
how ‘freebies and rebates’ from 
developers do more harm and why 
the Government must put a stop to it.
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Table 1 – Increase in expenses due to increase in 
selling price

Table 2 – Increase in interest due to an increase in 
loan /selling price

a 10% rebate, the developer will then set the selling 
price at minimum RM777,778 (RM700,000 / 90%).  
Hence, the selling price of the property has been 
artificially inflated by RM77,778 but the built quality 
of the house has not been increased. This artificial 
increase of RM77,778 puts further strain on future 
property prices which will be discussed below.

 HIGHER COST AND EXPENSES
The expenses in buying a property such as legal 
fees and stamp duties are directly connected to the 
purchase price of the property. This means that the 
higher the property price, the higher the legal fees 
and stamp duties that the buyer must pay.

Let’s just assume that in the example above, the 
developer wanted to launch a project at RM700,000 
and is offering a rebate of 10%. The developer will then 
price the property at RM777,778. The additional cost 
that the house buyer will need to pay is as follows:

 HIGHER LOAN INTEREST
As explained previously, the cost of all ‘freebies and 
rebates’ will be factored into the house price and what 
it means, in a nutshell, is that house buyers will just be 
taking a higher loan and will be paying the ‘additional’ 
cost over the tenure of the said housing loan.

In our example above, due to the house price being 
increased from an earlier target of RM700,000 where 
the buyer would have to pay 10% down payment and 
take a RM630,000 loan, the house buyer now has to 
take a RM700,000 housing loan (based on the revised 
selling price of RM777,778 * 90% financing) instead of 
RM630,000 if the property was sold without rebates.

Based on an effective interest rate of say 4.40%, 
the borrower has to pay the following incremental 
interest:

Stamp Duty on 
Transfer of Property

RM77,778 x 0.5% = RM390

Stamp Duty on Loan 
Agreement

77,778 x 3% = RM2,333

Legal Fees for Loan 
Agreement

RM77,778 x 0.7% = RM545

Total additional fees 
payable

RM 3,268

Additional 
RM70,000 loan 
based on 30-year 
loan tenure at an 
effective interest 
rate of 4.40% p.a.

Additional installment per 
month is RM389.50

Total incremental interest paid 
over 30-years is RM62,435

Total additional payment of 
RM140,213 over 30 years
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 WILL LEAD TO HIGHER HOUSE PRICES IN  
 THE SECONDARY MARKET 
The prices of new properties sold by developers and 
existing completed properties that are owned by the 
general public, also known as ‘secondary properties 
are inter-linked.

When there is an increase in prices of primary 
properties, existing owners will try to increase the 
asking prices of the secondary properties. In addition, 
developers will always conduct a survey on the prices 
of the secondary market before launching their new 
projects and will always set a premium to the prices 
offered by the secondary market. Developers will also 
launch their future projects at a premium compared 
to the previous launch.

When the price of the primary project has been 
artificially increased by RM77,778 in our current 
example, the owners of secondary properties will try 
to match this increase by also increasing their asking 
prices when they want to sell their homes. This will 
then result in an increase in prices of the surrounding 
secondary market, making it more difficult for future 
buyers to own such properties.

When the developer wants to launch their next 
project, the selling price will then have to be set at a 
premium to RM777,778 and not RM700,000. This will 
further put a strain on prices of secondary properties 
to follow suit. 

Property prices will also have a spill-over effect. The 
increase in property prices due to rebates can spill 
over to surrounding locations. Hence, an increase in 
property prices in say, Kepong, can push up prices 
of properties in Cheras and eventually over time,  
even push up property prices as far as in Kajang and 
Semenyih. As a result, property prices in many urban 
and even suburban areas have become ‘seriously 
unaffordable’ to ‘severely unaffordable‘ as highlighted 
by Khazanah Research Institute. HBA has warned 
the Government that unless strong action is taken 
to address this issue, an entire ‘homeless generation’ 
that is unable to buy their own homes could emerge 
and this can bring about various social problems.

 IS THERE A SOLUTION?
It is clear that ‘freebies and rebates’ do more harm 
than good and this practice must be stopped 
immediately. Banks must heed BNM’s directive that 
financing is based on the net amount after deducting 
for all ‘freebies and rebates’ if developers are unwilling 
to stop this practice.

Banks can consider giving 100% financing for all first-
time house buyers (not that we encourage them to 
do so) for all affordable properties that cost below 

RM300,000 and subject to the house buyers meeting 
the credit criteria of the individual lending banks. 
However, there should be a lock-in period of 10-years 
where the house buyers are prohibited from selling 
such properties to discourage speculators from 
abusing such affordable properties or relaxed lending 
conditions.

House buyers must also start saving up for their dream 
home from an early age.  House buyers must realise 
that they must have at least 15% of the purchase 
price of the property in cash to cover the 10% down 
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Striving for House Buyers Rights and Interest

payment and other ancillary expenses.  This means 
that all aspiring buyers must set aside a portion of 
their salaries to buy a property immediately when 
they start working and forgo certain luxuries such as 
RM10 coffee or to buy the latest electronic gadgets or 
even to own a better car.

Although it is possible to use the Employees Provident 
Fund (EPF) monies to cover the 10% down payment, 
aspiring house buyers should try to save up as much 
as possible without resorting to using the EPF monies 
which are actually meant for retirement.
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FLYING STARS
FENG SHUI FOR 2016

Another year is coming to pass and as the gentle 
and intellectual Year of the Wood Goat make its 
exit, it is time to make way for the Year of the Fire 
Monkey. The monkey is an intelligent, inquisitive and 
energetic animal, so we can expect a year full of drive, 
passion and creativity. As you occupy yourself with 
the preparations to welcome the Lunar New Year, it 
will be wise to check out the Flying Stars Feng Shui 
for 2016. As like every year, there will good and bad 
sectors to look out for. Identifying these sectors will 
allow you to maximise the potential of your homes 
and offices – bringing forth a more productive year.

The sector you would like to benefit from this year 
would be the Southwest sector which plays host to 
the #8 White Star. This is the Star that governs wealth 
and finances and as such should be used as frequently 
as possible to manifest prosperity and success. 
Having the main door located in this sector would be 
most beneficial as it denotes strong financial returns 
from investments, aside from alleviation in terms of 
reputation and career. 

The East sector is considered the secondary wealth 
sector for 2016 as this is where the #9 Purple Star 
resides. Similarly, taking advantage of this sector 
should enable positive outcomes in matters relating to 
wealth and recognition as well as encouraging happy 
events. Additionally, it also favourable for those who 
are getting married or starting a family. To activate 
the auspicious effects of these two stars, consider 
placing Yang-natured objects such as televisions, fans 
and clocks in these sectors.

To support this, you should also consider using the 
Southeast sector in order to boost reputation and 
advancement in career. The #1 White Star occupies 
this sector and this also favours subjects relating 
to scholarly pursuits as well as romantic pursuits. 
However, you may want to look out for emotional 
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troubles. The other two sectors which are favourable 
this year are West and South which are where the #4 
Green and #6 White Stars reside respectively. The 
former is conducive for academic, literary, creative 
and romantic pursuits while the latter is supportive 
for authority, power and reputation. 

Knowing about the positive sectors is great, but you 
should also play equal attention to the negative sectors 
as these are ones you should avoid using or activating 
for the rest of the year. The worst of these can be 
found at the Northeast sector, which is where the #5 
Yellow is. Due to its association with unfavourable 
happenings such as accidents, misfortunes and 
injuries, do not perform any renovations in this 
sector. Even something as minor as hammering a nail 
in the wall could provoke and trigger its unsavoury 
consequences, so it is best to leave this sector silent 

and unused for the rest of the year. If avoidance is 
impossible, placing metallic objects made of brass or 
iron can help negate its negative effects.

The next sector to stay away from would be the 
North sector which plays host to the #7 Red Star 
which is associated with rivalry, robbery and loss 
of wealth. The main door found here can denote a 
strong likelihood of break-ins and burglary. Last but 
not least is the Northwest sector which is where the 
#3 Jade Star is located this year. This negative star is 
usually associated with arguments, gossip and stress. 
Triggering it could lead to conflicts and arguments, 
and to a worse extent, legal issues and lawsuits. Owing 
to this, it will be wise to leave this sector inactive.

For more information, log on to
www.joeyyap.com/Media/iProperty2015.
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PROPERTY VALUATION: HOW 
MUCH DO YOU REALLY KNOW?

However, how much do we really know about property 
valuation? Vicky How, Principal of Bloomland Property 
Consultants shares some important tips when it 
comes to this topic.

LOAN APPLICATION
There has been some misconception that property 
buyers and investors are eligible to obtain bank loans 
up to the rate of 90% of the purchase price for their 
first and second property.  However, the reality is that 
not all parties are able or eligible to secure 90% loan 
financing. When you apply for a bank loan to finance 
the purchase of your first or second property, the bank 
will take into consideration two important factors:-  
i. The financial status of the borrower; and 
ii. The value of the property. 

Notwithstanding that you have an impeccable 
financial record, i.e your income is more than sufficient 
to cover the loan, you are not heavily geared and you 
have one or more financially active bank account with 
healthy cash flow, the banker must factor the value of 
the property into its risk assessment.   

APPOINTMENT OF A VALUER
The banker is required to appoint a valuer from its list 
of valuation panel to value the particular property.  
The bank can only grant a loan up to 90% of the 
property value based on the valuation report.

For example, you have entered into a sale and 
purchase agreement to buy a property for the sum 
of RM500,000. You have applied to Bank M for a 
loan. Bank M appoints one of its bank panel’s valuer 
to value the property and prepare a written valuation 
report.

The valuer evaluates the property and values the 
property for the sum of RM450,000 only. Based on the 
value on the written valuation report, the purchaser 
can obtain a loan of up to 90% of RM450,000 and not 
90% of RM500,000.

DEFINING THE VALUE
How does the valuer determine the property value?

The valuer obtains the most recent transacted sales 
price from JPPH (Jabatan Penilaian Dan Perkhidmatan 
Harta) and make the necessary adjustments based on 
the condition of the property and value added from 
renovation (if any). Therefore, properties in the same 
area located next to each other will not necessarily 
share the same value.

Using the same example above, one may argue that 
the market is currently selling at RM500,000 but 
why is the valuation of the property at the rate of 
RM450,000 only?

There is a need for valuation when someone is buying or selling any property. 
It is through the valuers that a property can be available at the right price.
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RENOVATION
Another reason for the above is that the house sold 
for RM500,000 could be heavily renovated whereas 
the house you bought valued at RM450,000 is just a 
bare unit or has not gone through much renovation.

Property buyers and property investors must bear 
in mind that valuers will only take into account the 
following renovation which could possibly add value 
to the property:- 
a.  change of flooring;
b. permitted extension;
c.   built in kitchen cabinet(s) and wardrobe(s); 
d. plaster ceiling(s);
e. grill(s);
f. alarm system(s);  and
g. auto gate system.
 
Some houses may be renovated recently but the work 
is hardly noticeable or the home is poorly managed, 
which in turn would not add much value to the 
property.

OTHER FACTORS
a. The location of the property. 
    

b. Accessibility: The property with high accessibility 
increases in value. A good example would be Setia 
Alam in Shah Alam and Bandar Bukit Raja in Klang. 
There are three highways linking Setia Alam and 
Bandar Bukit Raja to Kuala Lumpur. The Light Rail 
Transit 3 is on track to being completed in the first 
quarter of 2020. There are daily buses from KL to 
Klang and vice versa leading to Klang Sentral Bus 
Terminal located within 5 minutes drive from Setia 
Alam and Bandar Bukit Raja.

c. Facilities: Proximity to facilities such as private 
hospital and international or private schools 
increases the value of properties.

d. Amenities: Are there any features that provide 
comfort, convenience or pleasure? The proximity 
of properties to shopping malls, recreation centres 
such as sports centres, theatres and restaurants 
increase in value over time.  

e. Close proximity: Properties with close proximity 
to sewerage systems, power stations and overhead 
power lines tend to be less valuable due to the risk 
factor associated.

f. West: Properties that face the west tend to be less 
valuable as the afternoon sunlight comes in at an 
almost horizontal angle and higher costs will be 
incurred to increase cooling of the property. 

g. T-Junction: Properties that face a T-junction tend 
to be less valuable due to the risk factor associated 
with increased chances that vehicles might collide 
with the gate of the said properties.

Bank lends the loan amount base on the valuation report 

Loan application

Bank instruction to valuer

Valuer check surrounding values using JPPH data

Valuer inspect the property

Property valuation report to bank

One of the reasons is that the JPPH only updates its 
sale transaction data every three to six months. Whilst 
the property price may increase tremendously over 
the period of three to six months, the valuer has to 
rely on the sale transaction data which is not up to 
date with the latest market value.

A SUMMARY ON HOW THE VALUER FITS INTO 
THE PICTURE
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CONSUMER AWARENESS  |  The keep your home clean guide

Do you dread the end of every month when you are  faced with the dirt and mess 
in your home that has accumulated since your last cleaning session?

THE KEEP YOUR HOME CLEAN GUIDE

Make cleaning a breeze and say goodbye to your 
cleaning dilemmas by adopting our user-friendly 
schedule:

EVERY MORNING
1. Set a timer to 10 minutes to declutter around the 

house. Eg: Returning items to their designated 
places, throw out rubbish.

2. Clear any dishes in the sink
3. Make the beds.

EVERY EVENING
1. Set a timer to 10 minutes to declutter around the 

house
2. Wipe down counters in the kitchen or/and clear the 

fridge.
3. Do 1-2 chores of ‘daily chore’ in one area of the 

house. For instance, you could clean the oven and 
microwave(kitchen) or sweep (living room).

DAILY CHORE

DAY CHORE

Monday Clean Surfaces
(dust/wipe furniture and clean tables)

Tuesday
Organize outside areas
(clean up toys/trash, pull weeds, 
sweep porch)

Wednesday
Clean and polish surfaces& cabinets
(lean messes and organize 
containers)

Thursday Sweep/vacuum

Friday Clean toilets and sinks

Weekend
DEEP CLEANING
(1 area per week)

DEEP CLEANING

DAY AREA CHORE

Week 1
Kitchen 
& Dining 
Room

Organize cabinets, clean 
fridge and pantry

Week 2 Living 
Room

Clean walls and cobwebs, 
mop floors, wipe and polish 
windows & surfaces

Week 3 Bedroom
Clean and organize closet, 
polish surfaces, wash 
comforters

Week 4 Bathroom
Clean and disinfect 
showers,tubs & sink, organize 
supplies below sink
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5 Everyday Items You Can Reuse  |  CONSUMER AWARENESS

Think twice before chucking out that household item you no 
longer need– not only would you be doing mother nature a 

favour, you would be saving money too!

5 EVERYDAY ITEMS 
YOU CAN REUSE

Find double duty for the items below:

Plastic bottles
1. Make a bag/string dispenser by trimming off the 

bottom and top end of a 1.5-liter bottle, then 
mounting it with screws upside down and fill with 
recycled bags or raffia string

2. Bottles cut in half, act as handy containers for 
knick knacks and craft or workshop materials

Cardboard tubes
1. Cover an empty paper towel/toilet paper roll with 

transparent tape, sticky side out, and hang to get 
rid of pesky flies and mosquitoes.

2. Protect important documents such as certificates 
by rolling them tightly and inserting them in paper 
towel tubes. 

Aluminium cans 
1. Fill an empty Milo/Nestum can with salt and voila, 

you have a dehumidifier. Leave the can in a corner 
and replace salt at monthly intervals.

2. Line a can with a small plastic bag and keep it near 
the sink to hold kitchen scraps and peelings. This 
will save time walking up and down to the garbage 
can, as you will make one trip to dump all the 
scraps at the same time.

Old newspapers
1. In the garden, lay several sheets of newspapers 

over soil and then cover with mulch; they will help 
retain moisture and suffocate weeds.

2. Add wet, shredded paper to compost to remove 
odor.

Plastic yogurt containers
1. If you are someone with green fingers, you will find 

that yogurt pots are the perfect size for seedling 
starter pots – get that herb garden started!

2. Bigger, quart-sized yogurt containers could be 
used to store leftover food, chicken stock, soup, 
and other perishables.
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WALKING WITH THE BIG LEAGUES
Well-versed in all things property, Hectarworld Realty Sdn Bhd

is here to provide top of the line real estate solutions to its clients.

CAN YOU TELL US MORE ABOUT 
HECTARWORLD REALTY?
Although Hectarworld is relatively new to the real 
estate industry, we bring to the table a well-seasoned 
management team – Yvette Teoh, Nicole Leow and 
myself have come a long way in the property industry. 
Also, our staff has a diverse range of backgrounds 
ranging from real estate, legal to information 
technology and management. Most of them have over 
10 years of related expertise, a boon when it comes to 
providing value-added services to our clients.

With the aim to be a top regional player, Hectarworld’s 
immediate plan is to build and establish its network 
within the major cities of Asia. At the moment, we have 
a service delivery team in Australia and an affiliate 
partner in Singapore. This year, we will be looking to 
extend our services to a few other promising areas in 
Southeast Asia.  

In the local market, we are currently serving the 
leading cities of West Malaysia via direct branches or 
through our affiliate partners. We have offices in Mont 
Kiara, Subang, Puchong, Shah Alam, Cheras, Kepong, 
Ipoh and Penang.

New kid on the block, Hectarworld Realty Sdn Bhd 
is ready to stamp its mark in the real estate agency 
industry. Established in June 2015, the company 
is aiming to be a market leader in providing 
comprehensive real estate solutions to its clients.
 
In a recent chat with iProperty.com Malaysia, Kenny 
Teoh, Hectarworld’ Director outlined Hectarworld’s 
modus operandi and approach in meeting clients’ 
needs.

1

Kenny Teoh
Director of Hectarworld Realty Sdn Bhd
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THIS YEAR WILL SEE AN INCREASE IN 
OFFICE SUPPLY AS MORE COMMERCIAL 
DEVELOPMENTS ARE BEING COMPLETED, 
ESPECIALLY IN THE KLANG VALLEY. HOW DO 
YOU FORESEE THE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
MARKET PERFORMANCE IN 2016?
In 2016, the overall demand for commercial 
properties may be sluggish, but there will still be 
some fundamental demand for commercial units that 
have the right pricing, strategic location and good 
connectivity combination. Also, commercial units in 
complete and scalable mixed as well as integrated 
developments will fair better in general. 

Landlords have to be flexible in terms of the market 
rental expectation and offer more incentives for 
tenants. Examples could include the absorption of the 
GST or to provide for semi-furnished units. 

For renters, it is a good time to secure suitable 
commercial properties, as most landlords are more 
willing to negotiate the terms and conditions. For 
investors, 2016 is the right time to invest in a good 
investment grade commercial unit at a fair price. 
Adopting the contrarian investment strategy will be a 
good move. As Warren Buffett says: “Be fearful when 
others are greedy. Be greedy when others are fearful.”

HOW WILL HECTARWORLD REALTY CONTINUOUSLY 
STRIVE TO REMAIN AT THE TOP OF THE GAME?
We understand that innovation and creativity are keys 
in differentiating ourselves from the rest of the pack. 
Recently, Hectarworld has adopted a technology 
driven business model and is in the midst of digitizing 
its business processes flow. This will enable us to 
manage our file sharing and resources on a real-time 
basis. At the same time, we are working with our 
affiliate business partners to build a comprehensive 
network system to enhance the sharing of common 
resources.

For further information, please contact Hectarworld 
at Tel: 03-6211 1896, Fax: 03-6211 0896,  
cskl@hectarworld.com or visit www.hectarworld.com

1 Kenny pictured with the Project Marketing team
2 The management team comprising of Nicole, Kenny and Yvette 

is on track to lead the Hectarworld team to greater heights
3 Happy family - The Hectarworld team

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY MAKES 
HECTARWORLD REALTY DIFFERENT FROM 
OTHER REAL ESTATE AGENCIES?
At Hectarworld, human capital takes precedence. We 
believe that a company’s success depends mainly 
on the knowledge, skills, innovation, creativity and 
motivation of its employees. That is why we invest 
first and foremost in our staff in order to establish 
a great platform that would, in turn, create a long-
lasting relationship with our clients.

The realty business is a highly competitive one with 
a high turnover rate to boot, thus, not many agencies 
are willing to invest considerable time and money in 
developing its staff’s strengths. 

We strive to do the opposite, whereby at Hectarworld, 
an emphasis is placed on building back-end services 
which support our core services, namely project 
marketing, agency and corporate services. 

We are extremely proud of our ever-efficient back-
end support teams; the project marketing office 
(PMO), corporate services office (CSO), marketing 
& communications office (MarComs), training & 
development office (TDO) and auction sales office 
(ASO).

On the customer end, we invest in the best channel 
marketing platforms to build our customer base and 
network. After all, delivering good service is only 
possible with a highly efficient support. 

WITH 2016 SAID TO BE A BUYERS’ MARKET, 
HOW WOULD YOU ADVISE POTENTIAL BUYERS 
TO USE THE CURRENT PROPERTY MARKET 
CONDITIONS TO POSITION THEMSELVES AT 
AN ADVANTAGE?
At the moment, home buyers and investors may have 
better opportunities to own prime properties at a more 
realistic entry cost, which may not be possible during 
normal times. For those who are looking to purchase 
properties for their own use or as investment, now 
would be the best time to buy as there are plenty of 
good bargains and options.

3

2



FEATURED AGENCIES DIRECTORY

Full Homes Realty has been in this property industry for 10 years 
since 2005 and currently has 9 branches in major areas throughout 

Peninsular Malaysia. We always believe that good leadership and good 
company culture are the key factors to succeed. On top of that, we 
recently won 2 awards, “Most Dynamic Real Estate Agency” & “Star 

Real Estate Agency – Kota Kemuning” during iProperty.com Malaysia 
Agents Advertising Awards 2015. 

We are constantly expanding and always looking for the right person 
with strong passion & highly ambitious to join us. Not only do we train 

and share with you what real estate is all about and how to be an 
effective Negotiator, we also lead and build your career path too. 

If you are ready and dare to take up the challenge together with us in 
this property industry, do not hesitate to contact us: 

Kepong – (603) 6277 3344 Hannah   |  Sri Hartamas - (603) 2382 
9688 Wendy   |  Puchong – (603) 8071 5314 Meena 

Kota Damansara – (6012) 232 5335 Ivy/Molly   |  Kota Kemuning 
– (6016) 222 2552 Harry Low   |  Johor Bahru – (6012) 616 9225 

Danny 

Bukit Jalil – (603) 899 49277 Kavita, 010 784 7997 William   |  
Project Launch (1) – (6012) 606 0993 Andrew   

Project Launch (2) – (6017) 224 4106 Ms Tan 

Full Homes Realty Sdn Bhd 
(E)1501

Dare to dream big, and pursue greatness with IQI Realty, an international property and investment company. We pride 
ourselves in working in diverse sectors including property sales, portfolio reviews, project evaluation, and international sales. 

Integrity and trust forms the core values of our company, and in everything we do, we do it flawlessly, dynamically and 
passionately. Be part of this winning team, build a rewarding future and pushing the limits to achieve your dreams. 

Join us, travel the world of endless possibilities with IQI Realty, your global real estate partner. Dream big, we dare you! 

COME ONBOARD. JOIN OUR FAMILY TOWARDS A BETTER CAREER!

Tel: +603 9076 7177
Fax: +603 9076 9177

Mobile: +6012 686 6749
Email: hello@iqirealty.com

Website: www.iqirealty.com

IQI Realty Sdn Bhd
E(1)1584 (1113417-U)

TopHills Realty strives to be Malaysia’s top real estate agency carrying 
the best practices by benchmarking ourselves against the best players 
in the property market. We have extended our Excellent Services from 

Southern Region to Greater KL!

Our Strength:
• Development Planning & Consultation

• Project Marketing
• Residential Sales & Leasing
• Commercial Sales & Leasing

• Industrial Sales & Leasing
• Auction Property (Bank’s Panel)

We provide Excellent Rewards, Trainings and Supports to our Real 
Estate Negotiators and Agents. Join our team to establish successful 

career in real estate industry in terms of Career Growth & Wealth.

Find out why we are DIFFERENT!

Main Office
Bandar Nusajaya, Johor. 

Tel: (607) 236 3232 / (6012) 710 1232

KL Office
Sunway Giza, Kota Damansara, PJ.

Tel: (603) 6144 0110 / (6012) 555 9128

www.tophills.com.my

TopHills Realty
E(1)1465
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PROPERTY
BELOW RM500K

Balakong, jalan Karunmas ,Kajang, 2.5-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 470,000, 4r3b, BU1780sqf, LA20x70sqf, Bryan Hooi, 

6012-612 5713 / 6012-253 2618, E(1)1307, UP4254342

Kajang, Ivory Residence, Condominium, SALE, RM 488,050, 
3r2b, BU1288sqf, Mike Lim, 6012-966 0003, E(1)1572, 

UP4339044

Petaling Jaya, BOULEVARD 51, Designer Suites, SALE, RM 
374,116, Studior1b, BU438sqf, LA438sqf, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 

8729, E(1)0452, UP4331003

Shah Alam, i-Suite @ i-City, Ultrapolis, Service Apartment, 
SALE, RM 454,800, 1+1r1b, BU576sqf, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 

8729, E(1)0452, UP4058212

Bangi, 2storey Super Link House, Jln Bandar Baru 
Bangi,Kajang, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 498,000, 
4+1r4b, BU2800sqf, LA22x81sqf, Jason Choy, 6010-232 9893, 

E(1)1307, UP4245686

Kota Damansara, 
Cova Villa, Jalan 
Teknologi, Kota 

Damansara, 
Cova Villa, Kota 

Damansara, 
Apartment, SALE, 
RM 500,000, 3r2b, 
BU1059sqf, Wennie 
Liew, 012-233 3013, 

E(1)1489, UP3610102

MayTower, Maytower 
Service Apartment, 
Serviced Residence, 
SALE, RM 399,000, 
Studior1b, BU351sqf, 

LA351sqf, Randy 
Chua, 6012-210 7688 

/ 6012-212 8699, 
REN:7616 , E(3)0812, 

UP2939652

Shah Alam, menara 
u, seksyen 13, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 360,000, 2r1b, 

BU527sqf, LA527sqf, 
Randy Chua, 6012-
210 7688 / 6012-212 

8699, REN:7616, 
E(3)0812, UP4402119

Shah Alam, menara u, 
seksyen 13, Serviced 

Residence, SALE, 
RM 380,000, 2r1b, 

BU527sqf, LA527sqf, 
Randy Chua, 6012-210 
7688 / 6012-212 8699, 
E(3)0812, REN:7616 , 

UP2387091

Batu Caves, Taman Kristal 
Heights, Apartment, SALE, RM 

400,000, 3r2b, BU1020sqf, 
Jenny Loo, 6012-371 6226, 

E(3)1454, UP3416781

Cheras, Mahkota Garden 
Condo, Condominium, SALE, 
RM 488,000, 3r2b, BU1164sqf, 
Benny Chua, 6012-259 3660, 

E(3)0812, UP3649905

Damansara Perdana, 
perdana service apartment, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 
430,000, 2r1b, BU899sqf, 

LA899sqf, Peter Young, 012-
398 2869, E(1)1585, UP4078227

Damansara Perdana, Ritze 
Perdana 1, damansara perdana, 
Service Apartment, SALE, RM 
295,000, Studior1b, BU406sqf, 

Peter Young, 012-398 2869, 
E(1)1585, UP4385199

Kepong, shop apartment 
taman daya, taman daya, 

Apartment, SALE, RM 145,000, 
3r2b, BU694sqf, YS Liew, 012-

426 0016, E(1)1501, UP4354379

Klang, Kampung Raja Uda, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 450,000, 4r3b, 
BU2000sqf, LA20x70sqf, 
Grace Tan, 016-315 9138, 
E(1)0452/7, UP4245651

Petaling Jaya, Centrestage 
Designer Suite, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 320,000, Studior1b, 

BU301sqf, LA301sqf, ALEX 
MAH, 6017-629 6809, E(1)1286, 

UP3418818

Petaling Jaya, Centrestage 
Designer Suite, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 420,000, 1+1r1b, 
BU452sqf, LA452sqf, ALEX 

MAH, 6017-629 6809, E(1)1286, 
UP4344226

Semenyih, Kajang Semenyih 
Ascotte Boulevard, Serviced 

Residence, SALE, RM 297,000, 
3r2b, BU860sqf, Dennis Wan, 

6016-210 3411, E(1)1215/9, 
UP4398922

Seri Kembangan, Zeva , 
Puchong South, Serdang, 
Cyberjaya, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 300,000, Studior1b, 
BU462sqf, Victor, 6016-441 
8785, E(3)1353, UP4401836

Setapak, PV10 Platinum Lake 
Condo, Jalan Genting Klang, 

Setapak, Condominium, SALE, 
RM 510,000, 3r2b, BU1170sqf, 
Steven Lee, 016-700 0300, 
E(3)0050/3, UP2726076

Setapak, PV5 Platinum Hill 
Condo, Jalan Genting Klang, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
470,000, 4r2b, BU1272sqf, 
Steven Lee, 016-700 0300, 

UP2800052

PROPERTY @ 
KLANG VALLEY

Ambang Botanic, 
KIYOKO, Ambang 
Botanic 2, Bandar 

Botanic, Semi-
detached House, 

SALE, RM 1,480,000, 
3+1r4b, BU3010sqf, 
LA36x82.5sqf, Jack 
Boo, 012-276 3266, 

E(1)1203, UP2903603

Ampang, Brunsfield 
EmbassyView, 
Jalan Ampang, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 1,570,000, 3+1r4b, 

BU1838sqf, Victor, 
6016-441 8785, 

E(3)1353, UP4286919

Ara Damansara, 
Eve Suite / NZX 
Square, Petaling 

Jaya, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 1,500, 

Studior1b, BU680sqf, 
Jennifer Soo, 012-727 

3281, E(1)1321/8, 
UP4382586
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Ampang, Taman Pinggiran 
Ukay, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 735,000, 4r3b, LA24 

x 75sqf, Jenny Loo, 6012-371 
6226, E(3)1454, UP4189816

Ara Damansara, Eve Suite / 
NZX Square, Petaling Jaya, 

Service Apartment, RENT, RM 
2,500, 2r2b, BU1065sqf, Llionel 
Ong, 013-364 8600, E(3)1508, 

UP4324422

Balakong, Taman Taming Jaya, 
Factory, RENT, RM 16,000, 

3r2b, BU10000sqf, LA13500sqf, 
Dester Yap, 6010-895 9988, 
E(3)0050/12, UP4416582

Bandar Bukit Raja, bandar 
bukit raja, 2.5-sty Terrace/Link 

House, RENT, RM 2,800, 5+1r5b, 
BU3200sqf, LA54x75sqf, 
Agnes Lim, 019-910 0933, 
VE(1)0299, UP3860544

Bandar Bukit Raja, bandar bukit 
raja, 2.5-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 1,668,800, 5+1r5b, 
BU3200sqf, LA54x75sqf, 
Agnes Lim, 019-910 0933, 

VE(1)0299, UP3860701

Bandar Kinrara, Palmiera @ 
Kinrara Residence, Semi-detached 

House, SALE, RM 2,300,000, 
5r5b, BU4118sqf, LA5158sqf, 
ZiQi Tang, 6012-516 1406, 

REN:11195,E(1)1589/1, UP3153787

Bandar Kinrara, Puchong , 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,850,000, 5r5b, BU3800sqf, 

LA42x75sqf, Justine Kan, 
019-357 8666, E(1)0968, 

UP4147959

Bandar Kinrara, Puchong, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,850,000, 5r5b, BU3800sqf, 

LA42x75sqf, Justine Kan, 
019-357 8666, E(1)0968, 

UP4147976

Bandar Kinrara, Taman 
Perindustrian Bandar Kinrara, 
Factory, SALE, RM 5,800,000, 

BU9000sqf, LA12000sqf, 
Victor, 6016-441 8785, E(3)1353, 

UP4055862

Bandar Puteri Puchong, Bandar 
Puteri, 2-sty Terrace/Link 

House, SALE, RM 1,500,000, 
4r3b, LA2400sqf, Yee Chee 

Wah, 019-333 7773, E(3)0204, 
UP4402574

Bandar Sungai Long, Semi-
detached House, SALE, RM 
1,180,000, 5r5b, BU2670sqf, 
LA35x80sqf, Teammy Lee, 

019-698 7777/016-976 8698, 
E(1)1307, UP4138895

Bandar Sungai Long, Wira 
Heights Bungalow, SALE, RM 

2,380,000, 5+1r6b, BU3590sqf, 
LA60x84sqf, Teammy Lee, 019-
698 7777, E(1)1307, UP4341420

Bandar Sungai Long, Wira 
Mutiara Bungalow,SALE, RM 
3,150,000, 7r8b, BU8249sqf, 

LA7315sqf, Teammy Lee, 
019-698 7777/016-976 8698, 

E(1)1307, UP3733472

Bandar Sunway, A’Marine 
Condominium, Sunway, South 

Quay, PJ, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 1,150,000, 3+1r3b, 
BU1533sqf, HL Qua, 012-298 

0389, E(1)0452/6, UP2759167

Bangsar South, Camellia 
Service Suites, Serviced 

Residence, RENT, RM 2,600, 
Studior1b, BU638sqf, Cheryl 

Tan, 017-228 8941, VE(1)1568/1, 
UP3672226

Bangsar South, Camellia 
Service Suites, Serviced 

Residence, RENT, RM 5,000, 
3+1r2b, BU1419sqf, Cheryl Tan, 

017-228 8941, VE(1)1568/1, 
UP4055050

Ara Damansara, 
Eve Suite / NZX 

Square, Petaling Jaya, 
Condominium, RENT, 
RM 1,550, Studior1b, 
BU680sqf, Jennifer 
Soo, 012-727 3281, 

UP4382603

Ara Damansara, 
Eve Suite / NZX 
Square, Petaling 

Jaya, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 1,550, 

Studior1b, BU680sqf, 
Jennifer Soo, 012-727 

3281, E(1)1321/8, 
UP4382603

Bandar Menjalara, 
Villa Manja, Desa 
park city, Semi-

detached House, 
SALE, RM 3,499,000, 
5+1r5b, BU4000sqf, 
LA45x102sqf, Victor, 

6016-441 8785, 
E(3)1353, UP4362362

Bandar Sungai Long, 
Wira Mutiara Bandar 
Sungai Long Kajang, 

Bungalow House, 
SALE, RM 2,450,000, 

5r6b, BU5795sqf, 
LA7352sqf, Teammy 

Lee, 019-698 
7777/016-976 8698, 
E(1)1307, UP4185224

Bandar Botanic, 
AKASIA, AKASIA 
2, Bandar Botanic, 

Klang, 2-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, 

RM 630,000, 
4r3b, BU1832sqf, 
LA20x70sqf, Jack 
Boo, 012-276 3266, 
E(1)1203, UP4337119

Ara Damansara, 
Pacific Place, Petaling 
Jaya, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 2,600, 
3+2r3b, BU1325sqf, 

Susan Teng, 012-239 
0370, REN:09206, 

E(1)1203, UP3273900Ampang, tara, Desa Pahlawan, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,500,000, 3+1r4b, BU2750sqf, Jensean Loo, 6012-391 6670, 

REN:13377, E(3)1451 UP3481640

Ara Damansara, Pacific Place, Petaling Jaya, Soho, RENT, RM 
1,300, Studior1b, BU708sqf, LA708sqf, Jensean Loo, 6012-391 

6670, REN:13377, E(3)1451, UP4369806

Bandar Botanic, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 650,000, 
4r3b, BU1800sqf, LA20x65sqf, Eugene Giam, 012-616 2331/012-

339 6629, VE(1)0105, UP3380902

Bandar Bukit Tinggi, Bandar Bukit Tinggi 2, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 700,000, 4r4b, BU1200sqf, LA20x80sqf, 

Eugene Giam, 012-616 2331/012-339 6629, VE(1)0105, 
UP3380864

Bandar Sungai Long, Kajang, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 
2,500,000, 5+1r6b, BU5600sqf, LA6400sqf, Lee Kok Hong, 

012-288 8729, E(1)0452, UP4058161
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Batu Caves, Gombak Grove, 
Zero-Lot Bungalow, SALE, RM 
4,500,000, 5+1r6b, BU5003sqf, 
LA7136sqf, Aster Ong, 016-232 

9994, REN:08558, E(3)1559 
UP4413072

Bukit Bintang, Pavilion, KLCC, 
Kia Peng, Condominium, SALE, 
RM 1,539,400, 1r1b, BU716sqf, 
Alex Yong, 6012-692 9365, 
REN:09000, E (1) 1026/4, 

UP4385934

Bukit Bintang, Verticas 
Residensi, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 2,427,650, 3+1r4b, 
BU2111sqf, Sheron Tan, 6017-881 

3513, REN:02613, E(3)0060, 
UP4177809

Bukit Jalil, Seri Jalil, Bukit 
Jalil, Kuala Lumpur, Zero-
Lot Bungalow, SALE, RM 

3,200,000, 7r7b, BU4000sqf, 
LA45x90sqf, Samuel Sum, 012-
634 1950, E(1)1112, UP4385016

Bukit Jalil, Z Residence, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

760,000, 3+1r2b, BU1407sqf, 
YB Woo, 012-395 9905, 
E(1)1197/7, UP4104401

Cheras, Alam Damai shoplot, 
Shop, SALE, RM 1,750,000, 

BU3484sqf, LA1742sqf, 
KKChong, 019-333 9930, 

E(3)1320, UP3894721

Cheras, Bandar Sg Long, 
Cheras Mahkota, Cheras, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 

950,000, 5r5b, BU3300sqf, 
LA3206sqf, Nicole Low, 012-

297 2243, E(1)1307, UP4162652

Cheras, D’Infiniti, Bandar Damai 
Perdana, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 1,480,000, 

4+1r5b, LA2917sqf, Jenny 
Loo, 6012-371 6226, E(3)1454, 

UP3018763

Cheras, Sky Vista Residency, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

680,000, 3+1r2b, BU1450sqf, 
Llionel Ong, 013-364 8600, 

E(3)1508, UP3213854

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 4,300, 2+2r3b, 

BU1313sqf, Alan Siow, 010-231 
1269, E(3)0812, UP4069468

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, City centre, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,060,000, 2+2r3b, BU1313sqf, 

LA1313sqf, Marcus Yee, 012-307 
3288, E(3)0812, UP2857339

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, City centre, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,100,000, 2+2r3b, BU1313sqf, 

LA1313sqf, Marcus Yee, 012-307 
3288, E(3)0812, UP4191563

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, City centre, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,150,000, 2+2r3b, BU1313sqf, 

LA1313sqf, Marcus Yee, 012-307 
3288, E(3)0812, UP3591428

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, City centre, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,250,000, 3+1r4b, BU1701sqf, 

Marcus Yee, 012-307 3288, 
E(3)0812, UP3340973

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, City centre, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
930,000, 2+1r3b, BU1055sqf, 
Marcus Yee, 012-307 3288, 

E(3)0812, UP4191877

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 1,385,000, 2+2r3b, 
BU1313sqf, LA1313sqf, Randy 

Chua, 6012-210 7688, REN:7616, 
E(3)0812, UP3563899

Cheras, Bandar 
Mahkota Cheras , 
Section 6 Cheras, 
2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 
760,000, 5r3b, 

LA1750sqf, Teammy 
Lee, 019-698 

7777/016-976 8698, 
E(1)1307,  UP3255751

Cheras, Suria Villa 
Taman Rakan sg 

long, Semi-detached 
House, SALE, 

RM 2,200,000, 
6r7b, BU5031sqf, 

LA4284sqf, Teammy 
Lee, 019-698 

7777/016-976 8698, 
E(1)1307, UP4192984

Bangsar South, The Park Residences, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,590,000, 3+1r3b, BU2095sqf, Jenny Wong, 012-300 6684, 

REN:17191, E31082, UP4154550

Bukit Jalil, Laman Bayu, 3-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,430,000, 5r5b, BU2973sqf, LA22x72sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 

2628, E (1) 1215/2, UP3273107

Cheras, Bandar Mahkota Cheras, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 780,000, 3r3b, BU1700sqf, LA20x65sqf, Lee Kok 

Hong, 012-288 8729, E(1)0452, UP4236024

Cheras, Bandar Mahkota Cheras, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 600,000, 4r3b, LA121, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 8729, 

E(1)0452, UP4071769

Cheras, Taman Sutera Residence, 2.5-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 839,000, 5r4b, BU2335sqf, LA20x70sqf, Amanda YS 

Lock, 0126352234, E(1)1307, UP3077005

Cheras, Bandar Mahkota Cheras, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 700,000, 4r3b, LA230, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 8729,  

E(1)0452 , UP4028260

Bukit Bintang, Pavilion Residences, Condominium, SALE, RM 
3,900,000, 3+1r4b, BU2402sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 

1215/2, UP4392589
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City Centre, Setia 
SKY Residences, 
Kuala Lumpur, 

Condominium, RENT, 
RM 5,500, 2+2r3b, 

BU1313sqf, LA1313sqf, 
Randy Chua, 6012-
210 7688 / 6012-212 

8699, REN:7616, 
E(3)0812, UP2513681

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, Setia 
SKY Residences, 
Condominium, 

SALE, RM 1,800,000, 
3+1r4b, BU1701sqf, 
LA1701sqf, Randy 

Chua, 6012-210 7688 
/ 6012-212 8699, 

REN:7616, E(3)0812, 
UP3585207

Desa ParkCity, Nadia, 
Condominium, 

SALE, RM 1,250,000, 
3+1r2b, BU1573sqf, 

Maggie Tan, 013-341 
9990, E(3)0684, 

UP4283884

Jalan Kuching, Kiara 
East Dex Suite Jalan 
Ipoh, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 510,000, 

2r1b, BU698sqf, 
Alex Tan, 016-311 
6737, REN:07885, 

E(3)0465/1, 
UP4386895

Jalan Kuching, Kiara 
East Dex Suite Jalan 
Ipoh, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 530,000, 

2r1b, BU698sqf, 
Alex Tan, 016-311 
6737, E(3)0465/1, 

UP4386820

KL City, Platinum 
Suites, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 3,800, 
1+1r1b, BU880sqf, 
LA880sqf, Randy 

Chua, 6012-210 7688 
/ 6012-212 8699, 

REN:7616, E(3)0812, 
UP4415258

City Centre, Setia SKY 
Residences, Setia 
SKY Residences, 
Condominium, 

SALE, RM 1,800,000, 
3+1r4b, BU1701sqf, 
LA1701sqf, Randy 

Chua, 6012-210 7688 
/ 6012-212 8699, 

UP3585207

Damansara Perdana, Metropolitan Square Damansara Perdana, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 540,000, 3r2b, BU975sqf, Bryan 
Hooi, 6012-612 5713 / 6012-253 2618, E(1)1307, UP4409161

Kajang, Quas Residence, Zero-Lot Bungalow, SALE, RM 
1,650,000, 6+1r6b, BU4568sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, 

E (1) 1215/2, UP4040557

Kepong, taman ehsan, Semi- D factory, RENT, RM 13,000, 
BU6900sqf, LA17000sfsqf, Annie Yee, 6012-699 3424, 

E(1)0990/1, UP3691245

Kelana Jaya, Infinity Tower, Sofo, SALE, RM 580,600, Studior1b, 
BU665.22sqf, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 8729, E(1)0452, 

UP4028819

KL City, Platinum Suites, Condominium, RENT, RM 3,980, 1r1b, 
BU900sqf, LA900sqf, Randy Chua, 6012-210 7688 / 6012-212 

8699, REN:7616, E(3)0812, UP4389999

KL City, Platinum Suites, Condominium, SALE, RM 1,490,000, 
2r2b, BU1050sqf, LA1050sqf, Randy Chua, 6012-210 7688 / 

6012-212 8699, REN:7616, E(3)0812, UP4341844

Cyberjaya, Perdana Lakeview 
East, Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 1,900,000, 6r6b, 
BU3856sqf, LA40x90sqf, 

Jensen Ching, 017-324 3123, 
E(1)1307/1, UP4226666

Cyberjaya, SummerGlades, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 1,350,000, 4+1r5b, 
BU3000sqf, LA34x80sqf, 

Shevone Lim, 6012-927 7665, 
E(1)1499, UP2464699

Damansara Perdana, Perdana 
Emerald, damansara perdana, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
575,000, 3r2b, BU875sqf, Peter 
Young, 012-398 2869, E(1)1585, 

UP4353903

Damansara Perdana, Perdana 
Exclusive, damansara perdana, 

Condominium, RENT, RM 
1,300, 1r1b, BU414sqf, Peter 

Young, 012-398 2869, E(1)1585, 
UP4376619

Glenmarie, Hicom Glenmarie 
Industrial Park, Factory, RENT, 

RM 190,300, BU86500sqf, 
LA91911sqf, Victor, 6016-441 
8785, E(3)1353, UP4167778

Jalan Ipoh Kasipillay, Jalan 
Ismail Ghaney, Residential 

Land, SALE, RM 2,600,000, 
LA10800sqf, Teammy Lee, 

019-698 7777/016-976 8698, 
E(1)1307, UP4024367

Jalan Kuching, Kiara East , 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

558,000, 3r2b, BU700sqf, F.T 
Lim, 012-283 1018, E(3)0868, 

UP3527429

Kajang, Ivory Residence, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 

1,850, 3r2b, BU1288sqf, Aiwei 
Lee, 017-877 1314, E(1)1572, 

UP4372020

Kepong, Kepong Baru, 1-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, 

RM 850,000, 3r1b, BU1430sqf, 
LA2860sqf, PH Choong, 010-

929 9789, REN:13965, E(1)1283, 
UP4118326

KL City, Platinum Suites, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 4,800, 

2r2b, BU1080sqf, LA1080sqf, 
Randy Chua, 6012-210 7688 
/ 6012-212 8699, REN:7616, 

E(3)0812, UP4421030
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Klang, Taman Perindustrian Bukit Kemuning, Shah Alam, 
Industrial Land, SALE, RM 13,500,000, LA0.9641, Lee Kok 

Hong, 012-288 8729, E(1)0452, UP4101301

KLCC, Binjai 8, Kuala Lumpur, Soho, SALE, RM 830,000, 1r2b, 
BU753sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 1215/2, UP4296392

KLCC, The Troika, Condominium, SALE, RM 3,696,050, 
2+1r4b, BU2549sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 1215/2, 

UP4402924

KLCC, Marc Residence, Condominium, SALE, RM 1,596,500, 
2r2b, BU1030sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 1215/2, 

UP4268422

KLCC, The Binjai, The binjai on the park, klcc, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 4,300,000, 3+1r4b, BU2250sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 

2628, E (1) 1215/2, UP4326673

KLCC, Vipod Suites, Jalan Kia Peng, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,900,000, 2+1r2b, BU1299sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 

1215/2, UP4223576

KLCC, Vipod Suites, Kuala Lumpur, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,950,000, 2+1r2b, BU1299sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 

1215/2, UP4335388

KLCC, Vipod Suites, Kuala Lumpur, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,950,000, 2+1r2b, BU1299sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 

1215/2, UP4216621

KLCC, Vipod Suites, Jalan Kia Peng, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,900,000, 2+1r2b, BU1299sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 

1215/2, UP4407231

KLCC, 3 Kia Peng, Condominium, SALE, RM 3,380,000, 4+1r5b, 
BU3380sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 1215/2, UP4402917

Klang, BATU BELAH, KLANG, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 550,000, 3+1r3b, 
BU2200sqf, LA20x70sqf, 
Agnes Lim, 019-910 0933, 
VE(1)0299, UP4222666

KLCC, Idaman Residence, KL 
City Centre, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 5,800, 3+1r5b, 
BU1776sqf, Llionel Ong, 

013-364 8600, E(3)1508, 
UP4270983

KLCC, K Residence @ KLCC, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

3,262,950, 3+1r3b, BU2417sqf, 
Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 

1215/2, UP4360335

KLCC, K Residence @ KLCC, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

3,500,000, 3+1r4b, BU2809sqf, 
Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, 

E (1) 1215/2, UP4360787

KLCC, Vipod Suites, Jalan Kia 
Peng, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,818,600, 2+1r2b, BU1299sqf, 

Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 
1215/2, UP4142055

Kota Damansara, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,680,000, 3+1r3b, BU2800sqf, 

LA26 x 80sqf, Chang TL, 
016-208 3108, E(3)0050/13, 

UP4382596

Kota Damansara, Pangsapuri 
Carlina, Petaling Jaya Selangor, 

Apartment, RENT, RM 1,300, 
3r2b, BU800sqf, Steven Gooi, 

6013-533 3769, E(1)1307, 
UP3529719

Kota Damansara, Pelangi 
Damansara Sentral, kota 

damansara, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 600,000, 2r2b, 

BU1027sqf, Peter Young, 012-
398 2869, E(1)1585, UP4394474
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Kuchai Lama, Taman 
Gembira, 2-sty 

Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 1,500,000, 
4+1r4b, BU2200sqf, 
LA22x80sqf, Eugene 

Giam, 012-616 
2331/012-339 

6629, VE(1)0105, 
UP4099533

Mont Kiara, Mont 
Kiara Meridin, 
Condominium, 

SALE, RM 1,380,000, 
3+1r3b, BU1973sqf, 

YS Tan, 012-771 3979, 
REN:11509, VE(1)0105, 

UP4392840

Mont Kiara, SENI 
@ Mont Kiara, 

Condominium, RENT, 
RM 12,000, 4r5b, 
BU2906sqf, Alan 

Siow, 010-231 1269, 
E(3)0812, UP4068327

Kota Damansara, Encorp Strand Garden Office, Office, RENT, 
RM 3,000, 2b, BU1500sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 

1215/2, UP3890846

Kota Damansara, kota Damansara, Shop-Office, SALE, RM 
1,950,000, BU1650sqf, Annie Yee, 6012-699 3424, E(1)0990/1, 

UP2162375

Kuchai Lama, 288 Residences, Kuchai, Condominium, RENT, 
RM 2,600, 4r4b, BU1440sqf, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 8729, 

E(1)0452, UP4181022

Mont Kiara, SENI @ Mont Kiara, Condominium, RENT, RM 
12,000, 4+1r5b, BU2906sqf, LA2096sqf, Randy Chua, 6012-210 

7688 / 6012-212 8699, REN:7616, E(3)0812, UP2715741

Old Klang Road, The Scott SOHO, Service Apartment, SALE, 
RM 600,000, 1r2b, BU775sqf, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 8729, 

E(1)0452, UP4163889

Old Klang Road, The Scott SOHO, Soho, SALE, RM 540,000, 1r, 
BU775sqf, Yee Leng, 014-640 7591, E(3)0922/1, UP4378878

Kota Kemuning, Oncidium 
Heights, Bungalow House, 
SALE, RM 3,350,000, 6r5b, 

BU4700sqf, LA7100sqf, Grey 
Lim, 012-288 9932, E(3)0684, 

UP4327532

Kota Kemuning, Semi-detached 
House, SALE, RM 2,800,000, 

7r6b, BU4800sqf, LA6000sqf, 
Gan Pit Soon, 012-336 3018, 

REN:11157, E(1)0452/14, 
UP4373624

Kuchai Lama, Seringin 
Residences, Sri Petaling, 

Condominium, RENT, RM 3,400, 
3+1r3b, BU2128sqf, Ryan Lean, 

6016-914 1917, REN:06988, 
E(1)1321, UP4367640

MayTower, Maytower Service 
Apartment, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 1,700, Studior1b, 
BU351sqf, LA351sqf, Randy 

Chua, 6012-210 7688, REN:7616, 
E(3)0812, UP4269856

Mont Kiara, 28 Mont Kiara, 
MK 28, Walking distance to 
MKIS, Condominium, RENT, 

RM 10,000, 3+1r5b, BU2700sqf, 
Carmen Chong, 012-334 2939, 

E(1)1401/1, UP4236832

Mont Kiara, Concerto North 
Kiara, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,080,000, 3+1r4b, BU1710sqf, 
Gan Pit Soon, 012-336 3018, 

REN:11157, E(1)0452/14, 
UP4278184

Mont Kiara, Flora Murni, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 
4,900, 2+1r3b, BU1700sqf, 
Yennie Tan, 6012-433 9010, 

VE(3)0269, UP2994528

Mont Kiara, Kiara 1888, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,350,000, 3+1r4b, BU1927sqf, 
Grace Choo, 012-366 3456, 

E(1)1321/1, UP4340345

Mont Kiara, Kiara 1888, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,550,000, 4+1r6b, BU2723sqf, 
Grace Choo, 012-366 3456, 

E(1)1321/1, UP4340630

Mont Kiara, Mont Kiara Meridin, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 

5,300, 3+1r3b, BU1973sqf, YS 
Tan, 012-771 3979, REN:11509, 

VE(1)0105, UP4331439

Mont Kiara, Mont Kiara Palma, 
Bukit Kiara, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 3,700, 3r2b, 
BU1390sqf, Yennie Tan, 

6012-433 9010, VE(3)0269, 
UP4161876

Mont Kiara, seni, Penthouse, 
SALE, RM 7,700,000, 7+1r8b, 
BU8902sqf, Nadine Aaleyah, 
6010-220 7180, E (3) 1020, 

UP4076769

Mont Kiara, Verve Suites, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 
700,000, 1r1b, BU672sqf, 

Yennie Tan, 6012-433 9010, 
VE(3)0269, UP3082339

Pandan Indah, Axis SoHu, 
Pandan, Soho, RENT, RM 

1,600, Studior1b, BU535sqf, 
Maggie Cheong, 012-900 9172, 

E(3)1046, UP4419893

Pantai, Pantai Hillpark 3 @ 
Bangsar South , Condominium, 

RENT, RM 2,800, 3r2b, 
BU1323sqf, Sam Ng, 012-326 
2890, E(3)1591, UP4417656

Petaling Jaya, Cameron Towers, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

760,000, 3r2b, BU1506sqf, 
Yennie Tan, 6012-433 9010, 

VE(3)0269, UP4309250

Petaling Jaya, Desa Villa, Taman 
Bukit Desa, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 2,800, 3r2b, 
BU1130sqf, LA1130sqf, Sue 

Noor, 019-224 6676, PEA:1180, 
E(3)1488, UP4409018

Petaling Jaya, Lakeside 
Residence, Jalan Cecawi 

6, 2-sty Terrace SALE, RM 
870,000, 4r3b, BU1800sqf, 

LA20x70sqf, Peter Tang, 6016-
806 1119, E(3)1204, UP4419052
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Petaling Jaya, Park 51 
Residency, PJ 51, Petaling 

Jaya, Condominium, SALE, RM 
570,000, 3+1r2b, BU1143sqf, 

Victor, 6016-441 8785, E(3)1353, 
UP4398460

Petaling Jaya, PJ ss1, Petaling 
Jaya, Bungalow House, 

SALE, RM 2,800,000, 7r6b, 
BU4560sqf, LA5400sqf, Victor, 

6016-441 8785, E(3)1353, 
UP4374182

Petaling Jaya, taman mayang 
ss25, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 
3,970,000, 5+2r5b, BU4500sqf, 
LA8100sqf, Susan Teng, 012-239 

0370, REN:09206, E(1)1203, 
UP4412821

Puchong, 1.5-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 638,000, 

3r2b, BU1300sqf, LA20x65sqf, 
Justine Kan, 019-357 8666, 

E(1)0968, UP3281663

Puchong, 1.5-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 638,000, 

3r2b, BU1300sqf, LA20x65sqf, 
Justine Kan, 019-357 8666, 

E(1)0968, UP3281679

Puchong, Koi Prima Condo, 
Taman Mas, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 1,000, 3r2b, 
BU1055sqf, Alex Chieng, 016-
328 2281, E(1)1321, UP4369187

Puchong, Koi Prima,Bukit 
Puchong, Service Apartment, 

SALE, RM 520,000, 3r2b, 
BU1055sqf, Steven Gooi, 6013-
533 3769, E(1)1307, UP4387773

Puchong, Setia Walk @ 
Solace Serviced Apartment, 

Condominium, RENT, RM 
2,000, 2r2b, BU1138sqf, Justine 
Kan, 019-357 8666, E(1)0968, 

UP3408910

Puchong, Trigon Luxury 
Residences, Pusat Bandar 

Puchong, Condominium, RENT, 
RM 4,500, 3+2r4b, BU1776sqf, 

Llionel Ong, 013-364 8600, 
E(3)1508, UP4324387

Rawang, Emerald West, Jusco 
Rawang, Kota Emerald, Semi-
detached House, RENT, RM 

1,700, 4r4b, BU2100sqf, Steven 
Gooi, 6013-533 3769, E(1)1307, 

UP3328733

Rawang, Commercial Land, 
Kundang, Industrial Land, 

SALE, RM 5,056,000, 
BU39500sqf, LA39500sqf, 

Catherine Wong, 012-492 9657, 
E(3)1046, UP2518887

Rawang, Rawang Kunang 3 
Stories Detached Factory, 
SALE, RM 8,000,000, 9b, 
BU27669sqf, LA45392sqf, 

Catherine Wong, 012-492 9657, 
E(3)1046, UP1553726

Rawang, Rawang Kundang 
Semi D Factory With Office, 

SALE, RM 3,392,800, 6b, 
BU7519sqf, LA12007sqf, 

Catherine Wong, 012-492 9657, 
E(3)1046, UP3903618

Segambut, Amandari, Duplex, 
SALE, RM 599,000, 4r3b, 

LA1590sqf, Celine Ong, 6012-
326 1199, E(3)1055, UP2797187

Semenyih, Beranang, 
Semenyih, Kajang, Factory, 

RENT, RM 25,000, BU31158sqf, 
LA35000sqf, Victor, 6016-441 

8785, E(3)1353, UP3887871

Semenyih, Setia Ecohill, 
Stagnia, Semi-detached House, 

SALE, RM 1,199,000, 4+1r5b, 
BU2513sqf, LA36x86sqf, Randy 
Chua, 6012-210 7688, REN:7616, 

E(3)0812, UP4419044

Seri Kembangan, Taman Bayu 
Heights 2, 3-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 788,800, 

5r4b, BU2471sqf, LA1080sqf, 
Michelle Chan, 0111-661 8000, 

E(3)1538, UP4377373

Seri Kembangan, Taman Sri 
Serdang, Shop-Office, SALE, 
RM 3,000,000, BU6600sqf, 

LA44x80sqf, Jimmy Ong, 019-
628 2666, REN:00019, E(3)1412, 

UP4379206

Seri Kembangan, Taman Sri 
Serdang, Shop-Office, SALE, 
RM 4,200,000, BU9900sqf, 

LA66x80sqf, Jimmy Ong, 019-
628 2666, REN:00019, E(3)1412 

UP4379240

Setapak, Setapak Green Condo, 
Setapak, Jalan Gombak, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

700,000, 3+1r3b, BU1362sqf, 
Steven Lee, 016-700 0300, 
E(3)0050/3, UP2761509

Setia Alam, Duta Villa Setia 
Alam , 3-sty Terrace/Link 

House, RENT, RM 3,900, 5+1r5b, 
BU4900sqf, LA48x82sqf, 
Agnes Lim, 019-910 0933, 
VE(1)0299, UP3860762

Setia Alam, Duta Villa Setia 
Alam, 3-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 2,688,888, 5+1r5b, 
BU4900sqf, LA48x82sqf, 
Agnes Lim, 019-910 0933, 
VE(1)0299, UP3860860

Petaling Jaya, Semi-detached House, SALE, RM 3,300,000, 
5r3b, BU5000sqf, LA8600sqf, Tan Voon Choon, 6016-593 

5590, E(1)1536, UP4416613

Puchong, pp3/24, Taman Putra Perdana, Suajana , Cluster 
Homes, SALE, RM 540,000, 4r3b, BU1350sqf, LA2504sqf, Law 

Chien Yap, 019-319 3111, E(3)1155, UP4411409

Putrajaya, Precint 11, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,270,000, 4r3b, BU2400sqf, LA2900sqf, Ismadi Ab Jalil, 6017-

879 9185, E(3)0205, UP4217963

Segambut, Verdana, Condominium, SALE, RM 1,400,000, 
4+1r4b, BU2079sqf, Frederick Teng, 011-1163 6168, E31082, 

UP4361835

Shah Alam, i-SOHO @ i-City, Ultrapolis, Service Apartment, 
SALE, RM 612,900, 2r1b, BU805sqf, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 

8729, E(1)0452, UP4058198

Puchong, Shui Villa Superlink 3Sty, 3-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 1,180,000, 5r5b, BU4300sqf, LA24x85sqf, Eric Wang, 

6017-306 7772, E(1)1307, UP4388031

Puchong, Shui Villa 
Superlink 3Sty, 3-sty 
Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 1,180,000, 
5r5b, BU4300sqf, 
LA24x85sqf, Eric 
Wang, 6017-306 
7772, E(1)1307, 
UP4388086
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Setapak, PV2 Platinum Hill 
Condo, Taman Melati Utama, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
580,000, 4r2b, BU1313sqf, 
Steven Lee, 016-700 0300, 
E(3)0050/3, UP2069426

Sri Hartamas, KIARA VIEW, 
Semi-detached House, RENT, 
RM 7,800, 5+1r5b, BU3800sqf, 
LA4200sqf, SOLHA YUSOFF, 
6017-240 4550, VE(3)0269, 

UP3186414

Sri Petaling, Endah Promenade, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

620,000, 3+1r3b, BU1279sqf, 
Renee Yew, 012-384 9384, 

E(1)1026, UP4122657

Subang Jaya, The Regina 
Condominium, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 630,000, 3+1r3b, 
BU1248sqf, Grace Choo, 
012-366 3456, E(1)1321/1, 

UP4130403

Subang Jaya, The Regina 
Condominium, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 630,000, 3+1r3b, 
BU1248sqf, Victor, 6016-441 
8785, E(3)1353, UP4395040

Subang Jaya, USJ One Avenue 
Condo, USJ 1, Subang jaya, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

595,000, 3r2b, BU1346sqf, 
Victor, 6016-441 8785, E(3)1353, 

UP4370531

Sungai Besi, Midfields, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 
630,000, 3r2b, BU1252sqf, 

Joyce Lee Shu Hui, 6016-966 
0011, REN:12242, E(3)1508, 

UP1316682

Sungai Besi, Midfields, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 
630,000, 3r2b, BU1252sqf, 
Llionel Ong, 013-364 8600, 

E(3)1508, UP3171249

Sungai Besi, YTL Trillium, 
Lakefields, Shop-Office, SALE, 

RM 2,500,000, BU4805sqf, 
LA20x90sqf, Victor, 6016-441 
8785, E(3)1353, UP4074265

Shah Alam, LABUSA DESA ALAM, Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 2,100,000, 5r4b, BU4500sqf, LA3200sqf, Lee Kok 

Hong, 012-288 8729, E(1)0452, UP4330985

Sungai Besi, The Trillium, Lake Fields, Shop-Office, SALE, RM 
2,350,000, LA1600sqf, Justin Yong, 013-337 2628, E (1) 1215/2, 

UP3336853

Taman Tun Dr Ismail, The Greens, Condominium, SALE, RM 
2,499,496, 3+1r5b, BU2968sqf, Richard Kam, 012-611 3317 / 

012-305 3805, PEA:1292, E(3)0374, UP4382558

Tropicana, Damansara Idaman, Petaling Jaya, Bungalow House, 
SALE, RM 6,700,000, 5+1r7b, BU6429sqf, LA8072sqf, Victor 

Huang, 017-200 5318, REA:2145, VE(1)0121/2, UP4121935

Shah Alam, Prima U1, Condominium, RENT, RM 2,500, 3r2b, 
BU980sqf, Lee Kok Hong, 012-288 8729, E(1)0452, UP4352820

Shah Alam, SHAH ALAM SEKSYEN 9, Shah Alam SEKSYEN 9, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 3,600,000, 7+1r8b, BU8000sqf, 

LA20000sqf, Kelvin Guee, 017-588 2225, E(3)1120, UP4375057

Subang Heights, 
usj, subang jaya, usj 
heights, Bungalow 

House, SALE, 
RM 3,780,000, 

6+1r7b, BU7000sqf, 
LA5100sqf, Victor, 

6016-441 8785, 
E(3)1353, UP4353904

Sri Hartamas, 
Angkupuri 

Condominium, Mont’ 
Kiara, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 875,000, 
3r2b, BU1550sqf, 

Yennie Tan, 6012-433 
9010, VE(3)0269, 

UP4279124

KL City, Platinum 
Suites, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 5,500, 
2r2b, BU1080sqf, 
LA1080sqf, Randy 

Chua, 6012-210 7688 
/ 6012-212 8699, 

REN:7616, E(3)0812 
UP4416197

Taman Melawati, 16 
Quartz Melawati, 

3-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 
1,950,000, 5+1r6b, 
BU4285sqf, Hilmi 

Mohd Fauzi, 012-833 
8067, REN:15364, 

E(1)0452/4, 
UP4374741

Sungai Buloh, Bukit 
Rahman Putra, 

Sungai Buloh, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 750,000, 
4r3b, BU2300sqf, 

LA22’x75’sqf, Wennie 
Liew, 012-233 3013, 

E(1)1489, UP4164505

Wangsa Maju, 
Riana Green East, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 890,000, 3+1r3b, 

BU1596sqf, Llionel 
Ong, 013-364 8600, 
E(3)1508, UP4133792

Taman Desa, Papillon Desahill 
Condominium, RENT, RM 
3,800, 3+1r3b, BU1784sqf, 

Carmen Chong, 012-334 2939, 
E(1)1401/1, UP3254845

Taman Melawati, Beverly 
Heights, Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 3,480,000, 5+1r7b, 

BU4500sqf, LA4900sqf, 
Shawn Lee WK, 6012-531 9369, 

E(1)1516, UP4420541

Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,500,000, 5r3b, LA24x75sqf, 
Grace Choo, 012-366 3456, 

E(1)1321/1, UP2589651
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OUTSIDE KLANG 

VALLEY

Ayer Baloi, Larkin Kampung Aman 3 -Jln Datin Halimah, Johor 
Bahru, 3-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 498,000, 4r3b, 

BU1850sqf, LA1170sqf, Alice Kang, 011-2700 4780, REN:16087, 
E(1)1598, UP4128368

Gelang Patah, Apartment, SALE, RM 420,000, 3+1r2b, 
BU1050sqf, Mr. Lee, 016-744 2422, E(1)1525/1, UP4377453

Georgetown, Mansion One, Soho, RENT, RM 2,000, Studior1b, 
BU650sqf, LA650sqf, Serene Ng, 012-403 8933, E(3)1402, 

UP4185205

Horizon Hills, Semi-detached House, SALE, RM 3,500,000, 
5r6b, LA50x100sqf, Alice Chong, 6010-331 5500 / 6012-741 

3654, E(1)1395/8, UP4378286

JB, Ponderosa Villa, Taman Ponderosa, Semi-detached House, 
RENT, RM 5,000, 4+1r5b, LA4288sqf, J . Martin, 017-700 8267, 

E(1)1197/6, UP4323611

Gelugor, jalan hilir pemancar, Semi-detached House, SALE, 
RM 3,000,000, 4+1r4b, BU5400sqf, Handy Ng, 016-471 2413, 

E(3)0256/3, UP4289711

Georgetown, The Light Collection II Penthouse, Gelugor, 
Penthouse, RENT, RM 6,000, 3r4b, BU3300sqf, LA3300sqf, 

Serene Ng, 012-403 8933, E(3)1402, UP4393709

Batu Ferringhi, 
Moonlight Bay, 

Bungalow House, 
SALE, RM 3,500,000, 

6r6b, BU4500sqf, 
LA4150sqf, Property 
Talk, 04-227 9966, 

E(3)0975, UP2218844

Bukit Mertajam, Alma 
Villa Sejahtera, Semi-

detached House, 
SALE, RM 770,000, 
5r5b, LA3800sqf, 
Sky Tan, 6017-574 
7177, E(3)0256/3, 

UP4305626

Georgetown, Taman 
Gottlieb, Pulau Tikus, 

Semi-detached 
House, SALE, 
RM 2,180,000, 

4r2b, BU2000sqf, 
LA2500sqf, Serene 
Ng, 012-403 8933, 

E(3)1402, UP4356118

Alma, JALAN ROZHAN 
3S SEMI D COMMERCIAL, 

Semi-detached House, SALE, 
RM 2,100,000, BU4846sqf, 

LA4283sqf, Melvin Tan, 6016-
441 3271, E(1)1475, UP4337814

Bukit Mertajam, Alma Taman 
Selamat, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 308,000, 

4r2b, BU1000sqf, LA1360sqf, 
Sky Tan, 6017-574 7177, 

E(3)0256/3, UP4309918

Bukit Mertajam, Orange Villa 
Residences, 3-sty Terrace/Link 

House, SALE, RM 782,000, 
5+1r5b, BU3770sqf, LA22 x 
72sqf, Serene Ng, 012-403 
8933, E(3)1402, UP3219249

Butterworth, Wellesley 
Residences@Harbour Place, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
400,000, 2r2b, BU900sqf, 

LA900sqf, Serene Ng, 012-403 
8933, E(3)1402, UP3581504

Gelugor, The Light Linear, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

980,000, 3+1r3b, BU1766sqf, 
LA1766sqf, Jonathan Ch’ng, 
6016-444 1232, E(3)1402/1, 

UP4182474

Gelugor, Villa Emas 
Garden View, Bayan Lepas, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

430,000, 3r2b, BU800sqf, Vince 
Tan, 012-428 9840, REN:09973, 

E(3)0262, UP4289222

Horizon Hills, 2-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, RM 680,000, 
4+1r4b, BU1650sqf, Anna Tan, 

016-744 3009, AE(3)0015, 
UP4406660

Horizon Hills, Horizon Hills, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 1,200,000, 4+1r4b, 
LA22x75sqf, Kinki Loh, 6017-

766 6699, E(1)1307, UP4140120

Jelutong, STRAITS GARDEN 
, Condominium, SALE, RM 

780,000, 3+1r2b, BU1323sqf, Liz 
Ho, 011-2674 8348, E(1)1584/3, 

UP4413722

Johor Bahru, Austin Suite 
Akademic, Serviced Residence, 
SALE, RM 250,000, Studior1b, 
BU753sqf, Anna Tan, 016-744 
3009, AE(3)0015, UP4402175

Johor Bahru, Bandar Dato 
Onn, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 570,000, 4r4b, 
LA22x70sqf, Stewart Goh, 
018-353 3991, E(1)1307/4, 

UP4378530

Johor Bahru, Cluster Homes, 
SALE, RM 1,300,000, 5r6b, 

BU2900sqf, LA2560sqf, Anna 
Tan, 016-744 3009, AE(3)0015, 

UP4411760

Johor Bahru, D’inspire 
Residence, Apartment Duplex, 

RENT, RM 2,600, 3r2b, 
BU987sqf, LA987sqf, Stewart 
Goh, 018-353 3991, E(1)1307/4, 

UP4409665
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Johor Bahru, Bukit Indah, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
630,000, 4r3b, BU1400sqf, LA2380sqf, Ng Yong Lin, 6016-722 

1234, E(1)1307, UP4345993

Johor Bahru, Horizon Residence @ Bukit Indah Serviced 
Apartment, Bukit Indah, Condominium, RENT, RM 2,000, 3r2b, 
BU1045sqf, LA1045sqf, Alice Kang, 011-2700 4780, REN:16087, 

E(1)1598, UP4385756

Johor Bahru, Jalan Stulang baru, Taman suria, Semi-detached 
House, SALE, RM 850,000, 5+1r3b, BU5000sqf, LA3200sqf, 

Richard Lim, 016-776 0001 / 016-725 5552, E(3)0256/5, 
UP3362895

Johor Bahru, Horizon Residence @ Bukit Indah Serviced 
Apartment, Bukit Indah, Condominium, SALE, RM 480,000, 

3r2b, BU1045sqf, LA1045sqf, Mr. Lee, 016-744 2422, E(1)1525/1, 
UP4371923

Johor Bahru, Eco Botanic , nusajaya Direct Owne r, Cluster 
Homes, SALE, RM 1,200,000, 4r5b, LA2240sqf, Ben Nyeow 

Shyh Yong, 6017-789 8293, E(3)0256/5, UP4174880

Johor Bahru, Prima Regency Service Apartment, Jalan Masai 
Baru, Service Apartment, SALE, RM 350,000, 3r2b, LA1050sqf, 

Alice Chong, 6010-331 5500 / 6012-741 3654, E(1)1395/,  
UP4378296

Johor Bahru, Taman Daya, 1-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
395,000, 4+1r2b, LA22x70sqf, Alice Chong, 6010-331 5500 / 

6012-741 3654, E(1)1395/8, UP4378277

Johor Bahru, Stulang Villa, Jalan Indera Putera, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 610,000, 3r4b, LA1750sqf, Alice Chong, 6010-331 

5500 / 6012-741 3654, E(1)1395/8, UP4197334

Johor Bahru, D’Inspire, Serviced 
Residence, RENT, RM 1,680, 

BU464sqf, Anna Tan, 016-744 
3009, AE(3)0015, UP4401570

Johor Bahru, Dato Onn, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, RENT, RM 
1,300, 4r4b, LA22x70sqf, Kinki 
Loh, 6017-766 6699, E(1)1307, 

UP4108504

Johor Bahru, Horizon Residence 
@ Bukit Indah Serviced 

Apartment, RENT, RM 2,000, 
3r2b, BU1045sqf, LA1045sqf, 
Alice Kang, 011-2700 4780, 

REN:16087, E(1)1598, UP4409391

Johor Bahru, Horizon Residence 
@ Bukit Indah Serviced 

Apartment, SALE, RM 630,000, 
3r2b, BU1231sqf, LA1231sqf, Alice 
Kang, 011-2700 4780, REN:16087, 

E(1)1598, UP4409367

Johor Bahru, Indah Samudra 
Condominium, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 1,350,000, 4r4b, 
BU2450sqf, Jane Lee, 6010-
933 9431 / 6012-773 9389, 

E(3)1329, UP1823752

Johor Bahru, Jalan Petri, 
Residential Land, SALE, RM 

5,000,000, LA32700sqf, 
KGV International Property 
Consultants, 07-224 2022, 

E(1)0593/1, UP3258816

Johor Bahru, JLN SERI AUSTIN 
6/7, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 900,000, 4r3b, 
BU3558sqf, LA3558sqf, Richard 
Lim, 016-776 0001, E(3)0256/5, 

UP3944901

Johor Bahru, Johor Bahru 
Pandan City, Tebrau, Shop, 

SALE, RM 760,000, BU1561sqf, 
LA24x80sqf, Keng Wei, 

6013-986 6652, E(1)1307/4, 
UP2187763

Johor Bahru, Johor Jaya, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, RENT, RM 
1,200, 2r3b, LA1000sqf, Kinki 
Loh, 6017-766 6699, E(1)1307, 

UP3400383

Johor Bahru, Kim Teng Park, 
1-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, 
RM 478,000, 3r2b, LA24x70sqf, 

Tee, 012-712 1983, E(3)1099, 
UP4366582

Johor Bahru, Semi-detached 
House, SALE, RM 1,680,000, 

4+1r5b, BU3200sqf, 
LA3800sqftsqf, Anna Tan, 
016-744 3009, AE(3)0015, 

UP4258391

Johor Bahru, setia Tropika, 
Cluster Homes, SALE, RM 

760,000, 4r4b, BU2600sqf, 
LA2450sqf, Cindy Ooi, 6016-

725 8933, REN:05376, E(3)0131, 
UP4292236

Johor Bahru, Taman Pelangi, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, 

RENT, RM 1,600, 4r3b, Michelle 
Wong, 017-476 2361, E(3)1451, 

UP4379407

Johor Bahru, TAMAN 
SENTOSA, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 620,000, 

4r3b, BU1950sqf, LA22x75sqf, 
Devin Teo, 6016-761 0707, 

E(1)1321/7, UP4345077

Johor Bahru, Taman Sentosa, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 750,000, 5r4b, 

LA22x80sqf, Kinki Loh, 6017-
766 6699, E(1)1307, UP3192191

Johor Bahru, Taman University 
Semi D 1 n half Factory, SALE, RM 

1,500,000, 10r3b, BU6000sqf, 
LA6878sqf, Alice Kang, 011-2700 

4780, REN:16087, E(1)1598, 
UP4404767
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Johor Bahru, The Seed, Taman 
Sutera Utama, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 3,000, 3+1r3b, 
BU1390sqf, Cindy Ooi, 6016-

725 8933, REN:05376, E(3)0131, 
UP4336770

Johor Bahru, The Seed, Taman 
Sutera Utama, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 3,000, 3+1r3b, 
BU1390sqf, Cindy Ooi, 6016-

725 8933, REN:05376, E(3)0131, 
UP4336780

Juru, Taman Bukit Juru, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 

720,000, 4+1r3b, BU2500sqf, 
LA4440sqf, Serene Ng, 
012-403 8933, E(3)1402, 

UP2322230

Masai, D’Ambience, Taman 
Permas Jaya, Apartment, RENT, 

RM 1,500, 1r1b, BU584sqf, 
LA584sqf, Tee, 012-712 1983, 

E(3)1099, UP4408532

Masai, D’Ambience, Taman 
Permas Jaya, Apartment, RENT, 

RM 2,650, 3r2b, BU1144sqf, 
LA1144sqf, Tee, 012-712 1983, 

E(3)1099, UP4406315

Masai, Taman Rinting, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
470,000, 4r3b, LA22x70sqf, 
Kinki Loh, 6017-766 6699, 

E(1)1307, UP2987086

Johor Bahru, Taman Seri Austin, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 558,000, 4r4b, LA1540sqf, Ben Nyeow Shyh Yong, 

6017-789 8293, E(3)0256/5, UP4362594

Johor Bahru, TAMAN SETIA TROPIKA, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 1,280,000, 4r5b, LA4812sqf, Ben Nyeow Shyh 

Yong, 6017-789 8293, E(3)0256/5, UP2231246

Minden Heights, Minden Height, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 
2,800,000, 5r3b, BU3500sqf, LA5700sqf, Patrick Oon, 6012-

476 5503, E(3)1402/1, UP4103118

Nilai, 2storey Super Link House, Jalan Nilai, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 498,000, 4+1r4b, BU2788sqf, LA22x81sqf, 

Jason Choy, 6010-232 9893, E(1)1307, UP4260997

Nusajaya, THE ALDINGHAM@ECO BOTANIC, Cluster Homes, 
SALE, RM 1,280,000, 4b, BU2580sqf, LA32x80sqf, M.Y. Tay, 

6010-221 1616 / 6016-718 8790, E(1)1197/6, UP2510730

Nusajaya, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 535,000, 4+1r3b, 
Jun Xiong Tan, 6012-710 0718, E(3)0024, UP4384806

Nilai, Laman Akasia, Nilai Impian, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, 
RM 750,000, 4+1r4b, BU2340sqf, 

LA3995sqf, Engku Shukri, 013-
208 8864, REN:16687, E(1)0553, 

UP4351376

Nusajaya, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 3,500, 3r2b, 

BU1100sqf, Cindy Ooi, 6016-725 
8933, REN:05376, E(3)0131, 

UP4299641

Nusajaya, Nusa Bayu, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, RENT, RM 
1,500, 4r3b, LA20x70sqf, Kinki 
Loh, 6017-766 6699, E(1)1307, 

UP2990190

Nusajaya, Nusa Indah, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, RENT, RM 
1,600, 4r3b, LA22x75sqf, Kinki 
Loh, 6017-766 6699, E(1)1307, 

UP4054956

Other, Austin residence 
Cluster house new, Cluster 

Homes, SALE, RM 800,000, 
5r4b, BU2468sqf, LA3528sqf, 

C.T. Chong, 010-787 7997, 
AE(3)0015, UP3235349

Perai, Casa Utopia, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 
431,000, 3r2b, BU1012sqf, 
Philip Ong, 016-435 2740, 
E(3)0256/3, UP4353171

Perai, The Signature Avenue, 
Prai, Condominium, SALE, RM 

480,000, 3r2b, BU1087sqf, 
LA1087sqf, Serene Ng, 012-403 

8933, E(3)1402, UP4280698

Permas Jaya, Taman Bayu 
Puteri, 2-sty Terrace/Link 

House, RENT, RM 2,500, 5r5b, 
LA22x70sqf, Kinki Loh, 6017-

766 6699, E(1)1307, UP2995298

Port Dickson, PD Villa, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 

560,000, 3+2r3b, BU2600sqf, 
LA8050sqf, Charles Joseph, 

016-674 4179, E(1)1478/1, 
UP3235906

Port Dickson, SeaFront, 
Bungalow House, SALE, 
RM 15,800,000, 10+1r10b, 

LA135000sqf, Charles Joseph, 
016-674 4179, E(1)1478/1, 

UP3046421

Port Dickson, Taman TKK , 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 

750,000, 4+1r3b, BU3400sqf, 
LA6400sqf, Charles Joseph, 

016-674 4179, E(1)1478/1, 
UP2410240

Seremban, Elymus semi d, 
bandar sri sendayan, SALE, RM 
1,298,888, 4+2r6b, BU4500sqf, 
LA50x100sqf, Catherine Yeo, 

6016-668 3016, E(1)1307, 
UP4130963

Seremban, Elymus semi d, 
bandar sri sendayan, SALE, RM 
2,143,888, 4+2r6b, BU4415sqf, 

LA7911sqf, Catherine Yeo, 6016-
668 3016, E(1)1307, UP4130982

Seremban, Elymus semi d, 
bandar sri sendayan, SALE, RM 
2,143,888, 4+2r6b, BU4415sqf, 

LA7911sqf, Catherine Yeo, 6016-
668 3016, E(1)1307, UP4130992

Seremban, Seremban 2 
Carcosa,S2 height,saujana duta, 

Bungalow House, SALE, RM 
2,750,000, 6r7b, BU8876sqf, 

Sky Su, 6012-917 1888, 
E(1)0452/11, UP2405222

Seremban 2, bandar sri 
sendayan, Semi-detached House, 

SALE, RM 1,298,888, 4+2r6b, 
BU4500sqf, LA50x100sqf, 

Catherine Yeo, 6016-668 3016, 
E(1)1307, UP4096711

Medini, Soho, SALE, 
RM 542,130, 1r1b, 

BU736sqf, Carol Chin, 
012-976 6898/016-

789 2997, E(1)1197/6, 
UP4420988
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Skudai, the garden residences, skudai, Apartment, SALE, RM 
340,000, 1r1b, BU641sqf, Ng Yong Lin, 6016-722 1234, E(1)1307, 

UP4395975

Tanjong Tokong, The Tamarind Block B - Seri Tanjung Pinang, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 700,000, 3r2b, BU1047sqf, Melvin 

Tan, 6016-441 3271, E(1)1475, UP4369379

Sungai Ara, Summer Skpe, Sungai Ara , Condominium, SALE, 
RM 605,100, 3r2b, BU1100sqf, Sharon Koay, 6012-420 1147, 

V (3) 0022, UP4419260

Sungai Ara, one imperial, Condominium, SALE, RM 579,000, 
3r2b, BU1200sqf, Handy Ng, E(3)0256/3, 016-471 2413, 

UP4415625

Tanjong Tokong, The Tamarind, Condominium, SALE, RM 
700,000, 3r2b, BU1047sqf, Patrick Oon, 6012-476 5503, 

E(3)1402/1, UP4398172

Tanjong Tokong, Quayside Condominium, Tanjung Tokong Seri 
Tanjung Pinang, Condominium, SALE, RM 1,640,000, 3r4b, 

BU2146sqf, Dave Soon, 016-454 5016, E(1)1026/8, UP3862116

Tampoi, Property, JB, Service Apartment, SALE, RM 547,800, 
Jimmy Kooy, 019-755 7710, REN:11112, E(1)1307/4, UP4227403

Tanjung Bungah, Springtide Residences, Condominium, SALE, 
RM 3,680,000, 3+2r6b, BU4100sqf, Property Talk, 04-227 

9966, E(3)0975, UP4341118

Seremban 2, bandar sri 
sendayan, Semi-detached House, 

SALE, RM 1,298,888, 4+2r6b, 
BU4500sqf, LA50x100sqf, 

Catherine Yeo, 6016-668 3016, 
E(1)1307, UP4096725

Seremban 2, bandar sri 
sendayan, Semi-detached House, 

SALE, RM 1,298,888, 4+2r6b, 
BU4500sqf, LA50x100sqf, 

Catherine Yeo, 6016-668 3016, 
E(1)1307, UP4096728

Seremban 2, bandar sri 
sendayan, Semi-detached House, 

SALE, RM 1,298,888, 4+2r6b, 
BU4500sqf, LA50x100sqf, 

Catherine Yeo, 6016-668 3016, 
E(1)1307, UP4096729

Seremban 2, Bungalow House, 
SALE, RM 2,500,000, 5+1r7b, 

BU5066sqf, LA6500sqf, Vison 
Cheong, 016-725 6678/014-993 
2326, E(1)1307/4, UP4342062

Skudai, crystal villa, selesa jaya, 
Apartment, SALE, RM 198,000, 

3r2b, BU833sqf, Ng Yong 
Lin, 6016-722 1234, E(1)1307, 

UP4345076

Skudai, Taman Pulai utama, 
skudai, 1-sty Terrace/Link 

House, SALE, RM 380,000, 
6r2b, LA22x70sqf, Amber 

Lam, 017-345 0799, E(1)1395/7, 
UP4385609

Seremban, seremban 
2,S2height,acacia,s
aujana,aviva, Semi-
detached House, 

SALE, RM 1,288,000, 
5r5b, LA4500sqf, 
Sky Su, 6012-917 
1888, E(1)0452/11, 

UP4382031

Seremban, 
seremban2 corner 
with land,S2height, 

2-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, 

RM 738,000, 
4r3b, LA2800sqf, 
Sky Su, 6012-917 
1888, E(1)0452/11, 

UP2405232

Setia Tropika, Johor 
Bahru, Cluster 

House 10min from 
CIQ, Cluster Homes, 
SALE, RM 860,000, 
4r4b, BU2373sqf, 
LA35x70sqf, Keng 

Wei, 6013-986 
6652, E(1)1307/4, 

UP2998387

Tanjong Tokong, 
Quayside 

Condominium, 
Tanjung Tokong 

Seri Tanjung Pinang, 
Condominium, SALE, 
RM 1,900,000, 2+1r3b, 

BU2000sqf, Mark 
Tan, 6017-475 3381, 

E(1)1052, UP4394246

Tanjong Tokong, 
The Brezza Sea 

View and Gurney 
View, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 850,000, 

3r2b, BU1250sqf, 
Vince Tan, 012-428 
9840, REN:09973, 

E(3)0262, UP4289910
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